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- This reportdetails the participation by Lockheed coinvestigators in the reduction, analysis,

and interpretation of data obtained by the Ion Mass Spectrometer onboard the Giotto mission to

Comet Halley. Lockheed's participation in the data analysis was in conjunction with the IMS

science team consisting of members from The University of Bern, The Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, The Massachusetts Institute of Technology and The

Max-Planck-Institute for Aeronomy. The data analysis activities and much of the scientific

collaboration was shared by this team.

One objective of the effort under this contract was to use data obtained by the Giotto Ion

Mass Spectrometer (1MS) during the encounter with comet Halley for the purpose of advancing

our understanding of the chemistry and physics of the interaction of the solar wind with comets

and obtaining new information on the comet's composition. An additional objective was to make

this unique data set available in a format which can be easily used.by the rest of the cometary

science community for other analyses in the future.

The IMS has two sensors: the High Intensity Spectrometer (HIS) and the High Energy

Range Spectrometer (HERS). HIS was designed for investigation of the large fluxes of 68 km/s

(relative to the spacecraft) ions expected in the inner coma, whereas HERS was designed to

observe much broader ranges of ion energy and direction of incidence. The conceptual design,

laboratory testing, detailed design, and construction of HERS was accomplished largely with

NASA funding, and the principal objective of the contracted effort was therefore the reduction and

analysis of HERS data. Because HERS and HIS had complementary fields of view, joint studies

based on both data sets have also been made. _1- i. i _

A. Instrument Description

A detailed description of the IMS has been published by Balsiger et al. (1986a). Only

those features most relevant to the data analysis tasks that have been accomplished under this

contract are reviewed here.
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During each 4-second spin period of the Giotto spacecraft, HERS measured the 3-

dimensional velocity distribution functions of ions in one of 4 mass ranges: protons (P mode),

light ions (L mode) with mass/charge M/Q in the range 2-4 amu/e, medium ions (M mode) with

M/Q = 11 to 26 amu/e, and heavy ions (H mode) with M/Q = 15 to 32 amu/e. During the last 10-



minutes of HERS operation each mode was measured for two spins. The energy range was 10 eV

to an M/Q-dependent upper limit of 2.0 to 4.7 keV.

Both HERS and HIS had fan-shaped fields of view in planes which included the spacecraft

spin axis (which was closely aligned with the velocity vector of the spacecraft relative to the

comet). HERS did not view the ram direction, however, its polar (elevation angle) field of view

extended from 15o to 75o from the spin/ram direction. The resolution in elevation was 15o for

protons and 7.5o for all other ion species. The HERS azimuth angle resolution was 5.6o.

HIS comprised two separate analyzers: 1) a mass analyzer (MA) with a field of view

which included the ram/spin direction and extended down to an elevation angle of 12o and 2) an

angle analyzer (AA) with an elevation angle field of view which extended down to 220. The MA

did not measure angles, while the AA had 50 resolution in elevation and 22.50 resolution in

azimuth. The AA measured ion energy/charge with 2.5% accuracy but did not distinguish M/Q.

The time resolution of HIS was 4 s.

j

B. Summary_ of Observations

HERS was first turned on and checked out in space in early September, 1985. The

spacecraft orientation and mission operations schedules allowed us to obtain about 20 5-hour

intervals of solar-wind observations during cruise. At the Halley encounter, HERS was operated

nearly continuously from 0530, March 12, until 0003, March 14, Spacecraft Event Time (SCET),

when the experiment ceased to function due to damage by collision with cometary dust and

associated disturbances of the spacecraft electrical system.

During the encounter, the IMS provided exciting new data concerning the chemistry and

physics of ions at comet Halley. The initial investigation of the quick-look data led to a wide

variety of discoveries which were summarized by Balsiger et al. (1986b).

C. Accomplishments. under previous data analysis contract NASW-3729

Since the previous Giotto contract concerned some of the early data analysis activities, we

review here some of the accomplishments under that contract.

1. Calibration and Data Reduction
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a. Wecreatedconvenientlyformatteddatafiles on computers at JPL,

LPARL, and MIT and wrote programs to read them efficiently.

b. We compiled a log book of all the HERS data, including

identification of missing, bad or questionable data, and made several different types of survey plots

and tabulations of the raw data.

c. We parameterized the background counting rates of the

microchannel plate (MCP) and the channel electron multipliers (CEM).

d. We completed analysis of laboratory calibration data to allow more

accurate velocity calculations.

e. We developed second-generation, but not final, algorithms for

calculating phase space density from the raw data.

f. We developed computer codes, based on the second-generation

algorithms, to perform the following operations:

i. Computing moments (i.e., density, velocity and temperature) of the ion distributions.

ii. Fitting simple models (e.g., a convected MaxweU-Boltzmann distribution function) to

the data.

iii. Plotting "stacked" spectra.

iv. Plotting 2-dimensional contours of phase space densities in any azimuthal plane or on

the surface of a cone swept cut by the field of view of any single detector or group of

detectors.

v. Plotting time series of selected parameters.

vi. Calculating and plotting power spectral density of plasma parameters.

-x,,,,¢



-_j g° We created plots of several plasma parameters for selected time intervals at agreed-

upon scales; these plots were exchanged with investigators working on other Giotto

experiments.

h. We submitted the following data files for submission to NSSDC.:

Particles Data T_vpe Time Resolution

Protons Moments 16 sec Day 72 0523 to end

Protons MB fit 10-rain averages Day 72 1902 to end

Alphas Moments 16 sec Day 72 0511 to end

Alphas MB fit 10-min averages Day 72 1902 to end

Other ions Moments 128 sec Day 72 2130 to end

a. We compiled all available data on photoionization processes

required for analyzing the ion mass spectrum in the M/Q = 24-50 amu/e range in terms of ion

composition.

b. We analyzed the HIS data for the M/Q range 15-19 amu/e to deduce

the amount of methane and ammonia in the parent gases of the comet.

c. We performed a preliminary survey and interpretation of the vector

velocity profiles and distribution functions of different groups of ion species along the encounter

trajectory.

d. We analyzed the pickup of cometary protons upstream of the Halley

bow shock; we observed increased pitch-angle scattering, and increased radius and thickness of the

shell of picked up protons as the shock was approached.
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e. We analyzed the properties of an intense burst of very hot ions

detected just inside the Halley contact surface and considered their possible origin.

f. We studied the density profile of He + ions in the inner coma and

discovered that current models are incapable of explaining the amount of He + observed.

g. We studied the fine structure of the Halley bow shock and

discovered that some plasma parameters change over a broad scale consistent with the gyroradius

of picked-up heavy ions, whereas the solar-wind protons and alphas show evidence of a series of

narrow subshocks. The observations are not well explained by state-of-the-art models.

h. We studied the foreshock region upstream of the bow shock; we

found evidence of enhanced ion-flow fluctuations but no evidence for backstreaming protons, as

observed in the Earth's foreshock region.

i. We developed a 1-dimensional model of the forces acting between

the cometary ions, the cometary neutrals, and the cometary magnetic field that explains the profile

of the magnetic field outside the magnetic cavity. A generalized Ohm's law that includes effects

due to velocity differences between ions, neutrals, electrons was a result of this study.

j. We found preliminary evidence for the existence of pick-up H_ ions

in the vicinity of the comet.

II. ACCOMPLISHMENTS UNDER ANALYSIS CQ_ITRACT NASW-4336

At the close of the previous contract, we had accomplished significant

scientific results using "f'Lrst and of second generation" analysis codes. Many of the more

important investigations we carried during this contract period out required accurate, quantitative

analyses of the data based on the best possible knowledge of the instrument performance. We had

to therefore substantially improve our present model of the HERS performance, which was based



on a simplified theoretical model of the instrument with some corrections to take account of the

calibration data. The following effects were studied in great detail.

1. HERS mass spectra are constructed from the relative number of counts

acquired by each of 40 mass anodes arranged behind a micro-channel plate (MCP) amplifier. We

had not taken account of the non-uniformity in the MCP sensitivity and response. Because the

angle of incidence and the energy with which ions hit the MCP depend on the ion mass and the

instrument mode (P, L, M, or H), the calibration data were studied to find any systematic

dependence of sensitivity on mass mode and anode number. It was found that there is no

systematic dependence with mode within the uncertainties of the measurements. Also, the

calibration data were used to test for a systematic dependence on sensitivity to atomic and

molecular species. Again, no dependence was identified within the uncertainties of the

measurements.

"-,...,.1

2. Three to five mass anodes contribute counts to each mass spectral peak.

The calibration data show that the positions of the peaks have a weak dependence on elevation

angle which had not yet been modeled. The shape of a mass peak depends on how closely it is

centered on an anode or on an inter-anode gap. There are also dependences of peak width and

shape on anode number (because the focussing properties of the analyzer change slightly as a

function of position along the MCP. These latter dependences were crudely taken into account for

the presentation of preliminary results, but more accurate and more quantitative modelling of these

effects (some of which are quite large) was clearly required to enable accurate calculations of

relative abundances. Both preflight calibration data and flight data were used to analyze and

develop numerical models of these effects. We then developed a computer program to model the

locations, shapes, and heights of mass peaks as a function of relative abundances and ion

mass/charge, energy, and angle of incidence.

Understanding and correctly accounting for these effects was an arduous

task. We believed, however, that it was possible to achieve satisfactory results through

coordinated analyses of in-flight and calibration data with the aid of additional calibration runs on

the flight spare unit to resolve any ambiguities or to help interpolate or extrapolate from the masses

and energies at which the original calibration data were obtained. There were some internal

consistency checks which were applied to ascertain if we had obtained a reasonably good model of

the instrument. For example, the abundances and velocity distributions of the water group ions

should be the same whether they are calculated from the M or H mode spectra. For some ions at
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some energies and some directions it was also be possible to compare our results to simultaneous

data acquired by other plasma instruments on Giotto. (Of course, each of them also has its own

limited field of view and measurement uncertainties.)

The end result of this lengthy task can best be illustrated in Figure 1. This figure shows the

water group ion distribution in the Comet Halley coma from the M mode. The shape of each peak

was modeled using a modified gaussian of the form:

fx-x  
Counts - Background = Aie'l w i /.

The peak center xi, the peak width wi, and the exponent N were all determined for each

mass peak separately using calibration data. The flight data in Figure 1 were fit using the calibrated

peak centers, widths, and exponents and allowing the amplitudes Ai to vary. It is clearly evident in

Figure 1 that the fitting procedure provided excellent results and that the relative contributions of

the water group ions to the total mass spectrum were well determined. Other intervals had different

mixes of the various ions and for most intervals the fitting procedure was well behaved and

provided good results. Thus, through the combination of calibration and flight data, we were able

to determine the peak shapes of all major ions observed by [MS/HERS and therefore determine the

relative mix of the various ion species for the entire HERS data set.
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x.._./ B. Moment Calculations

The improved understanding of the instrument performance discussed above allowed us to

determine the relative mix of ions in the coma. To obtain absolute numbers, we modified our f'trst

and second generation moments code to take into account our better understanding of the

instrument. The calculation of cometary ion moments from the HERS data proceeded as follows:

. The data were summed over a sufficient number of spacecraft spins to obtain - 1000

counts of water-group ions (m/q = 16 to 18 amu/e, using both medium- and heavy-mode

data). The lengths of these summation intervals ranged from 128 to 512 seconds, which

corresponds to summing over 8 to 32 consecutive spectra for each instrument mode. The

4-kV upper limit of energy/charge and the background counting rates of its microchannel

plate (MCP) sensor prevented HERS from detecting the pickup of heavier cometary ions

until the spacecraft was -250,000 km from the nucleus (-2300 SCET). A measurable

flux of hot, cometary ions was then observed along the inbound Giotto trajectory until the

spacecraft reached a distance of 40,000 km. For the elevation bin closest to the ram

direction, the MCP had a "hot spot" at the position of anode 29, which resulted in a very

high and very irregular background counting rate for that anode. For this reason, data

from anode 29 were not used in the analysis.

. The count-rate matrices were corrected for detector background counts. The background

count-rate corrections, which depended on both elevation angle and mass anode, were

determined by averaging several hours of data obtained earlier on the day of the comet

encounter when the spacecraft was millions of km from the nucleus and HERS could

detect only solar wind ions and picked-up cometary protons.

. For each of the time intervals selected in Step 1, the vector velocity of the ions with m/q =

16-18 amu/e was obtained by finding the least-squares fit of the observed distribution to a

spherically symmetric distribution in velocity space. This process corrected for those

parts of the ion distributions outside the HERS field of view. For the part of the

distribution that was within the HERS field of view, the data show that isotropy is indeed

a good fast approximation.

x_...

. The distribution of counts versus mass anode was then modeled using generalized

Gaussians to determine the position and width of each mass peak. (This step was
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discussed in the previous section). Examination of the flight data showed that the

locations of the mass peaks had shifted by a fraction of a mass anode in the year between

laboratory calibration of the instrument and the comet encounter. The cause of this shift

is not understood. Thus the calibration data were used as a guide to the approximate

locations and widths of the mass peaks and least-squares fits of the flight data were

performed to determine the best values to use for the data analysis. It was assumed that

neither the locations nor the widths of the mass peaks changed during the hour before

closest approach to the comet. The positions and shapes of each of the mass peaks were

determined for the data set as a whole, while the contributions of different ion species to

the counts measured by each anode were separately determined for each time interval by

performing a least-squares analysis to determine the height of each peak. Although it was

originally intended to use both the medium- and heavy-mcx_ data for calculating the

densities of water-group ions, the least-squares fits to the medium-mode data were

significantly superior to the heavy-mode data fits (the variances between the data and the

fits were smaller and the peak widths determined by the fits were closer to the pre-launch

calibration values), so only the medium-mode data were used to calculate the densities for

m/q = 16 - 18 amu/e.

For each interval, it was then assumed that each ion species had an isotropic distribution

and the same bulk velocity vector Vo as the water-group ions (as determined in Step 3).

Then, for each value of m/q, the 3-D distribution in elevation -azimuth-energy/charge was

transformed into a one-dimensional distribution of phase space density versus tAvl, where

Av = v - Vo. Integration over this 1-D distribution then gave the ion density.

The method used for computing proton and rn/q = 2 ion moments was similar except that:

o The proton counting rate was high enough that the proton density could be

calculated on a spin by spin basis to yield 1100 km resolution. The fluxes of ions

with m/q = 2 amu/e were great enough to allow 64 sec (4400 km) resolution.

, A moments technique, rather than a least-squares fit was used to calculate the

proton bulk velocity independent of the heavy-ion velocity calculated in Step 2

above.

. The HERS instrument was able to identify protons unambiguously, with no mass

overlap, so Step 4 above was not necessary.

9
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Implementation of the above procedure resulted in significant changes in some of the ion

moments while others (for example the m/Q = 2 moments) were relatively unchanged from their

first generation values. Perhaps the best illustration of the improvement over the f'trst generation

moments can be seen in Figure 2. This figure compares the second and generation and final proton

densities with the electron densities derived from the Giotto electron experiment. The new proton

densities are significantly greater than the old densities after 2100 LIT. These new densities agree

remarkably well with the electron densities derived from a completely different instnmaent. The

substantially larger new proton densities are primarily the result of the accounting of protons

outside the HERS field of view. The discrepancy between the proton and electron densities after

2240 is the result of several known factors. First, the electron density is equivalent to the total ion

density, which by 2240 has a significant contribution from heavy cometary ions. Second, when

the proton peak moves outside the HERS field of view (after ~ 2350 LIT), the total proton density

will be underestimated even when we attempt to take into account the protons outside the field of

view. Finally, the electron density is underestimated in the inner region because a large fraction of

electrons are below the 10eV cutoff of that instrument.
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As with the first generation moments, we submitted the revised final moments to the

NSSDC and to the International Halley Watch (IHW) archives. Plots and listings of the final

moments that were submitted to the NSSDC and IHW archives are given in Appendix A.

l-
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C. Science Results

Although the development of final plasma parameters occupied a considerable amount of

time under the contract, these efforts were not without reward. We have used these revised plasma

parameters in several studies that have either been published, submitted for publication or are

presently in press in the scientific literature. We have also presented these results at numerous

scientific meetings. Perhaps equally important, we have made these data products available to the

general scientific community in an easily interpretable format through the IHW and NSSDC

archives.

A list of the papers published, in press, or submitted to scientific journals is in Appendix

B. A list of papers presented at scientific meetings is given in Appendix C.

Below, we summarize the results from the scientific studies carried out under this contract.

The title of the work is followed by a brief description. Further details may be obtained from

Appendix D, which contains copies of the papers listed below and in Appendix B.

z
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. The velocity distributions of cometary protons picked up by the solar wind

Journal of Geophysical Research, 94, 5227-5239, 1989.

The region upstream from the shock has turned out to be an excellent laboratory for testing

many of the theories on the generation of magnetohydrodynamic waves by unstable plasma

distributions and the effect these waves have on the distributions. Cometary neutrals can propagate

great distances from the nucleus before being ionized. Depending on the orientation of the

upstream magnetic field to the solar wind flow, these new born ions picked up by the solar wind

and form a ring or a beam in velocity space. Two general conditions can be identified. Ion pickup

when the upstream magnetic field orientation is nearly parallel to the upstream flow direction is

termed quasi-parallel pickup and ion pickup when the upstream magnetic field orientation is nearly

perpendicular to the upstream flow direction is termed quasi-perpendicular pickup. This

distincition is very important both for the type of pickup distribution that is expected to be formed

and by the type of waves the unstable pickup distribution produces. Quasi-parallel pickup

produces a beam-like pickup distribution in that the perpendicular temperature is on the order of or

small than the beam drift speed. This type of distribution is unstable to a variety of beam modes,

the most important of which is the resonant ion beam instability. The waves generated by this

instability will pitch angle scatter the beam distribution from 0 (or 180 °) pitch angles toward 90 °

pitch angles. At the other extreme, quasi-perpendicular pickup produces a ring distribution in that

the perpendicular temperature is much larger than the beam drift speed. This type of distribution is

unstable to an anisotropy driven instability which will pitch angle scatter the ring distribution away

from 90 ° toward 0 and 180 ° pitch angles. For both quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular pickup,

the pitch angle scattering occurs along a shell whose origin is not the center of the proton

distribution but is displaced approximately alfven speed along the magnetic field direction. This is

because the waves resonant with the ions have velocities equal to the alfven speed and pitch angle

scattering represents no net change in energy in the wave frame. Additional evolution of the

pickup distribution will occur near the cometary bow shock. In _s region, the large amplitude

magnetic fluctuations and the presence of the bow shock will result in energy diffusion of the

pickup distribution.

The above paper describes the detailed study of the cometary protons picked up by the solar

wind upstream from the Halley bow shock. Eleven intervals ranging from 1 to 5 x 106 km were

selected on the basis that the magnetic field direction remained relatively steady. The three-

dimensional proton distribuuon measured by IMS/HERS was reduced to a pitch angle distribution

in the solar wind rest frame by using the computed solar wind flow velocity and the magnetic field

direction. For each distribution, the location in pitch angle and energy for the initial pickup ion



x....j distributionwascomputed.Therangeof pitchanglescatteringabout this initial direction and the

range of energy diffusion about the initial pickup energy were quantified. Quasi-parallel and quasi-

perpendicular pickup intervals were considered separately. For the quasi-parallel intervals, the

pickup proton distribution far from the comet was similar to what was expected based on theory.

It showed pickup distribution at the local pickup energy that had been scattered partially into a

shell. The shell center was located between the center of the proton distribution and the expected

location one alfven speed displaced along the magnetic field. Nearer the shock, the pitch angle

scattering was greater and some evidence for energy diffusion was seen.

The real surprise came in the quasi-perpendicular pickup regime. Instead of a partially

filled shell centered approximately on 90 ° pitch angles, the distribution for quasi-perpendicular

pickup resembled that for quasi-parallel pickup. That is, the partially filled shell was asymetrically

centered on 180 ° rather than 90 °. This is a real puzzle because based on the above theoretical

concerns, the pitch angle scattering should be peaked at 90 ° and not 180 °. The 180 ° direction was

always the direction for ions traveling away from the comet. Although it is tempting to assume that

the 180 ° pitch angles were f'dled with protons reflected from the cometary bow shock (much the

same as the reflected ions observed at the Earth's bow shock), there are several reasons why this is

probably not the case. Probably the most important reason is that at a weak shock like a cometary

bow shock, ion reflection does not occur. One possibility raised is that because the turbulence

between the spacecraft and the comet is higher than the turbulence between the spacecraft and the

sun, there is a net flux of scattered protons traveling along the magnetic field away from the comet.

Although this global rather than local view of the problem is a possible solution, further theoretical

work is needed to resolve this important issue.

v 13



x....¢ , Observations of a shock and a recombination layer at the contact surface of comet Halley

Journal of Geophysical Research, 94, 17251-17257, 1989.

Before the Giotto encounter with comet Halley, the transition from a collisionless regime to

a collisional regime was thought to take place at the contact surface. The IMS/HIS and HERS

sensors and their operating modes were designed to detect this transition. HERS was designed to

operate mainly in the collisionless regime while HIS was designed to operate mainly in the

collisional regime. In fact both sensors have produced interesting results in the regimes they were

not specifically optimized for. This overlap is important for the understanding of data from both

sensors.

During the encounter, the contact surface was observed about two minutes before closest

approach. Many of the characteristics were as expected, namely the exclusion of a solar wind

magnetic field and the formation of a field free cavity dominated by cometary ion outflow at -1

km/s. However, there were some puzzling aspects of this outflow that prompted another look at

the contact surface region. Several models described the flow inside the contact surface as radial

outward until some distance from the contact surface, where the plasma inside the contact surface

is lost down the tail by a change in flow direction from radial to tailward. The initial HIS results

showed that this was not the case. The radial flow was observed throughout the region inside the

contact surface out to the boundary. This prompted a suggestion that the plasma inside the contact

surface was lost by recombination at the contact surface. The model predicted a pileup of plasma

just inside the contact surface. This pileup is important because the density increase results in a

large increase in the recombination rate and consequently a significant loss of plasma.

The above paper discusses the HIS observations near the contact surface and presents

evidence for a plasma pileup region just inside the contact surface. The pileup was observed in the

HIS mass analyzer in both the water group fluxes and the "heavy" ion fluxes (ions with mass -44

amu/q). The density increases were on the order of 4 to 10 rimes the density prior to the contact

surface. This is on the order of what was predicted theoretically. The pileup region was very thin,

extending only on the order of 47 km inside the contact surface. However, this thickness was also

on the order of that predicted theoretically.

In addition to a density spike at but just inside the contact surface, a density spike was

observed somewhat upstream of the contact surface near what was identified in the magnetometer

data as an outward propagating fast shock. This density spike was observed in the HIS angle

analyzer. Based on where in velocity space the spike occurred, it was concluded that this spike

14
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represented an increase in the suprathermal particle population just upstream from the outward

propagating fast shock. Analysis of the data showed that the density of these suprathermal

particles was onIy on the order of 1% of the total plasma density. The density and energy of these

particles suggested that they were suprathermal ions accelerated at the shock front through the

familiar shock drift acceleration mechanism. In this acceleration process, ions drift along the shock

front at the same velocity as the outward propagation of the shock and thus gain energy with each

shock encounter. A similar process accelerates ions to suprathermal energies at the Earth's bow

shock.

M...-
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. Cometary ion flow variations at comet P/Halley as observed by the Giotto IMS experiment.

Annales Geophysicae,8, 229-238, 1990.

The IMS/H RS and HIS sensors were designed with some overlap in field of view. The

HERS sensor viewed from 15 to 75 ° from the ram direction. That is, it was blind along the ram

direction. The HIS angle analyzer sensor trilled in this blind direction because it viewed from 0 to

220 from the ram direction. Using only the HERS data, we have estimated that the cometary ion

distribution moved substantially out of the field of view at around 2340-45 UT or a distance of 8 x

104 km from the nucleus. Thus, the continued tracking of the cometary water group velocity

inside of this distance required the HIS angle analyzer data.

The angle analyzer data were fit with a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution to determine the

velocity and temperature of the total distribution. The velocity profile showed a general decrease

from -25 km/s at 1.5x106 km from the comet to -few km/s near closest approach. This is in

contrast to the velocity profiles determined from instrtLments that did not view in the ram direction.

These velocity profiles showed a leveling off in velocity well before closest approach. The

discrepancy underscores the need for the ram direction data to determine the true velocity profile

near the comet. While the general trend was decreasing, there were relatively large velocity

variations, sometimes as much as 50% of the total velocity. These velocity variations are due to

the inherently turbulent nature of the comet-solar wind interaction. The temperature profile also

showed a general decreasing trend from -100 eV at 1.6 x 105 km to <1 eV near closest approach.

One of the most interesting results was the sudden appearance of a cold cometary

distribution entirely in the ram direction at -9 x 104 km from the comet. Because it is entirely in

the ram direction, it was not detectable from instruments that did not view in that direction. It's

relatively sudden appearance showed that the comet-solar wind interaction in the inner regions of

the comet coma was not simply described as the gradual slowing of dae solar wind due to the

pickup of more and more cometary ions. Clearly a rather abrupt change in the interaction occurred

when this cold cometary distribution appeared.

In general, comparison of the measured flow velocities and temperatures with MUD

models of the comet Halley interaction with the solar wind showed that the modeled flow velocities

were too high and the temperatures were too low by as much as a factor of 2 from the measured

temperatures and velocities. This discrepancy will be evident in other papers discussed below. It

points out the fact that the current cometary models provide good qualitative results but relatively

inaccurate quantitative results.

16



. Giotto IMS measurements of the production rate of hydrogen cyanide in the coma of comet

Halley

Annales Geophysicae, 8, 319-326, 1990.

One of the more important problems in recent cometary research is how to relate the in situ

observations with remote observations from the ground. This is an important problem because it is

only recently that in situ observations have been made while ground observations have been made

for many years. Most ground observations consist of the study of optical emissions from the

comet coma. Of the optical emissions, the brightest are the emissions from CN radicals even

though the CN production rate has been found to be quite small in comparison to the water

production rate in comets.

V

In the above paper, the M/Q=28 amu/q mass channel of the HIS sensor is used to

determine the relative concentration of H2CN + to H2 O+, thereby deducing the HCN concentration

relative to H20 ÷. The M/Q=28 mass channel is important because HCN reacts with water to form

H2CN + (M/Q=28) while H2CN + reacts only weakly with water, thereby leaving a significant

fraction of H2CN + in the inner coma. The M/Q=28 mass peak can also be contaminated with N2 +

and CO +. However, both of these molecules will be preferentially depleted by interaction with the

cometary H20 present in the inner coma. A relatively simple model calculation shows that this is

indeed the case and also shows that the H2CN + content is modulated by the NH 3 concentration.

Previous study of the IMS/HIS data resulted in an estimated NH3 concentration relative to H20 of

-2%. With this estimate, the HCN concentration relative to H20 in the comet coma is on the order

of .02%. Radio observations put the HCN production rate relative to H20 -. 1-.5%. One possible

explanation for this discrepancy is the fact that the HCN production is know to have significant

variations. The outgasing from the comet, especially the CN radicals, is know to be highly

anisotropic and sporadic at times. The calculations from IMS/HIS are restricted to a steady-state

photochemical model.

--'J 17



. Densities and abundances of hot cometary ions in the coma of P/Halley

The Astrophysical Journal, in press, 1991.

Following the Giotto encounter with comet Halley, a number of models were produced to

describe the in situ spacecraft observations. Perhaps the most ambitious model was one that

combined a computer simulation of the chemistry inside the contact surface with

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) computer simulations of the solar wind interaction outside the

contact surface. The the chemistry inside the contact surface was used to determine the total

amount and relative mix of cometary neutrals. In the MHD simulation, these cometary neutrals

were allowed to move outward from the contact surface and interact with an incident solar wind

population. Using realistic dissociation, recombination, and ionization rates, the production of

cometary ions from the neutrals and the subsequent mass loading of the solar wind were simulated.

An imaginary spacecraft was "flown" through the model along the Giotto trajectory and plasma

density profiles of a large number of ions were determined.

We felt that the previous IMS/I-IERS data was not yet suitable for comparison with such an

ambitious computer model. However, with the revision of the IMS/H RS densities of cometary

and solar wind ions, we were finally in a position to compare in situ observations with the best

MHD computer simulations.

In general, HERS detected most of the ions expected to be found in the coma of comet

Halley. This much was already known soon after the encounter. What was probably the most

surprising result was that the density of cometary ions in the range from 40,000 to 250,000 km

was at least an order of magnitude greater than predicted by cometary models. This discrepancy

appears to be true for all cometary models produced thus far. It is not the result of a large

compression of the plasma since the proton densities in the outer coma, inside the bow shock are

about what was expected. It appears that the best explanation for the discrepancy is that the models

underestimate the ionization rate for cometary ions. There is evidence from the HERS

observations of an anomalously high charge exchange rate for He 2+ that support.s this suggestion.

Charge exchange could play an even more important role in the production of cometary ions since

the charge exchange cross sections increase with decreasing velocity. This feature was not

included in the models but may be very important since the solar wind plasma slows considerably

as more and more cometary ions are picked up.

While the absolute densities from in situ measurements and cometary models are in

disagreement, the relative densities of the water group ions are in good agreement. The HERS

18



observationsof the density ratios of M/Q=16/M/Q=18, and M/Q=17/M/Q=18 are in good

agreement with the MHD models of the cometary coma. This suggests that the dissociation of

cometary water molecules in the inner coma is a well understood process. One major discrepancy

in the density ratios is the overabundance of C'+ relative M/Q=13, and 14. It has been suggested

that the extra C'+ may come from dust grains, whereas the MHD models do not include such a

SOUrCe.

Finally, the new in situ density prof'des clearly indicate that the "boundary" at 1.35 x 105

km from the comet is barely discernable in the cometary ion data. It had been suggested that this

boundary, which has been called the "cometopause" and the "magnetic pileup boundary", was a

"chemical boundary", were solar wind plasma was lost and cometary plasma increased

dramatically. It is clear from the HERS data that Giotto did not encounter such a "chemical

boundary" as proposed for VEGA observations in a similar region of the Halley coma.
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. Observations of solar wind ion charge exchange in the comet Halley coma

The Astrophysical Journal, submitted, 1990.

x....J

Under the previous data analysis contract, we reported anomalously high charge exchange

of solar wind He 2+ to He + in the coma of comet Halley. Charge exchange loss of up to 30% of

the solar wind He 2÷ was reported in a region where theorists expected losses of only on the order

of 3%. Needless to say, this was quite a surprise and required a follow-up study when the

revision of the IMS/HERS moments was completed.

The charge exchange of He 2+ into He + is by far the easiest to do since both ions were

directly observed by IMS/HERS and there is very little initial M/Q--4 ions in the solar wind

However, the large charge exchange rates observed in the comet coma suggested that the effects of

charge exchange of other solar wind ions with larger charge exchange cross sections than He 2+

could be observed. Included in these other solar wind ions were protons and high charge state

Oxygen and Carbon ions. Proton charge exchange cannot be observed directly since the product

of the charge exchange is a fast neutral that is not detectable by an ion mass spectrometer.

However, the higher charge exchange cross section for protons compared to He 2+ implies that the

solar wind He 2+ to proton density ratio should rise as the comet is approached. Of course, when

cometary protons are added in, the density ratio could decrease, increase, or stay the same

depending on the relative ratio of solar wind to cometary protons. In addition to the charge

exchange of protons, other solar wind ions such as high charge state of Oxygen and Carbon ions

have much larger charge exchange cross sections than He 2+. One should see a cascade to lower

charge states of these ions as the comet is approached.

The revised HERS moments were first used to compute new percentages for the charge

exchange of He 2+. Also included in this calculation was the removal of H2 + from the M/Q=2 mass

peak, using a previous study of H2 + and He 2+ ions. It was found that the percentage charge

exchange of He 2÷ rose to over 40% just inside 105 km from the comet. Next, the revised

moments were used to compute the He 2÷ to proton density ratio. The average density ratio f'trst

rose as the comet was approached and then, at a distance of about 2 x 105 km from the comet, the

density ratio leveled out and then decreased rather rapidly. The gradual increase followed by the

decrease was modeled using a relatively simple model of the charge exchange process. This model

showed that the changes were consistent with an initial loss of solar wind protons at a faster rate

than He 2÷, followed by a rapid increase in the total proton density near the comet due to the

addition of cometary protons. These results showed that the relative magnitude of the cross

sections for protons and He 2÷ were correct. One possible explanation for the anomalously large
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charge exchange of He 2+ was that the assumed cross section was not correct. The results in this

study showed that this is probably not the case.

In general agreement with the proton and He2+ observations, high charge state Carbon and

Oxygen ions in the solar wind were observed to charge exchange to lower charge states as the

comet was approached. Unfortunately, the densities of these solar wind ions were so low that

quantitative studies of the charge exchange process was not possible.

The results of the charge exchange study indicate that we still do not know the origin of the

anomalously high charge exchange of He 2+. However, we have eliminated several possibilities.

One possibility that remains is that the plasma flow near the comet is significantly different from

that modeled. If the plasma slowed significantly along the comet-sun line in addition to the

deflection away from that line, then there would be significantly more solar wind plasma charge

exchange than modeled. The enhanced charge exchange would also result in larger cometary ion

densities. Presently, the observed cometary ion densities are about a factor of ten greater than the

modeled densities, thus supporting the idea that the cometary ion production through charge

exchange is underestimated in the models. Further modeling is required to improve the agreement

between theory and observations.

One of the more surprising results from this study was that there was an abrupt change in

the He 2+ to proton density ratio in the so-called "mystery region". This region, between 9 and 5 x

105 km from the comet, was known to contain higher solar wind ion densities and enhanced fluxes

of energetic (>1 keV) electrons. The enhanced energetic electron fluxes are correlated with the

He 2+ to proton density ratio increase. The density ratio increase and the overall increase in the

solar wind density in this region suggest that it is a tube of different solar wind plasma from the

surrounding region that has convected into the cometary coma. At present, this is the best

explanation of most of the properties. One property it does not explain is the enhanced fluxes of

energetic electrons. The enhancement is unique in the Giotto encounter. They suggest that in

addition to a different solar wind plasma, the mystery region contains some additional processes

related to the comet. At present, we do not know what these processes are.

x..../
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, Observations of plasma dynamics in the coma of P/Halley by the Giotto ion mass

spectrometer

Journal of Geophysical Research, submitted, 1990.

We have already discussed above the results using the revised cometary and solar wind ion

densities. Velocities and temperatures of these ions were also revised. In cometary models, these

other moment have a direct effect on the cometary and solar wind ion densities. For example, the

cometary pick up process results in the slowing of the solar wind. The more ions picked up, the

more the solar wind slows and, since the charge exchange rate is energy dependent, the slowing

causes an increase in the loss of solar wind ions. Previous publications included only the ions

within the HERS field of view. Near the comet, where the physics becomes interesting, a large

fraction of the cometary and solar wind ion distributions are outside the HERS field of view and

modeling of the distribution is required to determine the plasma moments. Fortunately, the

cometary ion distributions are relatively simple. To fast order, they consist of a shell in velocity

space centered on the local solar wind flow speed and with radius approximately equal to the local

solar wind flow velocity.

The HERS data for the protons, M/Q=2 ions and the entire water group were modeled

using an iterative scheme that determined the flow velocity and density of the distribution. This

scheme is described in section I of this report. The result was an estimate of the moments and the

amount of the distribution outside the HERS field of view. So long as the flow velocity (= center

of the distribution) was within the field of view, the modeling produced very good results. They

showed a gradual decrease in the flow velocities of all ion species as the comet was approached.

No abrupt changes in the flow velocities or temperatures were observed.

Concentrating on the water group ions, they were found to be in the form of a shell

distribution with relatively uniform pitch angle coverage. The radius of the shell coincided quite

well with the local solar wind speed as expected. As the comet was approached, the shell radius

decreased as expected and the water group ion density increased. The density increase was entirely

due to the addition of ions at approximately the local pick up speed. In fact, some of the higher

energy ions, picked up much earlier and upstream from the spacecraft, were observed to charge

exchange away.

There is general agreement with the observed and predicted flow velocities and

temperatures. However, predictions from the _ models generally indicate higher flow

velocities and lower cometary ion densities in the inner coma. The two moments are directly
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J coupled because the lower observed flow velocities are the result of pick up of more cometary

material and thus higher cometary ion densities. This disagreement again underscores the need for

more work on the modeling of the comet-solar wind interaction.

The HERS flow velocities and the HIS flow velocities show good agreement in the region

where the measurements overlap. This is an encouraging result and suggests that further

comparison of the HIS and HERS data is possible and will yield a better understanding of the two

instruments and the comet environment.

The region described as the "cometopause" or the "magnetic pile up boundary (MPB)" is

evident only in the solar wind ions and magnetic field. No distinct change in the cometary ion

moments across this boundary was observed. The change in solar wind parameters only is

additional strong evidence that the MPB was a rotational discontinuity in the solar wind that had

convected into the comet coma.
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. Interpretation of the ion mass spectra in the mass range 25-35 obtained in the inner coma of

Halley's comet by the HIS-sensor of the Giotto IMS experiment.

Astronomy and Astrophysics, in press, 1991.

As already pointed out above, the HIS sensor is uniquely suited for the study of the the

inner region (inside the contact surface) of the Halley coma. This paper is primarily concerned

with the ion mass range from 25 to 35 amu/q. The molecular chemistry in this inner region of the

coma is dominated by proton affinity. Molecules having higher proton affinity than water will

react with the most abundant ion in the inner coma 0-13O+) and abstract a proton. These protonated

molecules will have much higher densities than their parent molecules Ions with a lower proton

affinity than water will either be under-abundant if they react strongly with water or tend to have a

high abundance if they do not react with water.

Although the inner coma is dominated by this water reaction process, correct accounting of

the ion species requires a model of the inner coma chemistry. Such a model is presented which

predicts the relative abundance of the cometary ions. These predictions agree relatively well with

the ion mass spectra from HIS inside the contact surface. This agreement indicates the following:

1. H2CO and CH3OH dominate the mass range from 25 to 35 amu/q since their parent molecules

are most abundant and their proton affinity is the largest. 2) Minimal ion abundances at masses

27, 29, and 34 are consistent with the predictions since most of the ions with this mass per charge

react strongly with water. 3) The height of the M/Q=28 mass peak is consistent with the

HCN/H20 abundance ratio of 0.001. CO + contributes to this peak but is not dominate. In

addition to these results, a molecular abundance profile is determined by fitting the model to the

radial variation of the HIS ion data.
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. The evolution of the M/Q=2 ion distribution in the outer coma of comet Halley

To be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research, 1991.

Under the previous contract, we did some preliminary analysis of the proton and alpha

variations across the bow shock. The protons were analyzed in detail while only the M/Q=2

moments were considered.

Using the revised analysis codes developed under the present contract, we were able to

reconstruct the M/Q=-2 distribution in pitch angle coordinates in the solar wind proton rest frame.

Upstream from the bow shock, we found evidence of a pick up ion distribution with M/Q=2. This

distribution is identified as cometary H2 + produced primarily through the dissociation of cometary

water molecules. Although the picked up distribution is near background, we are confident that it

is real because it is at the same velocity as the picked up proton distribution and the distribution is

not present prior to just before the bow shock.

M../

Across the bow shock, the solar wind He 2÷ distribution is observed to heat quite rapidly.

In contrast, the solar wind proton distribution does not heat until much further downstream.

Further downstream from the bow shock, the He 2+ distribution changes from one that is peaked

near zero velocity in the proton rest frame to one that is approximately in the form of a shell in

velocity space centered on the proton rest frame. Shell-like He 2+ distribution have also been

observed downstream from the Earth's bow shock. At the Earth's bow shock, the formation of

the shell distribution is believed to occur because the differential slowing of He 2+ and protons

across the electrostatic shock potential. We believe that the process is similar at the cometary bow

shock. The only difference is that the cometary bow shock is weaker and therefore the relative

drift between the protons and He2+ ions (and hence the shell radius) is smaller. Indeed, the He2+

distribution showed no shell like features for the Giotto crossing at the flanks of the cometary bow

shock because the shock strength there was relatively weak. Further downstream however, Giotto

was sampling plasma that originated nearer the subsolar point. In this region, the shock strength is

much greater. In addition, the cometary ion pick up and slowing of the solar wind is faster near

the comet-sun line. The moi'e rapid slowing of the solar wind in this region also contributes to the

formation of a He 2÷ shell because of a mismatch in the slowing of the solar wind He 2÷ and proton

distributions.
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the proposal for this data analysis contract, we outlined a strategy to go well beyond the

initial scientific studies using the IMS/HERS data from the comet Halley encounter. The strategy

involved a top to bottom revision of the data analysis codes used to compute physical parameters

from the instrument. The revision required a second, more detailed look at the calibration data and

careful modeling of the instrument response. We have accomplished all the proposed objectives

using this strategy. The revised moments have led to a much improved understanding of the

comet-solar wind interaction from the outer regions where the interaction is very weak to the very

inner coma where the interaction is very strong. In addition to the science results, we submitted

the revised data set to the IHW and the NSSDC in a convenient format for other scientists to use.

We expect that this data set will become an invaluable resource for future studies of comets.

x..../

With the close of this contract, we feel that we have analyzed to the best of our ability the

majority of the IMS/HERS data set. Most of the interactions between the solar wind and the comet

have been identified and several, such as cometary proton pick up, are reasonably well understood.

Others, such as solar wind ion charge exchange, are not well understood but the observations are

well documented. We have also compared the in situ observations with most of the present day

cometary models. While the agreement is far from perfect, it is now the responsibility of the

cometary modelers to improve the models to agree better with the observations.

Although we feel that we have analyzed the majority of the HERS data set, we do not feel

that cometary research is finished. Already pointed out above is the need for better computer

models to compare to the data. We have tried, through our submission of the data to the NSSDC

and IHW, to provide would be cometary modelers with a data set that was in physical units and

easy to handle. In addition to comparison between theory and experiment, we feel that additional

inter-experiment comparison will yield better information on the cometary environment. Almost all

of the scientific studies performed under this contract were aided by the inter-comparison between

data sets from different Giotto instruments. As other experimenters improve their data sets,

additional comparisons with the HERS data products are possible. Again, we feel that the NSSDC

and IHW archives will provide much of HERS data needed for this inter-comparison.

Finally, we have made preliminary comparisons between the final generation HERS data

products and the initial, fin'st generation HIS data products. The comparison between these two

instruments is critical to understanding the complex environment sampled by HIS near the comet.

There is a significant region where the observations overlap and the preliminary comparisons under
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thiscontractshowencouragingagreementbetweenthetwosensors.Clearlymoreworkonthe
HISdataisneededtodevelopsecondgenerationHIS dataproductsandtocomparetheseproducts
with theHERSdataandwiththeoreticalpredictionsof theinnercomaof cometHalley.
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Appendix A

Listings and Plots of Updated Giotto IMS/HERS Moments Submitted to IHW and NSSDC
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M/Q =12 Final moments computed from model calculations

doy SCET SCET distance Density HSE Coord

hhmmss minutes km cm-3

72 230105. 1381.08

72 230513. 1385.22

72 231337. 1393.62

72 231337. 1393.62

72 232219. 1402.32

72 232747

72 232953

72 233202

72 233202

72 233408

72 233618

72 233824

72 234034

1407.78

1409.88

1412.04

1412.04

1414 14

1416 30

1418 40

1420 56

72 234240. 1422 66

72 234240. 1422 66

72 234449. 1424 82

72 234655. 1426 92

72 234923. 1429.38

72 235201. 1432.02

2.54E+05

2.37E+05

2.03E+05

2.03E+05

1.67E+05

1.45E+05

1 36E+05

1 27E+05

1 27E+05

1 19E+05

1 10E+05

1 01E+05

9.22E+04

8.36E+04

8.36E+04

7.47E+04

6.61E+04

5.60E+04

4.52E+04

0 8O

0 9O

1 60

1 20

3 00

4 70

4 90

5 5O

5 8O

6.30

5.7O

8.90

9.50

10.80

12.30

11.70

12.80

7.8O

8.40

Vx Vy

-59. -26

-62. -21

-44. -6

-38. 3

-33. 0

-29. 1

-31. 0

-27 2

-26 4

-23 3

-24 1

-20 -I

-20 -3

-16 -2

-18 -3

-13 -4.

-13 -3.

-14 -4.

-10 -i.

Vz

.

4.

--6.

-13.

--9.

--2.

--1.

--4.

--5.

--6.

--3.

0.

I.

0.

I.

--2.

--3.

--Io

0.

Log (T)

K

6.28

6.23

5.97

5.99

5.86

5.72

5.65

5.63

5.70

5.50

5.44

5.47

5.49

5.41

5.40

5.44

5.33

5.31

5.29

Total

seconds

1024

496

1520

512

512

128

128

640

128

128

128

128

128

640

128

128

128

160

160

k_/



_- ::_ F_na _ moments coral, bled f:g_ rqo_e catc_]_t_or.

ac_ SCET SCET d_stance Density HSE Coord Log(T; Total
hhmmss minutes km cm-3 Vx Vy Vz K seconds

72 230105 1381.08 2.54E+05
72 230513
72 234034
72 234240
72 234240
72 234449
72 234655
72 234923
72 235201

1385.22 2.37E+05
1420.56 9.22E+04
1422.66 8.36E÷04
1422.66 8.36E÷04
1424.82 7.47E+04
1426.92 6.61E÷04
1429.38 5.60E*04
1432.02 4.52E÷04

0.20 -59
0.i0 -62
0.50 -20
0.50 -16
0.50 -18
0.50 -13
0.7O -13
0.40 -14
0.i0 -i0

-26

-21
-3

-2

-3
-4

-3
-4

-I

4. 6.40 1024
4. 6.33 496

i. 5.34 128

O. 5.46 640
I. 5.59 128

-2. 5.57 128

-3. 5.30 12B
-i. 5.39 160

O. 5.32 160

-,,...,z

ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY



M C =!4 F nal moments computed from mooe" "a_culat_ons

dO, SCET SCET distance Densit) MSE Coord Log(T) Total
hhmmss minutes km cm-3 Vx _y _z K seconds

............................................................

72 231337
72 232953
72 233202
72 233202
72 233618
72 233824
72 234034
72 234240
72 234449
72 234655

1393 62
1409 88
1412 04
1412 04
1416 30
1418 40
1420 56
1422 66
1424 82
1426 92

2 03E+05
1 36E+05

1 27E+05
i 27E+05

i 10E+05

I 01E÷05
9 22E,04

8 36E÷04
7 47E÷04

6 61E,04

0.30 -38.
0.70 -31
0.50 -27
0.60 -26
0.70 -24
1.10 -20
1.00 -20
0.90 -16
1.30 -13
0.80 -13

3

0

2
4

I

-I
-3

-2
-4

-3

-13
-i
-4
-5
-3
0
I
0

-2
-3

6.05 512
5.66 128
5.88 640
5.49 128
5.66 128
5.57 128
5.71 128
5.50 640
5.49 128

5.31 128

_v _

ORIGINAL PACE IS

OF POOR QUALITY.
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M/Q =15 F na] moments comDuted froG: mode calculations

do) SCET SCET dlstance Denslty HSE Coord Log(T) Total
hhmmss minutes km cm-3 Vx Vy Vz K seconds

72 232219 1402.32 1.67E+05
72 234034
72 234240
72 234240
72 234449
72 234923
72 235201

1420.56 9.22E+04
1422.66 8.36E+04
1422.66 8.36E÷04
1424.82 7.47E÷04
1429.38 5.60E÷04
1432.02 4.52E÷04

0.20 -33
0.60 -20
0.80 -16
1.10 -18
1.40 -13
1.30 -14
2.OO -I0

0
-3
-2
-3
-4
-4
-i

-9
i
0
I

-2
-I
0

5.85 512
5.45 128
5.34 640
5.30 128
5.32 128
4.86 160
5.25 160



w,C :I( F hal moments computeo from model calcuiat_or_

oc, SCET SCET distance Density HSE Coord Log(T) Total
_mmss minutes km cm-3 Vx Vy Vz K seconds

T2 230105 1381.08 2.54E+05
72 230513
72 231337
72 231337
72 232219
72 232747
72 232956
72 233202

4.4O -59
1385.22 2.37E+05 4.30 -62
t393.62 2.03E+05 6.70 -44
1393.62 2.03E÷05 5.30 -38
1402.32 1.67E÷05 11.70 -33
1407.78 1.45E+05 17.20 -29
1409.94 1.36E+05 18.70 -31
1412.04 1.27E÷05 16.90 -27

72 233202. 1412.04 1.27E÷05 19 80 -26.
72 233412. 1414.20 1.18E+05 19
72 233618. 1416.30 1.10E÷05 16

72 233828. 1418.46 1.01E+05 23

72 234034 1420.56 9.22E+04 29
72 234243 1422.72 8.33E÷04 24
72 234243 1422.72 8.33E+04 28
72 234449
72 234655
72 234926
72 235205

30 -23.
60 -24.
30 -20.
30 -20.
i0 -16
40 -18

1424.82 7.47E+04 28.90 -13
1426.92 6.61E÷04 23.30 -13
1429.44 5.58E÷04 9.90 -14
1432.08 4.49E+04 8.80 -I0

-26
-21

-6
3
0
i
0

,

4.
-6.

-13.
-9.

-2.

-I
2 -4
4 -5

3 -6

I -3
-I 0

-3. i
-2. 0

-3. I

-4. -2
-3. -3

-4. -I
-I. O.

6.81
6.51
6.14
6.11
6.01
5.79
5.77
5.68
5.69
5.63
5.56
5.60
5 56
5 51
5 47
5 46
5 40
5 29
5 33

1024
512

1528
512
512
128
128
640
128
128
128
128
128
640
128
128
128
160
160

X__,/



",,_.j

M/G =!7 F hal moments computed from ms:e, co]cuat_ons

do_ SCET SCET distance Densit_ _3E Coord Log(T) Total
hhmmss minutes km cm-3 Vx Vy Vz K seconds

............................................................

1381.08

1385.22
1393.62

1393 62

1402 32
1407 78

1409 94
1412 04

1412 04

1414.20
1416.30

1418.46
1420.56
1422.72
1422.72
1424.82
1426.92

1429.44

1432.08

2.54E_05
2.37E+05
2 03E+05
2 03E÷05
i 67E+05
i 45E+05
i 36E+05
i 27E+05

i 27E+05
I 18E+05

1 IOE+05
1.0!E+05

9.22E÷04
8.33E÷04

8.33E+04

7.47E+04
6.61E+04

5.58E+04
4.49E+04

4.50
2.20
4.60
4.10
9.90

17.50
16.10
18 70
19 80
23 70
22 40
34 I0
34 30

30 30
38.20
34.90
34.70
18.30
12.90

-59.
-62
-44
-38
-33
-29
-31
-27
-26.
-23.
-24.
-20.
-20
-16
-18
-13
-13
-14
-i0

-26
-21

-6
3

0

i
0

4

4

-6
-13

-9
-2

-I
2 -4

4 -5

3 -6
I -3

-I 0
-3. i

-2. 0

-3. I
-4. -2.

-3. -3.
-4. -i.

-i. O.

6.84
6.42
6.03
6.11
5.93
5.73
5.80
5.78
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5.44
5.43
5.25
5.30

64
58
55
62
55
48
47

_2 230105
72 230513
72 231337
72 231337
72 232219
72 232747
72 232956
72 233202
72 233202
72 233412
72 233618
72 233828.
72 234034.
72 234243,
72 234243.
72 234449.
72 234655.
72 234926.
72 235205.

1024

512
1528

512
512

128

128
640

128
128

128
128

128

640
128

128
128

160
160



N C :18 Final moments computea from mo_e calculations

do> SCET SCET d stance Density HSE Coord Log(Tl Total
hhmmss minutes km cm-3 Vx Vy Vz K seconds

_2 230105
_2 230513
72 231337
72 231337
72 232219
72 232747
72 232956
72 233202
72 233202
72 233412
72 233618.
72 233828.
72 234034.
72 234243.
72 234243.
72 234449.
72 234655.
72 234926,
72 235205.

1381.
1385.
1393.
1393
1402
1407
1409
1412
1412
1414 20
1416 30
1418 46
1420.56
1422.72
1422.72
1424.82
1426.92
1429.44
1432.08

08 2.54E+05
22 2.37E+05
62 2.03E÷05
62 2.03E÷05
32 1 67E÷05
78 1 45E+05
94 1 36E÷05
04 1 27E+05
04 1 27E+05

1 18E+05
I IOE+05
1.01E+05
9.22E+04
8.33E+04
8.33E+04
7.47E+04
6.61E+04
5.58E+04
4.49E÷04

0.80
1.60
2.70
2.30
5.70

15.10
13.80
16.90
16.60
18.20
18.70
27.20
26 7O
32 90
32 70

39 30
44 50
21 70
22 70

-59
-62
-44
-38
-33
-29
-31
-27
-26
-23
-24
-20
-20
-16
-18
-13
-13
-14
-10

-26
-21

-6
3
0
I
0
2
4
3
i

-i
-3
-2
-3
-4
-3
-4
-i

4. 6.46 1024

4. 6.75 512

-6. 6.04 1528
-13. 6.06 512

-9. 5.95 512

-2. 5.85 128
-I. 5.77 128
-4. 5.81 640
-5. 5.62 128
-6. 5.65 128
-3. 5.59 128
O. 5.59 128
I. 5.52 128
O. 5.45 640
1. 5.39 128

-2. 5.46 128
-3. 5.40 128
-I. 5,22 160

O. 5.34 160

",,,_..,/



c

M C :28 F nal moments computed from mooei ca:culat_ons

do) SCET SCET distance Density HSE Coord Log(T) Total
hhmmss minutes km cm-3 V× Vy Vz K seconds

............................................................

72 231341 1393 68 2.02E.05
72 232223 1402
72 232750 1407
72 232956 1409
72 233206 1412
72 233828 1418
72 234037 1420
72 234243
72 234243
72 234453
72 234659
72 234930

38 1 67E+05
84 1
94 1
10 1
46 1
62 9

1422.72 8

1.70 -44.
2.70 -33.

44E+05 5.90 -29.
36E+05 9.00 -31.
27E+05 6.00 -27.
OIE+05 18.90 -20.
19E÷04 19.80 -20.
33E+04 15.50 -16.

1422.72 8.33E+04 13.70 -18.
1424.88 7.45E÷04 11.40 -13.
1426.98 6.59E+04 13.10 -13.
1429.50 5.55E+04 8.90 -14.

-6
0

i

0
2

-i
-3

-2.

-3.

-4.

-3.

-4.

-6
-9
-2
-i
-4

0
I

6 21
6 I0
5 95
6 i0
5 96
5 85
5 72

0 5.73
I 5.72

-2. 5.77
-3. 5.69
-I. 5.34

1536
512
128
128
640
128
128
640
128
128
128
160

J



M { =32 rlnal moments computed from mode' calculations

oo, SCET SCET distance Density HSE Coord Log(T) Total

hhmmss minutes km cm-3 Vx Vy Vz K seconds
............................................................

72 231341. 1393.68 2.02E+05 2.50 -44. -6. -6. 6.37 1536

72 233206. 1412.10 1.27E+05 5.50 -27. 2. -4. 6.01 640
72 234243. 1422.72 8.33E+04 6.80 -16. -2. O. 5.66 640

V
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THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF COMETARY PROTONS

PICKED UP BY TIgE SO1,AR WIND

M. Neugebauer, t A. J. Lazarus, 2 H. Balsiger, 3 S. A. Fuselier, 4

F. M. Neubauer, 5 and H. Rosenbat,er 6

/o_

Abstract. Velocity space distributions of picked up

cometary protons were measured by the ion mass spectrometer

on the Giotto spacecraft upstream of the Halley bow shock.

Large pitch angle anisotropies were observed at all distances

>1.2 x 106 km from the comet. As expected, pitch angle

diffusion was much more rapid than energy diffusion. When

the field was quasi-parallel to the solar wind velocity vector, it

was possible to discern the effect of pitch angle scattering by

sunward propagating, field-aligned hydromagnetic waves, but

there is evidence for other scattering modes as well. For

quasi-perpendicular geometries, the pitch angle distribution

was very asymmetric with phase space density peaks near

pitch angles of 180 ° . It is suggested that the asymmetric pitch

angle distribution may be caused by global rather than local

wave-particle interactions. Just outside the shock, the pitch

angle distribution was nearly isotropic and the radius of the

pickup shell increased significantly.

Introduction "

The outermost parts of cometary comae have turned out to

be excellent sites for the study of a wide variety of wave-

particle interactions of importance to space plasma physics.
The comet-solar wind interaction offers an excellent

opportunity to analyze waves excited by the pickup of

cometary ions by the solar wind as well as the effect of those

waves back on the plasma. Data obtained by six spacecraft at

P/Giacobini-Zinnet and P/Halley have inspired a great

number of theoretical and observational papers. The present

paper is of the latter type. We present observations of the

velocity distribution functions of picked-up cometary protons

measured by the ion mass spectrometer (IMS) on the Giotto

l Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of

Technology, Pasadena, California

2Center for Space Research, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

3physikalisches Institut, Universi!y of Bern, Bern,

Switzerland

4Lockheed Palo Alto Research Labo.ratory, Palo Alto,

California.

51nstitut fiir Geophysik und Meteorologic, Universidit zu

Kfln, Krln, Federal Republic of Germany

6Max-Planck-Institut fiJr Aeronomie, Katlenburg-Lindau,

Federal Republic of Germany.

Copyright 1989 by the American Geophysical Union.

Paper number 88JA04270.
0148-0227/89/88JA-04270505.00

spacecraft over the distance range of 1 to 5 Mkm (I Mkm =

106 km) from the nucleus of comet Halley. The velocity

space distributions of the picked-up protons are found to

depend on both the direction of the interplanetary magnetic

field and proximity to the Halley bow shock. Just as

Glassmeier et al. [1987, 1989] found very different wave

modes and magnetic power spectra for quasi-parallel and

quasi-perpendicular conditions, we find very different pitch

angle distributions for those two situations.

Instrumentation and Data Selection :rod Rcducticm

The design and operation of the Giotto IMS has been

described by Balsiger et al. [1987]. The IMS consisted of

two sensors named HIS and HERS. The data presented here

were obtained outside the Halley bow shock by the high

energy range spectrometer (HERS). HERS was a true mass

spectrometer capable of mapping velocity distributions as a

function of ion mass/charge so the proton distributions could

be studied without contamination or confusion by other ion

species.

The HERS energy range for protons extended from 10 to

4500 eV. The field of view for proton detection extended

from 15 ° to -70 ° from the spacecraft spin axis, which was

aligned with the velocity vector of the spacecraft relative to

the comet. The geometry is illustrated in the inset in Figun"

1. The instrument mapped out 349 ° in azimuth during :1

spacecraft spin. The angular bins used for the prese,t

analysis were 15 ° in elevation by 11.25 ° in azimuth. A thrc

dimensional proton velocity distribution was measured every

fourth spacecraft spin (spin period equal to 4 s).

The present analysis uses 64-s averages of the dircctiof_ ,f

the interplanetary magnetic field as measured by the Gi,,tto

magnetometer, which has been described by Neubat, er er al.

[1987]. This instrument measured the vector field e,,.'ry

0.035 s. The magnetometer data have been corrected fi,_ the

spacecraft field and interferences.

Eleven upstream intervals, lettered a through k, were

selected for detailed study on the basis that the direction of the

interplanetary magnetic field remained relatively stead'/for a

sufficiently long time to accumulate data concerning thc three-

dimensional distribution of picked-up protons relative to the

magnetic field direction. In general, the farther from the

comet, the lower the density of picked-up protons, _',nd the

longer the interval required to obtain statistically si_rdficant
results. The locations of the selected intervals relati _c to the

bow shock of comet Halley are shown in Figure I The

shock was encountered at 1922 UT at a comt_centric

distance of 1.14 Mkm; thus the data in irtlcrv t k _scrc

obtained just outside the shock.

Table 1 lists pertinent informatiovl for each i,te; _ al. From
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Fig. I. Locations of tile intervals analyzed relative to the bow

shock of comet Halley, in Halley-centered solar ecliptic

coordinates (HSE). The inset shows the HERS field of view

(FOV) relative to the spacecraft velocity vector, Vs/c, and the

solar direction XHSE. The field of view is rotationally

symmetric about Vs/c.

left to right, the columns in Table 1 are (I) the letter

designation and universal (spacecraft event) time, on March

13, 1986, at which the data were obtained, (2) the solar

ecliptic latitude angle of the average interplanetary magnetic

field vector (positive to the north), (3) the solar ecliptic

longitude angle of the average field vector (0 ° toward the Sun

and positive in the direction opposite to planetary motion), (4)

the expected radius of a spherical shell of picked-up protons,

calculated from the observed solar wind velocity, taking the

velocity of the comet into account and assuming an average

outflow speed of neutral H atoms of I 1 krn/s relative to the

comet (see Neugebauer et al. [1989] for a discussion of H

atom speeds), (5) the angle o_ between the field direction and

the solar wind velocity vector relative to the H atoms, (6) the

angle %¢ between the average magnetic field vector and the

direction from the spacecraft to the comet nucleus, and (7) the

angle 0beam between the field and the velocity vector of a

field-aligned beam of protons reflected from the Halley bow
shock. :,i; _':' _

Figure 2 summarizes the pickup proton distribution
functions for each of the l 1 intervals. Time increases and

distance to the bow shock decreases from the top to the

bottom of the figure. The method of transforming the data'

from a spacecraft coordinate system (speed relative to the

spacecraft, elevation angle, and azimuth angle) to a solar-

wind-magnetic (SWB) coordinate system moving with the

wind and having the field direction as one of its axes has been

described by Neugebauer et al. [19891.

Figure 2 shows two plots for each interval. The plots on

the right show one-dimensional speed distributions, in SWB

coordinates, averaged over both gyroangle and pitch angle,

while the left-hand plots present the pitch angle distributions,

averaged over both gyroangle and the thickness (in velocity

space) of the shell of picked-up protons. The lower limits

used for the integration over speed in the calculation of the

left-hand plots were obtained from the minima in the right-

hand curves between the solar wind and pickup proton

distributions. The upper limits were the speeds at which the

phase space densities first reached the instrument background

level. For both sets of panels the ordinate is the base 10

logarithm of the phase space density, f, in units of cm "3 km "3
s 3. The mean distance from the comet in units of 106 km

(Mkm) and the angle a are given to the right of each pair of

panels.

In each panel, the observational data are indicated by

circles. The horizontal error bars indicate the 15° widths of

the pitch angle bins within which the data were averaged, and
the vertical error bars show the uncertainties associated with

counting statistics. The range of pitch angles sampled

depended on the angle between the magnetic field and the

spacecraft spin axis; that dependence accounts for the lack of

observations at large pitch angles during interval d, for

example, and for poor sampling and large error bars at very

large or very small pitch angles in many of the other intervals.

Unfortunately, the counting statistics are probably not the

most significant source of uncertainty or error. First, there is

-30% uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the instrument

which affects the absolute values, but not the shapes, of the

curves in Figure 2. Second, cornputation of the weighted

x,__.j

TABLE I. Average Parameters for Intervals Used in This Study

0B, CB, Radius, _t, 0Be ' 0beam '
Inl;¢_'v01. UT (leg deg km/s deg . deg _leg

Possible range t-90 +180 0-180 0-180 0,180

a: 0010-0153 -18 -152

b: 0800-0859 28 12

c: 1220-1249 2 138

d: 1324-1424 -10 i08

e: 1528-1549 87 -37

f: 1633-1724 16 178

g: 1731-1747 65 -145

h: 1757-1820 38 158

i: 1828-1849 18 -172

j: 1905-1913 62 -I00

k: 191_-1922 50 -25

365 30 98 180

383 150 98 0

352 49 33 ?

338 80 2 180

338 94 101 ?

318 20 74 180

320 70 106 180

313 48 67 9

283 21 84 180

274 94 124 180

285 51 123 ?

ORIGINAL P,'_GE I_

OF POOR QUALJ'i_.
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Fig. 2. (Left) Circles: measured pitch angle distributions of

picked-up protons. Histograms: distributions of pitch angles

expected for a perfect instrument (no uncertainties in angular

or energy measurements), indicative of average direction and

variations of the interplanetary magnetic field. Smooth curves:

calculated cold-ring distributions for model instrument

response and measured field directions (see text for

explanation). (Right) Circles: measured velocity distributions,

averaged over pitch angle. Smooth curves: calculated cold-

ring distributions for model instrument response (see text for

explanation). The ordinates are lOgl0 (phase space density in
units of cm "3 km -3 s3).

averages plotted in Figure 2 requires knowledge of both the

geometric factor and the volume of three-dimensional phase

space covered by each speed-elevation-azimuth bin in which

counts were accumulated by the instrument; these factors are

neither uniformly well determined by the instrument

calibration data nor uniformly well modeled by the data

analysis software. In general, the instrument response is

very uniform with respect to the azimulhal angle m:lpped by

the spacecraft spin. At the other extreme is a strong and not

very well understood or modeled variation with proton

energy at any given angle, with the greatest uncertainty at the

lowest energies (with respect to the spacecraft). Knowledge

and analytical modeling of the elevation response lie between

these two extremes. The propagation of these uncertainties

into the SWB coordinate system depends on the orientation of

the magnetic field and is therefore different for each panel in

Figure 2. In the discussions which follow, we will point out

which results might possibly be affected by inadequate

modeling of the instrument response.

The continuous curves in Figure 2 show the expected

response of the instrument to cold rings of picked-up

protons. The method of calculating the cold-ring curves

requires some explanation. First, there are contributions to
the widths of the curves from variations of both the solar

wind velocity and the direction of the magnetic field during an

averaging interval. Histograms of the expected pitch angles
due to those variations alone are shown at the bottom of each

panel. The scales for the histograms, in units of the number

of 64-s intervals, are linear and are indicated on the right

sides of the left panels. The second contribution to the

widths of the cold-ring curves is the response function of the

instrument. A perfectly cold ring of cometary protons, all

picked up at the same velocity and the same field direction,

would not result in a dcha function in eilher the pitch angle or

the speed distribution because of the finite velocity space

acceptance cone of the instrument. The dominant effect arises

from the instrument's approximately triangular energy

response function which has a full width at half maximum of

-250 eV [Balsiger et al., 19871. The effects of solar wind

variability and the instrumental response were combined by

calculating a pitch angle distribution and a velocity spectrum

for the cold ring of pickup protons every 64 s, taking the

instrument acceptance function into account and using 64 s

averages of the solar wind vector velocity and field direction.

Each resulting set of 64 s distributions was then summed and

normalized to match the peak height of the observed

distribution. In other words, the curves in Figure 2 represent

convolutions of the instrument acceptance cone in velocity

space with the temporal variations of the solar wind and the

interplanetary magnetic field during the averaging intervals,

ignoring the fluctuations faster th:m 64 s which Glassmcicr ct

al. 11989] and others have shown to be of small amplitude

and to carry only a small fraction of the power.

Results and Discussion

The processes responsible for the different types of pitch

angle and velocity profiles shown in Figure 2 are most easily

discussed in three separate groups: quasi-parallel pickup,

quasi-perpendicular pickup, and phenomena associated _vith

proximity to the bow shock.
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Quasi-Parallel Pickup

First consider the pitch angle distributions on the left side

of Figure 2. As previously reported for the region well

upstream of the bow shock [Terasawa et al., 1986;

Neugebauer et al., 1986, 1987; Wilken et al., 1987], the

pitch angle distributions are very anisotropic, except for

interval k just outside the bow shock. On the other hand,

comparison of the observed phase space density to the

instrument noise level of-10 l 1.6 cm-3 kin-3 s3 [Neugebauer

et al., 1989] leads to the conclusion that there was a

measurably large flux of picked-up protons at all observable

pitch angles for all intervals except perhaps intervals a and c,

which were more than 2.5 Mkm from the comet.

For the quasi-parallel intervals (intervals a, b, c, f, h, and

i, with _x < 50 ° or > 130°), there was a fairly good, but not

perfect, correlation between the pitch angle at which the

maximum phase space density was observed and the pitch

angle at the peak of the distribution expected for the ensemble

of cold-ring distributions (continuous curves).

For every interval, the observed pitch angle peak was

wider than the calculated cold-ring peak. Such peak

widening is expected to be caused by (1) protons picked up

upstream of the spacecraft where the field direction may have

differed slightly from the locally measm:ed direction due to

the propagation of waves through the plasma and (2) pitch

angle scattering by either preexisting waves in the solar wind

or by waves created by the unstable distribution of the

picked-up ions. The general trend was for the pitch angle

distribution to broaden as the comet was approached. Far

from the comet, at 3.8 and 5.7 Mkm, the ratio of the peak to

the minimum phase space density exceeded an order of

magnitude. Closer to the comet, in interval i, the ratio of

maximum to minimum phase space density was reduced to a

factor of -3, while just outside the bow shock, in interval k,

the distribution was nearly isotropic, indicating that pitch

angle scattering had filled the shell nearly completely.

Intervals i-k were in the region identified as the cometary

foreshock by ROme et al. [1986].

Next consider the speed distributions on the right side of

Figure 2. Note that the plots cover only the range 200-500

km/s, so that the solar wind peak at zero speed has been

excluded. The high-speed tail of the solar wind distribution

can be seen at the low-speed end of each spectrum. More

complete speed distributions have been presented by

Neugebauer et al. [1989].

For all the quasi-parallel intervals except interval h (o_ =

48°), the observed peak was at a slightly lower speed than the

cold-ring peak. The probable explanation of this effect can be

understood with the aid of Plates 1 and 2, which show phase

space density contours of the velocity space distributions for

quasi-parallel intervals b and f, respectively,. These two-

dimensional contour plots have been averaged over

gyroangle. The vertical and horizontal axes are the

components of velocity perpendicular and parallel to the

average magnetic field, respectively. (Note that a proton

with zero pitch angle, i.e., one moving parallel to B, would

be at the extreme left side of Figure 2 but to the right of the

origin in Plates I and 2.) The contours were calculated from

data which had been binned by 20 km/s in speed and by 15 °

in pitch angle. The symbols L and H in these figures denote

local minima or maxima in log f, respectively. There are four

contours per decade of phase space density. In both Plates 1

and 2, the solar wind peak is readily distinguishable at v
• " par'

V_er p coordinates of (0 0). From the peak of the solar windp
dtstribution, the phase space density dropped approximately 5

orders of magnitude before increasing again due to the

presence of the pickup protons. The two highest density

contour intervals in the pickup shell have been color coded,

as have the corresponding intervals in the solar wind pcak.

The peaks of the expected cold-ring populations are indicated

by the circled asterisks. Arcs of elevated log f stretch out in a

direction roughly consistent with that expected for pitch angle

scattering. It is apparent from Plates I and 2, and from all the

other contour plots we have examined, that pitch angle

scattering is much more rapid than energy diffusion,

consistent with current theoretical understanding of the

pickup process le.g., Galley et al., 19881.

The dashed line in Plate I represents a surface of constant

speed centered on (0, 0). At negative values of Voa r (pitch

angles greater than 90°), this dashed line lies considerably

outside the shell of picked-up protons. The dotted curve in

Plate 1 is a circle passing through the cold-ring peak and

centered at the point (v A, 0), where v A is the local value of

the Alf%n speed; that point is indicated by a circled point on

the abscissa. The dotted curve is the locus of points expected

to be occupied by picked-up protons which have been pitch

angle scattered from the initial ring by Alfv_n waves

propagating along the magnetic field toward the Sun [e.g.,

Wu et al., 1973; Lee and lp, 1987; Price et al., 1988; Lee,

1989]. The observed shell of scattered pickup protons is

located about midway between the dashed and the dotted

circles, perhaps slightly closer to the dotted circle.

A similar phenomenon is apparent in Plate 2 for interval f.

The magnetic geometry was such that the ring had v _r v +cro• P:' I
coordinates of approximately (-300, I(X)) km/s, and waves

propagating along the field toward the Sun would be located

on the negative Vpar axis. Once again, the observed shell of
scattered pickup protons is between the two circles.

Glassmeier et al. [1989j have made a detailed study of the

upstream waves observed by Giotto for two particular

intervals. Our interval f nearly coincides with the quasi-

parallel interval (1620-1730 UT) in their study. They

concluded that during this period, the observed turbulcnce

clearly exhibited an Alfv_nic character with sunward wave

propagation, consistent with the dotted circle drawn in Plate

2.

The postulated effect of pitch angle scattering by waves

traveling along the field toward the Sun can be readily

discerned in each of the six quasi-parallel intervals. We

interpret the fact that the picked-up protons tend to occupy a

surface which lies between a sphere centered on the solar

wind velocity and a sphere offset by an amount cor-

responding to sunward propagation of Alfven waves as

evidence for the existence of additional scattering modes or

sources, such as scattering by antisunward propagating

waves intrinsic to the solar wind or by nonparallel pro-

pagating, locally generated waves.

Quasi-Perpendicular Pickup

In addition to the dependence on distance from the comet,

there is an inverse correlation between the pickup proton

anisotropy and the angle 0t between the velocity and the
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Plate 1. Contours of proton phase space density for quasi-parallel interval b from 0800-0859 UT, March

13, 1986, when the spacecraft was 3.8 Mkm from the nucleus of comet Halley. There are four

contours/decade, with f measured in units of cm -3 km "3 s3. See text for further explanations.
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Plate 2. Contours of proton phase space density for quasi-p:u-allel interval f from 1633-1724 UT, M;Hch

13, 1986, when the spacecraft was 1.7 lVlkm from the nucleus of comet Halley. There are four

contours/decade, with f measured in units of cm 3 km 3 s 3. See text for further explanations.
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magnetic field. This effect is evident by comparison of the

quasi-perpendicular intervals d, e, g, and j with their nearest

quasi-parallel neighbors in Figure 2. The pitch angle

distributions are more sharply peaked for the quasi-parallel

intervals than for the quasi-perpendicular. The observed

correlations of pitch angle peak widths with cometary

distance and with ot are qualitatively consistent with the

theoretical and numerical calculations by Price et al. [ 1988]

who showed that the growth rate of waves excited by freshly
created ions in the solar wind increases with both newborn

ion density and the angle 0t over the range 0 _ _x < 60 °. Gary

et al. II989J, on the other hand, have shown that a high

growth rate of waves does not necessarily imply strong

effects on the distribution functions.

But there are other peculiarities about the quasi-

perpendicular intervals which bear further scrutiny. First

note the very similar asymmetric pitch angle distributions for

intervals e, g, and j. Also note that in all those cases the

highest density was observed near a pitch angle of 180 °

rather than at the pitch angle predicted by the cold ring model

calculations. Interval d might, or might not, have had a

similar asymmetry, but the large pitch angle part of phase

space was not visible to the instrument for the direction of the

field experienced during that particular interval. The apparent

drop-off at large pitch angles for interval d may not be real; as

indicated by the error bars, there were very few counts, and

those which were recorded came from the very edge of the

field of view where the geometric factor is not well known or
modeled.

Plates 3 - 5 show two-dimensional contour plots of

phase space density for intervals e, g andj. In all three cases

the asterisks denoting the peaks of the cold-ring distributions

lie at the low pitch angle end of a ridge of high phase space

density which stretches out along or near the dashed line; for

intervals e and j, the ridges were inside and outside the

dashed line, respectively. The pitch angle scattering was

apparently very asymmetric for all three intervals with little

scattering toward smaller pitch angles. The pitch angle

distributions for the quasi-perpendicular intervals are so

counter to our expectations that we have studied these

distribution functions in great detail to search for instrumental

effects which might possibly be responsible. Examination of

the origin of the counts used to construct the pitch angle

distribution in Figure 2g and in Plate 4 reveals that (1) the

observed asymmetry between pitch angles greater than and

less than the col/:l-ring pitch angle is almost certainly real

because these two groups of pickup protons were incident on

the instrument with nearly the same energies and elevation

angles but at very different azimuth angles, and (2) a

substantial fraction of the pickup protons with pitch angles

near the cold ring had low energies in the spacecraft frame,

whereas those at larger and smaller pitch angles had higher

energies for which the instrument response is better modeled.

Thus very poor modeling of the energy response of the

instrument might be able to explain the rise in log f in Figure

2g between pitch angles of 90" and 180 °. We believe, how-

ever, that this is not the correct explanation because the en-

ergy dependence of the instrument response has been

modeled, albeit somewhat crudely, and because the rise

k-persists when all counts corresponding to proton speeds
(relative to the spacecraft) <300 km/s are dropped from the

analysis. The shapes of the pitch angle plots in Figures 2e

and 2j are similarly little affected by using only protons with

speeds over 300 km/s rather than using all proton counts.

For the period 1500-1600 UT, which includes our interval

e, Glassmeier et al. [1987, 19891 found a broad, low-

amplitude shoulder of excess power in magnetic variations

which peaked near 30 mHz and extended from 20 to 90 mHz.

The proton cyclotron frequency at that time was -60 mHz.

From cross-spectral analysis, Glassmeier et al. [1989] found

that this enhanced wave activity was due to left-hand

elliptically polarized waves propagating antiparallel to the

field. Theoretically, one would expect waves propngating in

the antiparallel direction would arise from instabilities caused

by a steep negative slope df/dl.t, where/a is the cosine of the

pitch angle [e.g., Lee, 1989]. In Plate 3 there is a steep

positive slope of log f versus pitch angle near 90 °, which

corresponds to a negative value of df/dp.. Although most

instabilities associated with pickup ions are right handed, the

growth of left-hand modes is possible for a near 90" [Gary

and Madland, 1988]. We suspect, therefore, that the waves

analyzed by Glassmeier et al. [19891 are the result of the

asymmetric pitch angle distribution rather than its cause.

Another line of evidence that the waves were caused by the

skewed distribution rather than vice versa is that at pitch

angles >90 ° , the ridge of high pickup proton density lies

slightly inside the dashed circle in Plate 3. If the protons had

been scattered by the observed waves which traveled

antiparallel to B, they would be found along a circle centered

to the left of the origin and would thus lie outside, rather than

inside, the dashed line.

Thus the problem is to find a plausible cause of the

distributions shown in Plates 3-5. One possibility is that the

protons observed at large pitch angles during intervals e, g,

and j were reflected from the bow shock. Rime et al. [19871

have used the electron heat flux ratio (defined as the ratio of

the minimum to maximum heat flux parallel and antiparallel to

the field direction, which was taken as the axis of symmelry

of the electron momentum flux tensor) as a diagnostic of

magnetic connection to the Halley bow shock. Values of the

heat flux ratio close to unity are interpreted as evidence for

electrons streaming back along the interplanetary magnetic

field in a direction opposite to the heat flux from the Sun. On

this basis, Figure I of Rime et al. [ 1987] would imply that

the spacecraft was magnetically connected to the bow shock

during all of intervals e and j and for most of interval g. The

right-hand column of Table 1 gives the probable direction

relative to the field of a beam of protons reflected from the

shock. For intervals g and j, reflected protons would have

pitch angles near 180 °, which is where excess densities were

observed. During interval e, the interplanetary magnetic field

had a large northward component while its projection in the

ecliptic was nearly parallel to the shock surface, making it

difficult to guess which direction along the field line might
lead to the comet.

The R_me et al. [1987] heat flux data suggest that intervals

b, i, and k might also be periods of magnetic connection to

the bow shock. Interval b is the quasi-parallel interval for

which the phase space density contours are plotted in Plate I.

Few reflected protons would be expected at interval b's

cometocentric distance of 3.8 Mkm. Furthermore, any field-

aligned reflected protons would have had nearly the same
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Plate 3. Contours of proton phase space density for quasi-perpendicular interval e from 1528-1549 UT,
March 13, 1986, when the spacecraft was 2.1 Mkm from the nucleus of comet Halley. There are four
contours/decade, with f measured in units of cm "3 km "3s3. See text for further explanations.
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Plate 4. Contours of proton phase space density f for quasi-perpendicular interval g from 1731-1747 UT,

March 13, 1986, when the spacecraft was 1.6 Mkm from the nucleus of comet Halley. There are four
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Plate 5. Contours of proton phase space density for quasi-perpendicular interval j from 1905-1913 UT,

March 13, 1986, when the spacecraft was 1.21 Mkm from the nucleus of comet HaIley. There are four

contours/decade, with f measured in units ofcm "3 km "3 s 3. See text for further explanations.
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pitch angle as the cold-ring pickup protons, thus making the

distinction between the two groups of protons impossible.

Intervals i and k are discussed in the next section.

The properties of superthermal ions upstream from

planetary bow shocks and interplanetary shocks have been

reviewed by Paschmann et al. [1981] and by Thomsen

[1985]. To be consistent with the Giotto interval e, g, andj

observations, shock-generated particles would have

properties similar to what Paschmann et al. called "reflected

ions" and Thomsen called "field-aligned beams." Such

particles are observed only for nearly perpendicular shocks

and are scattered into more diffuse distributions with

increasing distance from the shock. If (1) the distance the

reflected protons traveled from the shock to the spacecraft

equaled the distance along the spacecraft trajectory from the

spacecraft to the shock (which could be an underestimate if

the particles came from a closer part of tile shock surface or

an overestimate if they came from a more distant part or took

a circuitous route), (2) the field direction at the shock was the

same as that observed at the spacecraft at the appropriate
earlier times, and (3) tile shock normal direction was tile same

when the reflected protons left it as it was when Giotto

crossed the shock, then the angle between the field and the

shock normal would have been 122 °, 126 °, and 132 °,

respectively, at the times the protons detected during intervals

e, g, and j were reflected from the shock. There is therefore

some reason to believe that the shock might have been

sufficiently perpendicular at the appropriate times, but the

above calculation cannot be taken very seriously because of

all the unprovable assumptions.

We are very skeptical of the bow shock reflection

explanation of the 180°-pitch-angle protons for several

reasons. First, in neither interval e, g, nor j was the local

interpl:metary magnetic field pointed toward the shock. This

does not rule out a shock connection because large kinks and

turns in the field are certainly posrible, but it makes

connection less likely. The observed correlation of excess

field-aligned protons is with a, rather than with 0Bc or with
the likelihood of intersection of the local field direction with

the shock.

Another difficulty with the reflected ion scenario is that the

speed of ions reflected from Earth's bow shock ranges from

I to 5 times the solar wind speed (in the spacecraft coordinate

system) [Paschmann et al., 1981], whereas for intervals e, g,

and j the 180°-pitch-angle protons had speeds suspiciously

close to the speed expected for picked-up cometary protons.

Still another consideration is that there was a great deal of

turbulence in the region between the spacecraft and the shock.

The fact that picked-up cometary protons are strongly pitch

angle scattered before they reach the shock, as illustrated by

Figure 2k, suggests that protons traveling upstream from the

shock would be similarly scattered and no longer form a

field-aligned beam by the time they reached the spacecraft,

which was 2.1 and 0.4 Mkm distant from the Giotto shock

crossing point during intervals e and g, respectively.

There is also a question whether or not a weak cometary

shock is able to produce a field-aligned beam. Such beams

have not been observed upstream of interplanetary shocks

IGosling et al., 19841, but it is not known whether this

difference between interplanetary and bow shocks is due to a

difference of Mach number or to a difference of the shock's

scale size and the duration of connection o¢ a flux tube to the

shock [Thomsen, 19851.

Finally, there are arguments [Sharma et al., 1988;

Hizanidis et al., 19881 that it is not appropriate to refer to the

slowing and heating of the solar wind and the generation of

turbulence by cometary ion pickup as a shock. If, as argued

in those papers, there is no shock at a comet, there would

also be no reflection of protons by a shock, in the sense with

which we are familiar from the study of planetary bow
shocks.

In summary, there are many reasons why we do not

believe the excess field-aligned prolons originatcd at a

cometary bow shock. This agrees with the conchtsion

reached by Fuselier et al. [19871 who unsuccessfully

searched for backstreaming ions in the cometary foreshock

region. Although Glassmeier et al. [19871 originally

suggested the presence of reflected protons dttring an interval

which includes our interval e, they have since concluded

[Glassmeier et al., 19891 that reflected protons were probably

not responsible for the principal features of the observed

wave speclr:l.

Another consideration in the search for a cause of the

asymmetric pitch angle profiles for the quasi-perpendicular

intervals is the possible difficulty of scattering picked-up

protons across a pitch angle of 90 °. Some models of wave-

particle interactions lack a mechanism for scattering particles

across a pitch angle of 90 °. lp's [1988] numerical models of

pitch angle scattering show a drop in density at 90 ° when the

pitch-angle-scattering coefficient is very small.

Observationally, the pitch angle profiles for intervals a and c

(see Figure 2) do show sharp drops in log f at pitch angles of

90 _', but many other intervals do not. The principal

stumbling block for invoking stlch an effect for explaining the

pitch angle distributions Ibr our qn:lsi-pcrl_cndicular iHtcrvals

is that we obtain essentially the same pitch :ingle distribution,

with a peak near 180 _', for interval e whether we use all the

data acquired during that time interval or only the subset of

data for which the instantaneous (with 64-s resohtd<_n) field

direction corresponded to pitch angles <90 °. For that subset,

the protons observed near 180 ° pitch angles would all have

been picked up at pitch angles <90 ° if the field had not

changed since the time and place of their pickup (which, of

course, may not be true).

Our final suggestion is that the systematically asymmetric

pitch angle distributions during the quasi-perpendicular

intervals might be a macroscopic or global rather than a local

effect. The picked-up protons might have been in a magnetic

configuration which allowed escape in one direction but not

the other. The global magnetic configuration was not

uniform. The field between the spacecraft and the comet was

stronger and more turbulent than the field between the

spacecraft and the Sun. Protons picked up with near-90 °

pitch angles would have been readily mirrored by either

compressional waves or the increase in field strength as the

solar wind was slowed down by mass loading neat the

comet.

The observed asymmetry would be consistent with

mirroring of particles into the upstream direction if the

direction northward along the field line, parallel tc_ I_, led

downstream and the direction southward along the field line,

antiparallel to B, led upstream and back toward the Sun.
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This was in fact probably the situation for each of the
intervals e, g, and j. Both the interplanetary magnetic field
and the electron heat flux vector pointed outward from the
Sun with a northward component during most of the day
prior to the time Giotto crossed the Halley bow shock. The
small net electron heat flux remained northward and parallel
to the field during each of our quasi-perpendicular intervals
(D. Larson, personal communication, 1988). Thus the large-
scale magnetic configuration may have been responsible for
the north-south, or parallel-antiparallel, asymmetry of the
pickup proton distributions during the quasi-perpendicular
intervals. It is more difficult to imagine why the quasi-
perperadicular pitch angle distributions continued to increase
toward larger pitch angles with a maximum at 180 °.
Explanation of that phenomenon is left as an exercise for
theoreticians.

Bow Shock Effects

Plate 6 shows the v , v contours for interval k,
par, perp

during which the spacecratt moved through the 30,000-km
region just upstream of the bow shock. Once again, the
circled asterisk denotes the expected location in velocity space
of locally picked up protons, the dashed circle is the trace of a
spherical shell passing through this point and centered on the

solar wind bulk flow at (0, 0), and the dotted circle is again
centered on (v A, 0) for field-aligned, sunward propagating
waves.

From the left-hand side of Figure 2k and from Plate 6 one
can see that the shell was well filled at all observed pitch
angles. Pitch angle scattering was much more nearly
complete than in any of the other intervals studied,

The highest values of log f for picked-up protons on the

shell were found at large pitch angles (negative Vvar). This is
reminiscent of the quasi-perpendicular intervals discussed
above, with an excess of particles flowing antiparallel to the
field, in a generally southward direction, probably in the
direction in which the field line connected to the Sun.

In Plate 6, the peak phase space density of the shell of
picked-up protons was located well outside both the dashed
and dotted circles at all pitch angles; i.e., the picked-up
protons had higher speeds than expected on the basis of the
locally measured solar wind velocity. At pitch angles near the
expected local pickup angle, the shell radius was -3d0 km/s,
compared to an expected radius of 272 km/s. The same
phenomenon can be discerned, to a lesser extent, in Plate 5

for interval j which immediately preceded interval k.
There are three possible explanations for an increase of the

shell radius near the shock: (1) the majority of the protons
may have been picked up farther upstream before mass
loading by water group ions had significantly slowed the
solar wind flow, (2) the picked-up protons may have been
heated by adiabatic compression in the decelerating solar
wind, or (3) Fermi acceleration may have been important in
this region.

The first possibility is probably not the most important.
There are several reasons which argue against the proposition
that most of the picked-up protons observed in intervals j and
k were relics of the region upstream of the foreshock. First,
log f was much higher for intervals j and k than for intervals
g and h, consistent with an abundance of freshly picked-up
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Fig. 3. Top: Solar wind proton density. Bottom:
Cometocentric solar wind speed (solid trace) and pickup
proton speed (open circles). The line at 1922 UT denotes the
outer boundary of the cometary bow shock.

particles. Second, the total density of picked-up protons
increased rapidly through the foreshock region as the
spacecraft approached the bow shock [Neugebauer et al.,

1989]. Third, the velocity at the pickup proton peak for
interval k was greater than for the preceding intervals i and j.

The problem with these arguments, as well as with the
arguments below concerning adiabatic compression, is that it
is not possible to study the temporal variation of a particular
parcel of plasma. The Giotto spacecraft approached the
ct_met at a phase angle of 107 °, cutting across sol;_r wind
streamlines with different velocities, densities, and magnetic
field directions, rather than along a single streamline. The
problem was especially severe because of the solar wind
variability associated with the nearby interplanetary current
sheet lAcuna et al., 1986]. If the spacecraft had approached
the comet along a streamline, one would expect mass loading
to decrease the solar wind speed slowly while the density
increased. Figure 3 shows the variations of the solar wind
density and velocity relative to the comet for the last 20 rain
before the spacecraft encountered the bow shock. Rather
than a monotonic decrease in speed and a monotonic increase
in density, the Giotto profiles were quite jagged. In fact, the
speed was lower during interval j (1905 - 1912 UT) than
during interval k (1915 - 1922 UT). The sharp discontinuity
in speed between intervals j and k was accompanied by a
large change in the direction of the interplanetary magnetic
field; intervals j and k are clearly samples of different sohlr
wind flows. Neubauer et al. 119881 have presented
additional evidence for features due to solar wind structt, res

convected into the shock transition region.
The pickup speeds (i.e., the radii of the peaks of the shells

of pickup protons) are indicated by open circles in Figure 3.
The average pickup speed for interval j is indicated by two
connected circles. Interval j shows the commonly obse_'ed
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offset of the pickup speed below the solar wind speed in the
comet-centered coordinate system; this offset is probably
caused by the outflow of atomic H from the nucleus at speeds
up to 20 km/s [Neugebauer et al., 19891. Note that the
dashed circles in Plates 1-6 were calculated on the assumption
of an I l-km/s outflow speed.

The pickup speeds for each of the seven 64-s intervals
which make up interval k are shown as individual circles,
which are henceforth referred to as points kl through k7.
Points kl - k7 were near or above rather than below the
observed cometocentric solar wind speed, consistent with the
peak of the pickup distribution lying outside the dashed circle
in Plate 6. There is no obvious explanation for the jump in
pickup speed relative to the solar wind speed between
intervals j and kl.

The only hint of compression in Figure 3 is the rise in
density from 1919 to 1922 UT. The average solar wind
densities for intervals k5 and k6 were 6.2 and 6.8 cm "3,

respectively. If this increase in density were attributed to
adiabatic compression (which is admittedly inconsistent with
the solar wind speed profile during this time), one would
expect the radius of the shell to increase by an amount
(6.8/6.2) 1/3 = 1.03 for a specific heat ratio of 5]3. The
pickup speeds for intervals k5 and k6 were 300 and 311
kin/s, respectively, which corresponds to a k5-to-k6 increase
of a factor of 1.04. This is better agreement than can be
justified by the accuracy of the data. We conclude that the
data contain some weak evidence for adiabatic acceleration

just outside the shock, but that the principal increase in shell
radius at approximately 1914 UT was accompanied by a
change in the solar wind and cannot be explained with the
data available from HERS.

Second-order, or stochastic, Fermi acceleration by pickup-
ion-produced turbulence can result in a pickup ion spectrum
whose peak shifts in energy and broadens with time lip and
Axford, 1986]. A stochastic process is consistent with the
observation that the level of plasma turbulence was much
greater in the foreshock region than it was farther upstream
[Johnstone et al., 1987]. There is also theoretical expectation
[Amata and Formisano, 1985] and some observational
evidence lip, 19881 for first-order Fermi acceleration close to
cometary bow shocks. The nature of the HERS data obtained
just upstream of the bow shock makes it difficult, however,
to draw arty firm conclusions about Fermi acceleration or
heating. The widths of the pickup peaks in intervals j, k5,
and k6 were all similar, while the peak in interval k I was
narrower. Quantitative modeling of the Fermi acceleration
processes and comparison to the velocity distributions
observed by the Giotto IMS are beyond the scope of this
paper, and may not be a fruitful exercise in any ease.

Summary and Conclusions

The principal conclusions that we have reached from the
data and the analyses presented in the previous section can be
summarized as follows:

First, under all conditions studied, pitch angle scattering
was considerably more rapid than changes in energy, as
expected.

Second, for quasi-parallel conditions: (1)The pitch angle
at which the maximum phase space density of picked-up

protons was observed was close to the pitch angle at which
the protons were picked up. (2) Outside the foreshock
region, the pitch angle anisotropy was substantial, with more
than an order of magnitude difference between the maximum
and minimum phase space densities. (3) The pitch angle
distribution became more isotropic inside the foreshock and
was nearly isotropic in the region 30,000 km upstream of the
bow shock. (4) The shell of pitch-angle-scattered picked-up
protons was centered between the origin (equal to the solar
wind bulk velocity) and a point on the v axis offset from• . Oar
the ongm by an amount equal to the Alfven speed and in the
direction of wave propagation with a sunward component.

Third, for quasi-pe_endicular conditions: (1) The pitch
angle scattering was very asymmetric, with protons
preferentially scattered antiparallel to the field. It is believed
that the spacecraft was in an "away" interplanetary sector at
the time of these observations, so that the direction

antiparallel to the field led back to the Sun while the direction
parallel to the field led downstream. (2) The pitch angle at
which the maximum phase space density of picked-up
protons was observed was close to 180 °, independent of
whether the pickup occurred at angles greater than or less
than 90 °. (3) The ratio of phase space density at the pickup
pitch angle to the minimum phase space density on the pickup
proton shell was smaller than for quasi-parallel conditions;

i.e., pitch angle scattering was more intense. (4) Waves with
frequency near the proton cyclotron frequency observed for
one of the quasi-perpendicular intervals may have been
caused by the gradient in the pitch angle distribution near the
pickup pitch angle; i.e., we suggest that the observed.
asymmetric pitch angle distribution was the cause of rather
than the result of locally generated waves. (5) The
asymmetric pitch angle distributions were probably not
caused by protons reflected from the cometary bow shock,
even though the electron heat flux observations have been
interpreted to infer bow shock connection at the time. (6) We
suggest that the observed pitch angle distributions may have
been caused by the global effect of higher field strength and
greater turbulence between the spacecraft and the comet than
between the spacecraft and the Sun.

Fourth, the radius of the pickup shell is larger than
expected within 70,000 km of the bow shock. There is
inconclusive evidence that adiabatic acceleration may account
for some of this energization of the pickup protons, but there
are other, discontinuous changes in the pickup proton speed
that are associated with changes in the solar wind and that
cannot be explained from the present data set.

The observations thus confirm many of the predictions
from theoretical studies or numerical models and corroborate

some of the phenomena discovered by analysis of data
acquired at comet Giacobini-Zinner. This is particularly true
of the quasi-parallel intervals, where pitch angle scattering by
sunward propagating, field-aligned waves could be
discerned.

The biggest surprise in these observations was the pitch
angle distribution for quasi-perpendicular intervals, which
may require global rather than local theoretical modeling. Our
arguments against reflection of protons from the cometary
bow shock as the cause of the asymmetric distributions for

quasi-perpendicular intervals are based on the conventional
view of a relatively sharp quasi-perpendicular shock
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structure. Our interpretation in terms of global effects is in

many respects consistent with the view of Hizanidis et al.

[ 1988] that the entire turbulent interaction region serves the

function of a distributed shock.

We also wish to suggest that the decrease in the net

electron heat flux observed during quasi-perpendicular

intervals [ROme et al., 1987] may be related to the process

responsible for the asymmetric pitch angle distributions and

not necessarily require connection to the bow shock. Fuselier

et al. [1986] have interpreted electron heat flux signatures

observed near comet Giacobihi-Zinner as evidence of

backscattering of the solar wind electron heat flux ,by

turbulence upstream of the comet's bow shock.

The results presented in this paper clearly call for further

analyses. It will probably be informative, for example, to

compare the picked-up proton velocity distributions presented

here to simultaneous velocity distributions of picked-up

water-group ions measured by the Giotto implanted ion

sensor [Wilken et al., 1987]. More detailed comparisons of

proton and electron distribution functions would probably

also prove to be fruitful.
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Observations of a Shock and a Recombination Layer at the Contact Surface

of Comet Halley

B. E. GOLDSTEIN, I K. ALTWEGG, 2 H. BALSIGER, -_ S. A. FUSEI.IER, _ W.-H. IP, 4

A. MFIER, 2 M. NEUGI-BAUER, t H. ROSI-NBAUER, 4 AND 17,. S('IIWI:.NN 4

Observations in the vicinity of the contact surface (ionopause) of comet Halley obtained by the
Giotto ion mass spectrometer (IMS_ are reported. Two specific events in this region were observed <an
the inbound pass. Two seconds before the contact stlrface was encountered, it hursl of encrgizctl itms
(about 20 eV, much greater than thermal energiesl was detected by Ihe angle analyzer: the Ihtx of'these
ions decreased as the contact surface was approached. The burst of energized ions coincided with a

pulse in magnetic field strength interpreted by Neubauer (1988) as a fast mode shock traveling away
from the contact surface. At the contact surface, a sharp spike in ion densities was observed by the
mass analyzer. This pileup region was at least 0.75 s in duration (about 47 km in width); there may also
have been a region of less enhanced densities extending inwm'd another 47 kin. The ,,pike in densities
was centered approxinlately at the inner edge of the magnetically determined coat;let SLII'I_Ice.The
exact magnitude of the density incre:lse is uncertain due to instrumental limitations, but the increase
above the ambient external density appears to have been at least a factor of 3.5, and appears to have
been more than an order of magnitude for some species. The sharp spike in ion density is interpreted
as a boundary layer into which the radial ionospheric flow enters, piles up. and in which the density
increase is limited by recombination,

INTRODUCTION

The Giotto ion mass spectrometer (IMS) [Balsiger et al.,

1986] obtained measurements of cometary ions on the in-

bound pass through the coma of comet Halley. Observations

by the magnetometer [Neubauer, 19881 at 0001:54.35 on

March 14, 1986, indicated a very rapid decrease in the

magnetic field strength from 20 nT to undetectable magnetic

field in 0.3 s, Neubauer interpreted this discontinuity as the

contact surface (ionopause) separating the regions where

flow lines originate upstream in the solar wind from the

region where flow lines originate in the cometary iono-

sphere. Approximately 2 s before encountering the contact

surface, an outward propagating fast mode shock was en-

countered [Neubauer, 19881. The angle analyzers of the high

intensity spectrometer (HIS) of the IMS detected a burst of

suprathermal particles coincident with the shock front; the

originof these particles is discussed.

There have been some puzzling aspects concerning the

flow pattern within the cometary ionosphere that are related

to the properties of the contact surface, Wallis and Dryer

[ 19761 and Houpis and Mendis [ 19801 discuss a model of the

comet interaction with the solar wind in which within the

ionosphere the outflowing cometary ions are supersonic and

pass through an inner shock, and then turn and flow tail-

ward. However, at comet Halley no such behavior was

observed. Instead, the cometary outflow was radial with a

velocity of approximately I km/s [Schwenn et al., 19871 all

the way out to the contact surface; there was no decrease in

radial velocity. Furthermore, no inner shock was observed.
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Cravens [19891 and lp and Axfi_rd [19891 have recently

proposed a model in which the ionospheric plasma piles up

against the contact surface. Because the pile-up causes a

plasma density increase, the recombination rate, which is

proportional to the square of the density, can be greatly

enhanced. The plasma is thus lost by recombination (r;_thcr

than by flow down the tail). We report here on observations

by the mass analyzers of the HIS of the Giotto IMS of a thin,

large amplitude, density spike on the inner edge of the

contact surface which we interpret as the proposed recom-

bination layer. Finally, we note that, at radial dislanccs of

3000-5000 km from the comet, cometward directcd fast

heavy ions were detected IGoldstein el al., 1987; Et'iatar et

al., 19891 by the high energy range spectrometer (H ERS) of

the IMS. These ions were due to ionization of inward

travelling fast neutrals, a different physical phenomenon

than those discussed in this paper. Johnstone et al. [19861

observed a burst of energetic ions in the energy range up to

4IHI eV (their Figure 4 at 1H)09:51 UT ground received timc).

The duration of the burst appears to be roughly 2 s. This

burst may be related to the events described in our paper;

further information about timing and direction of fluxes

would be required to draw any useful comparisons.

INSTRUMENT OPERATION

The data were obtained by the high intensity spectromctcr

(HIS} of the Giotto IMS. This experiment was described by

Balsiger et al., [1987], and the initial encounter results from

this experiment were reported in Balsiger eta/. 119861. The

HIS sensor consisted of an angle analyzer (AA) and ;i mass

analyzcr (MA). The AA had a rotating fan shaped licld of

view which covered angles from the spin axis to about 22 ° o11"

the spin axis. The AA was a quadrispherical an:Ll_zcr, and

did not provide mass analysis, but did provide li'_e separate

polar :ingle channcls abotll the spin axis (lotlghly frovn (|.T
to 3.Y _, 2.8 ° to 7.3 °, 6.8 ° to I 1.3 °, 10.8" to 16.6 °, _lrltl 15.8 _ to

21.8_; these channels are rcfcrred to as WI, W2. W3, W4,

and WS, respectivelyL There were 64 energy ,,lop,,; the

17.2_1
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range of energies corresponded to those of singly ionized

particles motionless in the cometary frame with masses
between 12 and 57 amu. The centers of the channels were

spaced V2amu apart for steps from 12 ainu to 26 ainu; above

26 ainu the steps in most cases were I amu apart. For certain

of the energy steps (chosen to correspond to energies where

abundant species would be observed), these AA channels

wcrc sampled 16 limes per spin (16 azimuthal measure-

ments). The azimuthally sampled channels that were useful

for our study were at energies (mum u 25 eV) corresponding to

motionless ions of mass 17, 18, 19, 32, and 44 amu.

The MA had a field of view that covered from the spin axis

to about 7 ° off the spin axis; this did not provide any angular

information in the polar direction. The MA consisted of a

quadrispherical analyzer followed by a mass analysis sec-

tion. In the MA, particles were deflected by a magnet and

then Focused onto a device with nine detection holes (CI

through C9). Two different approaches were used for scan-

ning the distribution. In one program, (N program) particles

of specified masses were focussed onto certain holes. In the

other program (H program), each mass was focussed in turn

onto a specific hole (C6), and only the data from holes C3

through C8 were returned. The objective of this mode was to

acquire observations in which different masses could more

readily be intercompared. The measurements obtained for

all the hole/energy combinations that were expected to be of

interest were integrated over a spin. Additionally, to obtain

temporal/angular information, representative hole/energy

combinations were chosen for a number of species, and for

these channels the results were transmitted back 16 times

per spin (4 s/spin); these azimuthal channels typically cov-

ered a fairly small portion of the distribution (10% to 25%),

so that there were problems when the peak of the distribu-

tion moved off the azimuthal channel, it is with this 0.25-s

time resolution mass analyzer data that a recombination

layer at the contact surface has been detected. The width of

an energy channel is the same as described for the angle

analyzer.

OBSERVATIONS OF ENERGIZED PARTICLES
AT A SHOCK JUST OUTSIDE

THE CONTACT SURFACE

Giotto magnetometer observations [Neubauer, 1988] of

the magnitude of the magnetic field are shown as the bottom

panel of Figure 1 (partial reproduction of Figure 1 of Net+.

bauer [19881), along with data obtained from the AA chan-

nels. The event labeled B has been proposed by Neubaucr as

a quasi-perpendicular shock propagahng away from the

contact surface. The Wl detector of the angle analyzer (spin

axis aligned) is not operating properly at this time, so results

from this channel are not shown. The nature of the difficulty

is not well understood, but there should not be any cross talk

or problems with the other channels. Data from the other

four analyzers are shown. Among the energy bands trans-

mitted back with 16 sector azimuthal resolution were those

corresponding to particles of mass 17, 18, 19, 32, and 44

(approximate to ---0.5 ainu per charge) traveling at 68.4 km/s

(the velocity of the comet in the spacecraft frame). Count

rates For energies corresponding to masses 17, 18, and 19

were summed to obtain a low-energy data set (WnLOW),

and correspondingly for masses 32 and 44 into a high-energy

data set (WnHIGH), where n denotes the angular channel.
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Fig. I. Data obtained at the contact surface by the angle ana-
lyzer of the IMS and magnetometer. The lowest panel is the
magnitude of the magnetic field in nanoteslas taken from Neuhatter
[1988]; panels from the top down show particle fluxes from angle
analyzers W2, W3, W4, and WS. The WnLOW curves are obtained
by summing three energy channels corresponding to particles of
mass 17. 18, and 19 that are stationary in the cometary frame:
WnHIGII curves tire the sums of the corresponding channel', liar
masses 32 and 44. The curves are in units of 10+' particlcs/(cm z eV

sr s).

Low- and high-energy sums for detectors W2, W3, W4, aml

W5 are shown as the remaining panels of Figure 1. The data

are plotted in the center of the angular sector in which they

were observed. The instrument voltage sweep proceeds

from low masses to high masses, and takes V4s (one angular

sector). It can be seen that the low-energy fluxes peak for all

angles within the sector in which a local maximum in the

magnetic field occurs. Correspondingly, the higher-energy

channels show a peak one angular sector (0.25 s) earlier.

However, because of the timing of the energy sweep, one

cannot deduce that the high-c,lcrgy ions were actually

present before the low-energy ions. The dominant contribu-

tion to the high-energy d:_ta set was from ions of roughly

mass 32, which were actually observed 0.015 s after the

center of the angular sector in which they are plotted. The

low-energy ions are actually observed 0.06 s before the

center of the angular sector. Either set of ions could have

been present up to 0.25 s before they were actually ob-

served. It can be deduced that the low-energy ions were not

present more than 0.1415 s (0.25 ÷ /h,gh -- /h,,, ) bclorc the

high-energy ions and were present no later than (I.395 s

(rio,,, - thigh -- 0.25) alter the high-energy ions.

The temperature of ions in the cometosbeath just outside

the contact surface is roughly around 15(HF-20<)0°K ISHt-

Wellll t't al., 1987: Lfi,zmerzal+l et al.. 19871. For :t particle of
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mass 19 amu, the thermal speed (2kI7mi) _'_ is about 1.2

km/s. For a spacecraft velocity of 68.4 km/s, this corre-

sponds to an average deviation from the ram direction of

1.0 °. Thus particles observed simultaneously over a wide

range of angles in detectors W2 through W5 (2.8 ° through

21.8 °) must be suprathermal. To show this in more detail, a

"pseudotemperature" for the suprathermal tail is estimated.

It is assumed that the velocity is zero in the cometary frame,

and that the plasma has a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution;

thermal speeds are estimated based on the decrease in the

distribution function with increase in angle. The drop be-

tween W2 and W3 would require a pseudotemperature of 5 x

104 °K, the drop between W3 and W4 would require a

pseudotemperature of 8 x 103 °K, and the drop between W4

and W5 would require a pseudotemperature of 3 x 105 °K. If

a pseudotemperature, T, in the vicinity of 5 x 104 °K is used

as an example, the corresponding thermal speed, z, = 12_77

mi ) 112 iS 6.6 km/s. The actual fluxes observed at the peak of

the burst in the W2 analyzer at the water group correspond

to a flux of particles of 2 x 108 particlesl(cm 2 str eV s), or a

local phase space density of 8.3 x 10-_/cm3(km/s) 3 for that

portion of phase space if the instrument window were

uniformly filled. If it is assumed that the accelerated ions

form a sphere in phase space of radius 3 km/s centered at the

bulk speed of the plasma, the corresponding energetic par-

ticle density is 9.4 cm -3. At present, no measurements of the

ion density just outside the bow shock have been published;

however, theoretical estimates [lp et al., 1987] suggest

values of 1000-2000 cm -3. These various considerations

demonstrate that the particles observed are suprathermal in

a cometary ionosphere context. No corresponding dramatic

changes in counting rates were observed in the mass ana-

lyzer channels (which detect the thermal population in the

ram direction). The mass analyzer channels are dominated

by counts due to the bulk population, and the suprathermal

particles would have a negligible impact on the total count

rate in these channels.

The fluxes of suprathermal particles decrease with time

following the passage of the proposed shock. Assuming a

shock velocity of 5 km/s, and assuming that the shock

originated at the contact surface, the time for decay of the

particle population is considerably less than 30 s. The

decrease behind the shock might be due either to conven-

tional plasma processes, or mechanisms involving neutrals

such as recombination or collisions. The dissociative recom-

bination rate coefficient, u, is 7 x 10-TNi(3OO/T,) 0.5 [Mendis

et al., 1985], so for an ion number density, Ni, of 1000 em -3

and an electron temperature, T,, of 1000*K the loss rate

would be 3.8 x 10-4Is, i.e., too slow. Another energy loss

mechanism is collisions with neutrals. Mendis et aL [1985]

calculate an ion-neutral momentum exchange rate of 2.6 x

10-gNn(ao/I.La), where N, is the neutral density, a0 is the

neutral polarization in units of 10 -24 cm -_, and /_A is the

reduced mass in ainu. Using a neutral density of 106 cm-3

/.ta = 9.5, and cz0 = 4, the collision rate is I.I x 10-3/s, and

the loss time is 910 s (Cravens and K_ir_stnezey [ 19861 obtain

the same loss time). As the observed loss is much faster than

the rates for neutral interactions, the decrease with distance

behind the shock can not be attributed to interactions with
neutrals.

The suprathermal particles, because of their low density,

provide insufficient energy density to drive a moderate

amplitude (B increased by 20%) shock. Additionally, be-

causc the ions arc observed clo_,cly conlincd to the vicinity

of the shock, they must be accelerated locally rather than

having been transported into the region of the shock. What

mechanism has heated the ions'? For a 6.6-km/s mass 19 ion

in a 27-nT field, the ion gyroradius is 48 km; the spacecraft

traverses a distance of 48 km/s in 0.71 s. Keeping in mind the

0.25-s time for the instrument voltage sweep, the more

energetic ions precede the shock by at most (1.5 s. whereas

the lower-energy ions precede the shock by at most 0.3 s.

Thus the ions are not accelerated upstream of the shock;

instead, they are apparently accelerated by the transverse

electric field in the foot of the shock. The burst of energetic

ions is seen in angular scctons 9 and 10 of the Ills AA

detector. For the W2 analyzer, this corresponds roughly to

particles coming with normalized velocity components in the

solar ecliptic x-z plane of roughly (-0.98, 0.20); for the W3

the components were (-0.88, 0.46), and for both W4 ,nd W5

detectors the components were (-0.82, 0.57). The convec-

tion electric field calculated using the direction of the mag-

netic field has components of (0.77, -0.63); thus the direc-

tion from which the ions are seen is approximately

perpendicular to the direction in which ions will be acceler-

ated by the induced electric field. It is possible that if the

instrument had been pointed along the induced electric field

that even greater fluxes would have been observed; the

particles being detected must presumably have been de-

flected in some fashion by partial gyrations in the magnetic

field gradient.

Are the particle energies observed consistent with direct

(nonresonant) acceleration of the particles by the electric

licld? The Alfven speed, V a, is 5.0 km/s. Using this speed,

and a magnetic increase, AB, of 5 nT (from 25 nT to 30 nT),

the induced electric field, E, as the shock front swept by was

V_ AB = 2.5 × 10-5 V/m. The maximum velocity an initially

motionless particle can gain in constant electric and mag-

netic fields is determined by the sum of convection plus

gyration velocities: _, = 2E/B. Thus the maximum velocity to

which a particle is directly accclcrated is v = 2VAAIt/B = 2

km/s. The fluxes of particles observed in the W3, W4, and

W5 detectors cannot be explained in this fashion. Resom, nt

acceleration of trapped particles at a quasi-perpendicular

shock front (also known as shock drift acceleration [Arm-

strong et al., 1985; Oh._'¢lll't! and._'u_ai, 19881) is an altrHclivc

explanation. Particles can be trapped between the normal

electric field associated with the shock front and the increase

in magnetic field strength at the shock. The particles are then

accelerated by drifting along the shock front parallel to the

transverse electric field. The maximum velocity a particle

can obtain through this resonant acceleration mechanism is

limited by the escape of the particle from the trap when it

becomes too energetic. Oh._'aH'a and Sakai [19881 show that

particles can be accelerated to a maximum velocity of

p= Va(mi/m,.)°5(M- 1) I-5

where M is the Mach number and nti and m,, arc the ion :tnd

electron masses. From the increase in magnetic licld

strength at the shock, we estimate a Mach number of about

1.25. Using ions of mass 19 amu, the maximum energization

velocity is about 120 km/s. This mechanism is thu_, more

than sufficient to explain the presence of high-energy parli-

tics. Furthermore, one would expect to find grcatl_ cn-

h_mccd fluxes of energized particles trapped at the ,,hock

front, with much lower fluxes at locations more than an ion
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gyroradius behind the front. This is what is indicated by the

observations. Other models for acceleration of particles at

quasi-perpendicular" shocks have also been proposed [Chi-

ueh, 1988]. The Chiueh model does not trap resonant parti-

cles in the shock, but rather scatters particles along and

across field lines in the downstream region, and thus recy-

cles a portion of the particles back into the shock for further

acceleration. This model would require energized particles

in the downstream region; such particles are not observed.

The cause of the shock is unknown. Net,bauer [1988] has

speculated that a reconnection or heating event in the tail of

the comet might result in a pressure pulse traveling towards

the front of the coma, which would then launch a shock into

the cometosheath region. If the occurrence of the shock so

close to the contact surface is not just an accident, there

might be some cause related to the contact surface, lp and

Axfin'd [19891 conclude that the magnetic cavity boundary
should be stable. However, as wilt be seen in the next

section, the structure of the boundary is quite different than

was analyzed theoretically. There is an outward flow into the

boundary from the ionospheric side; the sink for this flow is

recombination. Additionally, there are sharp gradients in the

magnetic field and the plasma distribution functions at the

boundary. For these reasons, further investigation of possi-

bilities for instabilities and surface waves at the boundary

might be justified.

OBSERVATIONS OF A RECOMBINATION LAVER

AT THE CONTACT SURFACE

A pileup layer was discovered at the contact surface using

data from the mass analyzer channels that were transmitted

back azimuth by azimuth. Our goal is to find believable limits

as to the variations of the particle density during the spin in

which the contact surface was encountered. Strictly speak-

ing, we cannot prove such limits, because the corrections for

the azimuthal channels depend strongly upon the velocity

and temperature of the plasma, these parameters are esti-

mated only once per spin, and inside the pileup region these

parameters were not the same as those on either side of this

region. A number of important instrumental effects must be

taken into account that cause uncertainty in the interpreta-

tion of the data. These include observationally determined

corrections required to account for the differences between

H and N programs (HN correction), for the efficiency of the

integral channels relative to the azimuthal channel (IA

correction), and for the spin modulation (SP correction).

Using these corrections, we then estimate the width of the

contact surface, and the density profile encountered passing

through the contact surface. These corrections are impor-

tant, and are subject to rather large uncertainties because the

azimuthally transmitted channels are detecting only a mod-

erate fraction (10% to 25% based on the more detailed

spectra transmitted back once per spin) of the total distribu-

tion for a given species. Since the correction factors are

empirically determined from the datal using different sets of

spins for their determination will result in different correc-
tion factor estimates. Therefore to obtain some idea as to the

uncertainty of our procedure, we used several sets of spins

for this purpose. The spin covering the time period 114.13 to

I 18. I I s UT (spin number 17,13 I) was the spin during which

the contact surface was encountered. Corrections were

computed from spins 17,100 to 17,129 (correction factors A),

from spins 17,122 to 17,129 (co,rcction Iacto,s B), f,-om spins

17,133 to 17,136 (correction factors C), and from spins from

17,133 to 17,144 (correction factors D). The first set was to

obtain better statistics on the period before the contact

surface, the second set was to obtain plasma characteristics

before the contact surface possibly more similar to those

occurring in spin 17,131, and the third and fourth sets were

Ibr comparable reasons after the conlilct surface. The cor-

rection factors based on spins after the ionopause were

larger because the plasma distribution was colder and the

channels transmitted back were located in the wings (rather

than the center) of the distribution function. As a further

check we have tried a difl'crcnt method If estimate the

density increase relative to background. The heavy group

peak (a channel in the vicinity of mass 44) occurred in

angular sector I of spin 17,131; the water group peak was in

angular sector 2. The data during spin 17,131 were acquired

in the N program; the prior spin in the N program was

17,129. By taking ratios of counts in the comparable angular

bins of spin 17,131 to those of spin 17,129, further alternative

estimates (correction factors E) of the relative density in-

crease at the contact surface were obtained. The values of

the adjusted count rates calculated using correction factors

obtained inside the ionosphere are all higher than those

obtained using corrections from the outside. This is because

the distribution is colder within the ionosphere and the

instrument is seeing the wing of the distribution; the correc-

tion factor is correspondingly larger. We consider the esti-

mates we obtain in this fashion to provide a range of

plausible values rather than strict upper and lower limits.

Although the estimates cannot be used qtiantitativcly tt,

prove or disprove a theory, the results obtained are highly

suggestive.

Figure 2 shows the data with HN, IA, and SP corrections

for water group and heavy group (a channel in the vicinity of

44 ainu) for the time period beginning 109 s UT after the start

of day 73. The data are plotted in the center of the angular

sector in which they were observed. The inslrumcnt voltage

sweep proceeds from low masses to high masses, and takes

V_ s (one angular sector). The heavy group data are actually

observed 0.07 s after the center of the angular sector. The

water group ions are observed 0.06 s before the center of the

angular sector. There is a short dropout in the plasma tkda

beginning at 118. I I s UT. The data prior to spin 17,131 have

been plotted using the correction factors B (from spins

17,122 to 17,129). The data from spin 17,131 have been

plotted using both correction factors B and C (from spins

17,133 to 17,136). For this reason, there are two curves

piotted during spin 17,131 (from 114.13 to 118.11 s UT). "]'he

water group peak falls either at 114.45, or from 114.20 to

114.45, depending on which of the curves one believes. The

heavy group peak falls at 114.33 s UT. Netthauer 119881

found the contact surface, as indicated by a rapid drop in

magnetic field strength to zero, to be from 114. I to 114.4 s

UT. There appears to be a slight increase in ion count rates

just outside where Neubauer observed the beginning t,l the

sharp decrease in magnetic field. The locations of the ma,_-

imum fluxes occur somewhere between 114.2 to 114.5 s UT:

this is the region in which the steepest m:_gnetic lield

gradient occurs, and in which the magnetic field then be-

comes zero. The plasma flux boundary then extends further

in,,_ard ;.tt least another 17 km. As the boundary la,,er is

crossed, the plasma temperature is presumably r;tpidl_ de-
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TABLE I. Ratios of Maximum Ion Fluxes at the Recombination

Layer to Ambient Ion Fluxes

Water
Group Heavy Group

From correction factors A

From correction factors B

From correction factors C

From correction factors D

From correction factors E

6.3 15.0

4.0 12.7
10.0 30.7

15.9 29.6

3.5 18.0
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Fig. 2. Data obtained at the contact surface by the mass ana-

lyzer of the IMS and magnetometer. The middle panel is the

azimuthal mass channel for water group ions. The two curves
between 1 t4 and 118 s UT result from two alternate choices for

correcting this data. Data are plotted in arbitrary units, The upper

panel is the comparable data for heavy group ions (a channel in the

vicinity of mass 44). There is a short dropout in the IMS data after
118 s UT. The lower panel is the magnitude of the magnetic field in
nanoteslas from Neubauer [1988].

creasing to the low temperatures typical of the ionospheric
interior. This means that the detection efliciencies of the

azimuthal channels were decreasing because the channels
detected the wings of the distribution functions. Conse-
quently, the drop-off on the inner edge of the density spike
may be less steep than suggested by the plotted curves. It is
likely that the lower curve is a good approximation for the
beginning of the spin, that the upper curve is a good
approximation for the latter part of the spin, but nothing can
really be said about how the transition occurs. One can as a
rough upper limit take the time at which the maximum curve
returns to low values typical of the cometopause or sheath as
an estimate of the width of the pileup layer. Using this
criterion, we estimate that the water group flux returns to
ambient values at about 115.45 to ! 15,95 s UT, and the heavy
group at about 115.57. Taking exit from the pileup layer to
occur between i 15.5 and 116, we estimate the total width of
the transition layer as i.5 to 2.0 s, or 95 to 136 km. In
summary, there appears to be a sharp peak of approximately
0.75 s duration (47 km width), followed by a somewhat more
gradual decline to ambient values inside the ionosphere
lasting for an additional 0.75 to 1.25 s.

It is also possible to estimate the magnitude by which the

densities have increased at the pileup region. To establish a
baseline for comparison to the density maximum, we use
sums of the count rates over the spin (17,130) preceding the
contact surface encounter. The corrected values (estimates
using instrument correction factors A, B, C, and D, obtained
for four different time periods, are shown) for the densities in
the pileup region relative to the ambient (cometosheath)
values are then as shown in Table !, Also shown in Table 1
is an estimate (correction factor E) based on taking as a
baseline the comparable angular sector measurements in the
prior spin (17,129) that, like spin 17,131, was in the N

program.
It should be noted that the estimates of density increase in

Table 1 depend on untangling spin modulation effects. The
spin modulation in the data is fairly large, roughly a factor of
3. Prior to reaching the contact surface, the raw data show
maximum count rates during the middle of a spin, and
minimum count rates just about the beginning of the spin.
The contact surface observations occur at the beginning of
the spin, so that if a plasma velocity change at the contact
surface led to a more favorable geometry for detection, the
increases at the contact surface might be overestimated by
using correction factors A, B, and E. Also, if the tempera-
ture within the recombination layer is less than that prior to
the contact surface, using correction factors A, B, and E
would result in an underestimate the density increase.

Discussion OF THE CONTACT SURFACE OBSERVATIONS

The results obtained here are obviously subject to consid-
erable uncertainty; nonetheless, they furnish some useful
information about physical and chemical processes within
the contact surface pileup layer. The only useful data con-

cerning the contact surface are from the MA (Figure 2); the
AA data (Figure I) give only a very minor signature in the

W2 low-energy channel of a contact surface pileup layer.
The AA Wl angular channel, which was looking along the
direction to the comet, was not operating properly. The
other angular channels were looking at offset angles to the
cometary direction, and would only have seen increased
fluxes if there were a hot tail on the distribution function, as
occurred at the shock. As no such increased fluxes were
seen in the AA data, we conclude that no suprathermal

heating mechanisms are acting at the contact surface.
The density maximum for the heavy group is considerably

larger than for the water group. The peak density estimated
for the heavy group was between 12.7 to 30.7 times the
ambient external value, whereas the increase for the water

group was considerably lower, a factor of 3.5 to 15.9. (Note:
at present we cannot quote absolute densities; with further
data analysis this should be possible). Thus within the pileup
region the ratio of heavy group density to water group
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density was enhanced by a factor of from 2 to 3; such an

increase might readily be expected due to differing recombi-

nation rates of the various species.

The water group accounts for the major portion of the

mass, so the water group density increase may be compared

to the MHD calculations [Cravens, 1989] of the properties of

the inner transition layer. In Craven's model, outflowing
ionospheric ions approaching the contact surface are re-

flected by the external magnetic field. A pileup of ions in a

relatively thin layer located at and just inside the magneti-

cally defined contact surface results, and enhanced recom-

bination is the primary loss mechanisms for ions trapped

within this layer. Cravens considers several cases; of these,

his case 4, which has a neutral velocity (or, equivalently,

ionospheric outflow velocity) of 0.9 kin/s, seem most rele-
vant to the Giotto observations. Case 4 uses a c,'dculated

electron temperature prolilc that is ,'_bout 22t)°K at t!le

location (3000 km) where his calculation places the contact

surface, and the ion temperature inside the contact surface is

estimated from an energy conservation equation as 400°K.

The corresponding peak density enhancement over the back-

ground value is a factor of 2.4, with a width of 60 km. We

have used standard gas dynamic shock theory [Landau and

Lifshitz, 1959] to predict the density increase within the

pileup region, and find that density increases by a factor of

1.5 behind the shock. This shock-based density increase

estimate is lower than both our observations and Cravens'

numerical model. The shock-based model fails because it

does not account for the further decrease of velocity to zero

as the contact surface is approached. A better approximate

approach therefore is to assume flow into a layer in which

the flow stagnates and is recombined. Cravens, using this

technique as an alternative to his numerical calculation, and

assuming the temperature in the stagnation region, predict,_ a

density increase of 2.4. Without making any temperature

assumption, the density increase may be calculated by using

conservation of energy flux, by requiring that the energy flux

into the stagnation rate is balanced by the recombinative loss

of energy; we find that the resulting density increase is

similar, a factor of 2.7. Could a further increase in pressure

and density within the transition layer beyond that due to

pressure balance occur due to ion-neutral drag? Because the

pileup boundary is thin, our estimates indicate that the

integrated force provided by collisions with neutrals over

this region is not especially large; density increases of at

most 20% to the analytical estimates mentioned above would

be expected. In summary, fluid theory predicts density

increases of about 2.4 to 2.7 and can perhaps be stretched a

little further, but not to the apparently observed increases of

3.5 or more. In view of the uncertainties of the observations,

this should not be considered a problem for the fluid models.

However, it is important to note that the observed length

scales are of the same size as the ion mean free path. The

mean free path for ion-ion collisions at 300°K is 18 km

[Cravens, 1989]. As the Coulomb cross section varies in-

versely with the cube of particle velocity, and as the tem-

perature outside the contact surface is at least 1500°K

[Schwenn et al., 1987; L_mmerzahl et al., 1987], the mean

free path of the higher energy particles wilt be about 165 kin.

Comparable typical gyroradii for 300°K and 1500°K popula-

tions in a 20-aT field are 5.0 and I I. 1 km, respectively. The

more energetic particles will extend further into both the

upstream region that is free of magnetic field, and the

downstream region of incre:tsing magnetic field. The pres-

sure spike may, from the observations, have a full width at

half maximum of perhaps 35-50 kin, considerably smaller

than the mean free path expected for collisionally heated

particles in the recombination layer. Particle kinetic effects

are therefore determining the structure around the peak;

fluid models are not applicable to determining the structure

of the layer. The particle distribution will have substantial

deviations from a Maxwcll-Iloltzmann distribution. In par-

ticular, ions entering the region of magnetic field increase

experience a V x B force that turns the ions around and

reflects them back into the upstream direction. During this

reflection, the ions will have a substantial velocity compo-

nent parallel to the boundary in the direction of the current

that causes the increase in B. Particles moving parallel to the

boundary do not contribute to the pressure balance across

the honndary; tiffs mighl result in densities higher Ihan

predicted by fluid models without altering the pressure

balance normal to the boundary that is required. Further

progress in understanding the structure of the pileup region

requires investigation of particle kinetic effects.
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ABSTRACT. Using the combined data sets from the angle analyzer (AA) and the mass analyzer (MA) of the

Giotto IMS-HIS experiment, we have derived the three-dimensional .plasma flow properlies of cometary ions for
masses _ 12 AMU. At cometocentric distances larger than 1.3 x 10_km, the cometary ion temperature is very

high (kT _ 100 eV), apd derivations of the flow parameters are uncertain. After crossing the magnetic pile-up

boundary (MPB) at 23:30 SCET (Spacecraft Event Time), the ion temperature becomes lower (kT >_ 50 eV),
and the flow speed can be evaluated .to decrease gradually from _ 20-25 km s-I to - 17 km s-I until

23:41 SCET (9 x /0 a kin) at which point an abrupt drop to a value of ~ 13 km s -I occurs. This velocity

discontinuity coincides with the appearance of a cold ion population (kT =, 10 eV ) mostly in the ram direction of

the spacecraft. Around 23:49 SCET (5.5 x 104 kin), another velocity decrease occurs simultaneously with the

disappearance of the hot ion component and an intensification of the colder one. These features are in agreement
with the theoretical mode[ of charge exchange loss of the hot cometary ions.

Annales Geophysicae, 1990, 8, (3), 229-238.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The process of solar wind-comet interaction represents
a class of plasma effects in which the ionization and
pickup of new ions play a dominant role. One unique
feature is that, with the free energy available from the

peculiar velocity distributions of the newly implanted
ions, plasma instabilities could take place leading to
various kinds of particle-wave interactions (Wu and

Davidson, 1972). Besides the generation of very high

level of plasma wave activity and turbulence in the
vicinity of a cometary coma -- as demonstrated by
in situ measurements at comet Giacobini-Zinner and

comet Halley (Scarf et al., 1986 ; Smith et al., 1986 ;
Mogilevsky et al., 1987 ; Klimov et al., 1986 ; Riedler
et al., [986 ; Neubauer etal., 1986) _ the determi-
nation of the plasma flow properties also can shed

light on the issue of momentum coupling between the
solar wind plasma and the new cometary ions. The
acceleration of the heavy ions (i.e., O ° , H,O _ • etc.)

of cometary origin could be facilitated in several ways.
First. colli'sional Coulomb interaction could be of
interest. Second. wave-particle interaction as a result

(") Nm'. ;tt : l.o', ..\lamos Nati_mal Labor:tlory. Lni',cr'_ily ,_1

Calih_rnia. L_,s Alarum. Nc_ Mexico, USe",.

of plasma instabilities could bc significant in assimilat-
ing the new ions into the ambient plasma flow.
Finally, the g x B drift effect would allow the comet-
ary ions to move with an initial speed of vs = v o sin 0
in the direction perpendicular to the background

magnetic field. In the special case when the angle
between the plasma flow vector and the local magnetic
field orientation is very small, the initial drift velocity
will be small as well (i.e., v_ ._ v0). :"!

Since the cometary coma environment varies from a

situation where the plasma flow is dominated by the
solar wind at large cometocentrie distances

(r _ t0" kin) to the situation where the ion compo-
sition is mostly cometary at r_ 105kin, the three
mechanisms identified above might contribute at
different levels at different distances. Indeed, the

momentum-coupling between the solar wind and the

cometary ions nlight become so inefficient at a ce_ain
point that there could be a relative drift between these
two components. The cometary ion component could
have a ntm-Maxwellian velocity db, tribution since it ix
ba,,,icallv :t mixture t)f new ions accrctcd at different

p_l,ititms along the pl:tsma flow tubes. There could be
even _clati_e drills amollg tile comclilrv iolls. Further-

more. its the cometary plaslllii flow enters the dense
atm_/_phcrc _>l the coiner, charge cxchatagc rccotvbi-

.-'_nilal¢_ G_,_plL',_,lca_: O_)q2.7_'_'9. _1tlO3, 22'1 I_) $ 'I._ t;: IiGb.(Litathl,.r.\ dldr_,
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nation via collisional interaction with cometary neu-
trals would deplete energetic ions picked up at larger
distances. In place of the hot ions, there would be the
build-up of cold cometary ion populations created in
the inner coma. Such a scenario of charge exchange
cooling was first suggested by Wallis and Ong (1975).
After the spacecraft observations at comet Halley,
Gombosi (1987) and Ip (1989) have examined similar
effects on the formation of the so-called cometopause
at r _ 105 km (Gringauz et al., 1986 ; d'Uston et al.,
1987) separating the fast solar wind dominated plasma
on one side from the plasma controlled by the slow,
cold heavy ions of cometary origin. The work by Ip,
for example, showed that the charge exchange loss of
hot cometary ions and the solar wind protons could be
used to explain the number density profiles observed
by the Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS) experiment on
the Giotto spacecraft. An exponential depletion of
the hot ion populations with a scale length of about
104 km occurring near 6-8 x 104 km was indicated by
both 2-dimensional theoretical computations and the
IMS measurements. The formation of the com-
etopause located at about 1.4 × 105 km, however,
cannot be directly related to the charge exchange loss
process.

Theoretical modellings of these rather complicated
processes, so far, have been limited to simple 1-D
analytical flow models, or flow field profiles from 2-D
MHD simulations assuming complete assimilation of
the cometary ions into the solar wind flow. To further
our understanding of the actual effects, it would be
advantageous to examine the in situ measurements of
plasma flow parameters at comet Halley. In the
present work, we focus our attention on the obser-
vations by the High Intensity Spectrometer (HIS) of
the IMS experiment. A scheme combining data from
different sensors is invoked to compute the three-
dimensional velocity distribution of the water group
ions. While Formisano etal. (1988) have reported
study of the flow parameters between the how shock
and the outer coma (r _, 1.16 x 106-4 x 10 4 km) using
the Implanted Ion Sensor (IIS) observations, our
results provide a comprehensive picture of the plasma
flow through the whole coma until a distance
(r _ I04 km) just before the ionospheric contact dis-
continuity.

The plan of our paper is as follows. A brief instrumen-
tal description will be given in Section 2. The method
of data analysis is outlined in Section 3. Since there is
still work being done on the calibration of the HIS, we
will address only ion flow vectors and temperatures
but not densities which will be subject of a future
paper. The results of the water group ion flow profile
will be given in Section 4. which is followed by a
summary of the main points. Before proceeding.
however, a clarification appears to be necessary. A
cometopause boundary as identified in the Vega 1 and
2 observations is not that clear in all the available

Giotto data. Although a sharp drop of the proton
density is obvious in the data from the Vega as well as
from the Giotto spacecraft (Gringauz etal., 1986:
Go[dstein et al., 1987), the Vega data show a sharp
increase of the water group ion density in the ram
direction that is not apparent in the Giotto data

(R_me eta[,, [987). Further. the magnetic field
changed smoothly across the Vega cometopause while
the Giotto magnetometer measured a sharp increase
of the field strength at the time of the proton density
decrease (Neubauer, 1987). Because it is still unclear
whether the Giotto and Vega spacecraft observed the
same kind of boundary, we will avoid the term
cometopause and refer to the , Magnetic Pile-up
Boundary - (MPB) instead which is clearly identified
in the Giotto data at 23:30SCET (r_l.38x
105 km) or the cometopause region if a broader region
around this distance is implied.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The High Intensity Spectrometer (HIS) of the Ion
Mass Spectrometer (IMS) on board the Giotto space-
craft has specifically been designed with regard to the
expected ion properties in the inner coma, i.e., high
densities ar,d low temperatures and bulk speeds in the
comet frame of reference. For a full description of the
IMS, the reader is referred to the work of Balsiger
et al. (1987) and the thesis of Meier (1988). Briefly,
the HIS consists of two separate sections, the mass
analyzer (MA) and the angle analyzer (AA). Both
sensors are mounted in such a way that their fields of
view include the ram direction. Due to the spin of the
spacecraft, the MA covers a cone of _ 12' half width
about the ram direction while the AA field of view is

extended to 22* in elevation. As the AA includes only
an electrostatic quadrispherical analyzer, mass separ-
ation is not possible. On the other hand, in the case of
the MA the addition of a sector magnet after the
electrostatic analyzer permits the measurement of the
temperature distributions of selected ion channels.

2.1. The angle analyzer

2.1.1. General description
The AA measurements are subdivided into 64 E/Q
(energy per charge) bins. Because the ions are pre-
dominantly singly charged, a particular E/Q channel
corresponds to a particular ion mass, given a constant
ion velocity. For the same reason, total energy is

equivalent to energy per charge. Introducing the term
,, nominal ,, as referring to the relative speed between
Giotto and Halley of 68.4 km s- _, the nominal energy
is given by the relation E [eV] = 24.5 x ,14 [AMU].
M being the nominal ion mass. The full energy range
which is scanned t6 times per spin period (4 seconds)
covers the nominal energy of mass 12 up to that of
mass 57 (300 eV/e - 1400 eV/e). Because of the
above relation between ion mass and energy, a
particular E/Q bin which corresponds to nominal
mass M is mostly referred to as mass channel
M. For example, water ions being at rest in the comet
frame of reference are measured in E/Q step 14
which thus is referred to as mass channel 18. Nexer-
theless, there are contributions from other ion _pecies
to this mass channel as well.

For five energy steps (corresponding to approximately
the nominal energy of masses 17. 18. 19, 28, and
44 AMU). individual flux distributions are available

:?-:-;::
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Figure 1
Sector organization of the angle analyzer. The arrow indicates the
spin direction ; the comet is behind the paper.

in 16 azimuthal sectors (facilitated by the spin of the
spacecraft) and 5 contiguous elevation sectors. The
sector organization is shown in Figure 1. Elevation
angle runs from + 1" to -22*. Note tfiat the angular
width of the two outermost sectors (i.e., W4 and W5)
is about 50 % larger. Spin accumulated fluxes are
provided for each energy step for the innermost
elevation bin (W1, including the ram direction) and
the remaining four bins (W2-W5) summed all together
(W).

2.1.2, Calculation of the flow direction

The calculation of the portion of the ion distribution

seen by a particular bin is a non-trivial task, Figure 2a
shows the [MS angular coverage and field of view,
Figure 2b sketches the position of the HIS on the
instrument platform which is perpendicular to the spin
axis. The comet is behind the paper. Let ,_ be the
angle in the narrow-angle and e in the wide-angle
direction of the HIS, i.e., a is the angle in the plane
perpendicular to the spacecraft skin including the spin

axis (positive outward), and e is in the plane parallel
to the spacecraft skin (positive in the direction of the

rotation). The direction a = 0, e = 0 coincides with
the direction of the spin axis (cf. Balsiger et al., 1987 ;
Meier, 1988).

The calibration of the HIS has been performed using
these angles. Let us now introduce a spherical space-
craft frame of reference with 0 and _ being the polar
and azimuthal angle (see Fig. 2c). The analysis of the

AA measurements is complicated by the fact that the
point a _,x of the maximum sensitivity (being used for ;
the calculation of the ion fluxes below) deviates

considerably from the a = O direction and depends
further on the ion mass. a_,_, can be expressed as
(Meier. 1988) :

19.75 /de_J (l)
Ot max -- _ 0 + _

where a0 is between 2.3 ° (W4) and 3.8" (W5). and

Figure 2
(a) Angular coverage of the IMS-HIS sensor. The -z direction
corresponds to the Giotto spin axis and points toward the comet.
(AJier Balsiger et al., 1987).
(b) Definition of the S/C coordinate system and position of the
IMS-HIS with respect to the spacecraft skin at the time of the Sun
Reference Pulse (SRP). Azimuthal sector 1 starts at the Mode Sync
Pulse (MSP), i.e., half a spin period after the SRP.
(c) Definition of angles used for the calibration and the calculation
of the look direction by means of the spherfcal triangle ABC from
(a).

Mo is the nominal mass of the measured ions. The
total a range covered by the AA is t_ +_5.5 °.

Referring to the spherical triangle shown in Figure 2c,
the transformation from a and e to the azimuthal

angle _ and the polar angle 0 is :

cos O = -cos a cos r (2)

tan a (3)
tan _ = sin e

Now inserting the results of the HIS calibration into
the above equation one finds that, for example, the
azimuthal angle of simultaneously measured water

ions comprises a ¢ range of about 55 °. Therefore, let
us refer to a = 0 in order to determine the azimuth

,p, of the HIS look direction (being the ÷ e direction)
for a given azimuthal sector i. Let _ now be measured

with respect to the projection of the sun direction.
Since sector 1 starts at the Mode Synch Pulse (MSP).
the HIS is located at an angle of 11_ from the

.v_c axis at that time, i.e., at ¢ = ]61'. and the look
direction is ¢ = 71'. Thus (note that the spacecraft is
spinning in the clockwise direction):

_.-, = 71' - (i - l ). 22.5". in)

As shown in Figure l. the instrument i_ looki)_g
toward the sun in sector 12.
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2.2. The mass analyzer

During the encounter, the MA was operated in two
modes with different ways of data accumulation. In
the N program used for this gtudy, for each mass
between 12 and 45 AMU, the thermal velocity spread

is measured in up to 11 steps. The energy per charge
range covered by these steps varies with mass. The

highest resolution is achieved for the water group
ions, e.g., for mass 18 the nominal energy (439 ewe,

corresponding to the Giotto/Halley relative speed of
68.4 km s- t) _ 15 % are included. From the spectra,
we can get estimates of the relative abundances of
these ions and, in the inner coma, of the temperature
and the ion flow speed in the ram direction as well
(see below).

3. DATA ANALYSIS

In an earlier study, Schwenn et al. (1987) estimated

the ion temperature and the component of the bulk
speed in the ram direction of the spacecraft directly
from the MA data for the last 10 rain before closest

approach. However, their method applying Maxwell-
inn fits to the MA data would be problematic if the
peak of the ion distribution falls outside the MA
energy range (in case of higher bulk speed) or if the
thermal velocity distribution is too broad (compared
with the MA energy band). In principle, this problem
can be resolved by including the AA data such that a
sufficiently large energy range would be covered. We
therefore combine the AA data (which are a compo-
site of all masses) with the MA data to infer the

plasma bulk speed and the temperature. Our present
approach is to take the MA data as a measure of the
relative abundances of the cometary ions and then to
find the best approximation of the AA spectra by a
three-dimensional Maxwellian ion distribution. The
fully resolved directional distributions are needed to
obtain the direction of the flow vector.

The basic assumption is that all cometary ion species,
being isotropic in their rest frame of reference, share
the same temperature and bulk speed, and can be
adequately described by a simple Maxwellian distri-

bution. Now let the index i denote the ion species, and
take a particular WAVI elevation bin. As a first order
approximation, the count rate C_' measured in energy

channel k can be written as the.su_ over the fluxes
Ji, (dimension : (cm 2 s ster ewe)-.1) of all masses at

energy Ek, multiplied with the geometric factor
Gw (cm-'stereV/e) taken at a reference energy

E0 and the corresponding width of the energy
passband being proportional to the energy E, in the

case of an electrostatic analyzer:

Ek m2

cy= E J,,.
t _n_ I

(5)

If the ions follow a Maxwellian distribution with bulk

speed % relative to the spacecraft, then the ion flux

J,k in a particular azimuthal and polar bin may be
written as (e.g., Roelof etal., 1976):

92P

m, ) 3/2 U_k ×J'k = N " 2--"_'-kT " rn'-"_,

( m, ,)x exp - _-_ (Vik -- Vb)" (6)

Ni is the number density, T the temperature, and
mi the ion mass. Vik represents the velocity of the
measured particles, and Vik = Iv,kl. To fit the W/W1

spectra to a Maxwellian distribution we need to know
the relative abundances of the ions. More precisely,
we need a quantity being proportional to the pre-

exponential factor of the above equation. Such a
quantity can be derived from the highest MA count

rate Ci_ of species i at energy step j (providing the best
statistics) in the foilowing way. Note that, in general,
this peak does not correspond to the maximum of the
ion distribution.

Since the sensitivity of the MA is strongly mass

dependent, we must first introduce the geometric
factor Gu of the MA as a function of the ion mass

(Meier, 1988). An analytical approximation is given
by

(9.5.10-4.M) 2 M_24Gu = 1.13"10 -3. -4.10-5+ (2/M) 3 M>24

GM = [era 2 ster ewe ] (7)

M = nominal mass [AMU ] corresponding to energy
bin ].

_..,.q.r..

As the count rate is the product of ion flux and

integral response function, C_ can then be expressed
as

• "_ X

Ci_ Ni Gu, i 2 _rkT mi

x exp (- 2_T (vq - vb)2 ) •

Now comparing Eq. (6) and Eq. (8) we find

(8)

×

{m, 1x exp 2 kT [(vik - vt,) 2 - (vi,; - vt,)'] . (9)

At this stage, a computer program performs a least

X 2 fitting of the angle analyzer data in order to
evaluate the bulk speed and the temperature. The
data base consists of 3 point running averages over

single HIS records, with a weight ratio of 1:3:1.
Because of the computer time needed it is not possible

to include the complete response function of the AA.
Therefore, we calculate the ion fluxes only at the

center of each energy-azimuth-polar angle bin. One
has to be aware that this might lead to a bias as soon
as the ion temperatures become comparable to or
even smaller than the width of the energy windows.
i.e.. in particular in the close environment of the
comet. Thus, taking into account the detector re-
sponse function might improve the results obtained
for the last five or ten minutes before closest ap-

proach. Further. it turns out that it is difficult to fit a
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complete W_WI spectrum if it consists of more than

one ion group. Starting at around 23:45 SCET, the
contributions of heavier ions such as CO + , S-, and
COz to the AA count rates become noticeable at

higher energy channels. After ~ 23 : 54 SCET, three
mass peaks can be clearly identified in the W/W1
spectra. A reasonable explanation for the difficulties

might be that G_f suffers relatively high uncertainties
(Meier, 1988) in particular around M/Q = 28 which
in turn severely influence estimates of the abundance
ratios of the various ion groups. As a consequence of
this, we only included the water group peak of the
W/WI data in our analysis, namely, we discarded all

W/W1 measurements beyond the eighth channel on
the high energy side of the W water group peak. We
point out that the application of Eq. (9) in order to
determine the plasma flow speed and temperature
does not require exact values of the geometric factors.
One only needs relative sensitivities which are quite
well known for the water group ions.

4. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows some individual fits approximately
every 2.5 rain starting at ~ 23 : 25 UT. Note that UT
refers to Spacecraft Event Time (SCET) throughout
this paper. At the top of each frame, the ion flow bulk
speed in the Giotto frame of reference and the ion
temperature are indicated. Considerable deviations
between the model and the measurements are evident

outside the cometopause region which is crossed at
~ 23 : 30 UT (1.35 x 105 km ;d'Uston et al., 1987 ; cf.

also Gringauz et al.. 1986). They might occur because
the count rates are low and, since the plasma is rather
hot. show no well developed maximum. Subsequently
the W measurements (upper curve) are fit quite well
while the WI data are represented not as well, namely
in the bottom row of Figure 3. A remarkable change
in the ion spectra is observed between the
23 ; 39:37 UT and the 23 : 42 : 01 UT frame where

the peak of the distribution moves down to lower
mass channel numbers (equivalent to energy), and its

shape becomes narrower. This indicates a deceleration
of the ion flow as well as a cooling. For completeness.

Figure 4 provides a comparison of the fitted angular
distributions with the measured data. Again there is a

good agreement between model and measurements
most of the time. Note that the skewed shape of the
distributions is an instrumental effect caused by the
fact that particles appearing from quite different
directions are detected simultaneously (see
Sect. 2.1.2).

The reason for the poor agreement between the Wl
measurements and the calculated Wl spectra after
23 : 52 UT is still not clear. The laboratory calibration
of the instrument indicated that the occurrence of

spacecraft charging might reduce the Wl count rate.
Another possibility is that the W1 becomes saturated.
Therefore, we have also carried out the analysis

taking into account only the four outermost elevation
bins of the AA for the Xz fits after 23 : 52 UT. The
results are shown in Figure 5 where the dashed lines
represent the calculated Wl spectra. Obviously, the
calculated Wl spectra differ considerably from the

data while the agreement between the measured and
calculated W spectra is enhanced.

Figure 3

Examples of indivMual .ills of the AA W/Wl

data to a 3D Maxwellian distribution. Bulk l0 s

speed in the spacecra_ fi'ame of reference

and the plasma temperature are indicated at 1o'

the top of each frame. The _econd row _ lOa

represents the magnitude and the poktr and

a-imuthal angle, re_'pecttveh', of the hulk .__ 1o 2

rio.' rector in HSE _oordi_u_tt's. Tire dot_

represent the measured fluxes, tlre lines corre- !0_

s'pond to the fits. Tire ,pper curves repre_'ent to a

the W. the lower curve_ are due to the WI

data,
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Figure 4

Comparison o,f the measured (leJi) and modelled (right) AA ion distributions in time steps o[ approximately ,five minutes. The horizontal axis

represents the five elevation sectors (for the corresponding angles e see Fig. I), and the vertical axis the 16 azimuthal sectors for each of the five
mass channels indicated at the le: margin (17, 18, 19, 28, and 44 AMU).

_3:54:07! 23:55:L1

Figure 5

Same _ Figl_re 3, but ,for _ : fits taking the
innermost elevation bin not into account.

The dashed curves represent the modelled
Wl count rates.

Figure 6 summarizes the results of our analysis. The
dashed curves after 23:52 UT show the plasma
moments if the W1 channel is discarded which we

assume to be more reliable. In the bottom panel, the
count rates of the MA channel with the highest fluxes
are drawn for the water group ions as a measure of the
number density. At the bottom, an additional axis is
included representing the distance from the comet in
units of 10 3 kin. As mentioned above, the plasma
moments before 23:30 UT are unsure. During the

5 rain following the crossing of the MPB region, the
bulk speed trace exhibits relatively high variations, on
the average, however, t seems to be constant at
- 23 km s- _. This value is in good agreement with the
work of Formisano et al. (1988) who reported the
same value. The ion temperature fails off rather
smoothly from -60eV outside the cometopause
region to - 20 eV at 23 : 4t UT. From 23 : 35 UT to
23 : 40 UT, there is a decrease of t leading to a drop
from 1"7km s- = down to 13 km s- = within 1 rain
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Giotto IMS-HIS

k /

Figure 6 _,
Cometary ion flow parametersas observedby _L
the Giotto IMS-HISspectrometer.The top two
panelsshow the totalplasmabulk speedin HSE
coordinates,itscomponentin the ram direction,
and the temperatureas derivedfrom 3DX ' fits
o[ theangleanalyzermeasurementstoa flowing
Maxwellian. The dashedlines a_er 23:52 tit
show theresultsif theWl channelisdiscardedin
the analysis.Since Wl measurementsclose to

e_

the encounterareobviously faulty, the dashed
curveis most likelymorereliable.Massratiosas o
derived from the mass analyzer have been
applied. [n the bottom panel, the peak count
ratesfrom the massanalyzeraredrawnfor the SCET:
watergroup ions. Distancefrom the comet is
indicatedin units of I03kin. Mm:
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between 23 : 41 UT and 23 : 42 UT (r _ 9 x 104 km).
This is the reason of the spectral change discussed
above. The nature of this discontinuous transition is

best seen in the ram velocity vr and the temperature
which drop suddenly from 10 km s- _ to 6 km s- _ and
from 22 eV to 12 eV, respectively.

The observed velocity and temperature changes corre-
late well with the so-called ,, Discontinuity X, iden-
tified earlier by Balsiger (1989). At 23:42UT,
Johnstone etal. (1986) reported a gradual loss of
energetic solar wind ions. Goldstein etal. (1987)
found a very rapid drop (by a factor of 3) of the
proton density. As judged from their Figure 2, the
proton density decrease starts and terminates simul-
taneously with the cometary ion flow transition within
only a few seconds. It should be noted that around
this time there is also a small increase of the cold ion
fluxes (bottom panel of Fig. 6) in addition to the
overall rise of the fluxes.

Another interesting feature in the ion flow speed

profile is the second decrease starting at
23:48:30UT and the bulge centered around
23 : 52 UT. This decrease at r _ 5.5 x 104 km shows a

quite similar behaviour with regard to the total ion
fluxes as observed at discontinuity X. An enhance-
ment of the ion fluxes is observed in coincidence with

the decrease of the ion flow speed while the total ion
fluxes are reduced prior to the deceleration of the
flow. It seems that the final sharp drop at
- 23 : 52 : 30 UT carries similar signatures. The results
obtained after 23:53 UT agree reasonably well with
the findings of Schwenn etal. (1987). Between
23 : 53 UT and 23 : 56 UT, v, is around 5 km s- 1, as
has been found by Schwenn etal. (see their Fig. l)
who also reported the sudden decrease at 23 : 56 UT.
The only difference is that their values of r, after

P

! ' , ...... , .... [ ....

"_. cL

.... i .... J .... i .... _ .... i,+,,i,J,,i,,,,_

V
I-al_t

176 156 135 115 94 73 53 32 12

23 : 56 UT are slightly lower than our results. Note
that the omission of the W1 measurements leads to

bulk speeds being a few km s- 1 lower. However, since
in this case the bulk flow vector is closer to the spin
axis of the spacecraft, the ram velocity is almost not
affected.

It is worthwhile to compare our data with the work
of Wegmann et al. (1987). Based on a cometary MHD
model including photochemical processes which lead
to the production of different ion species in the coma
of comet Halley, they published a diagram showing
the expected major plasma properties (for example,
ion and electron temperatures, plasma flow speed,
and ion density) along the trajectory of the Giotto
spacecraft. According to their predictions, the plasma
flow speed should decrease almost linearly between
cometocentric distances of 1.8 × 10_ km and 10_ km.

In the cometopause region, the Wegmann et al. model
predicts a flow speed of v _ 60 km s- t decreasing to a
value of about 5 km s- _ at 10_ km from the cometary
centre. On the other hand, the measured total flow
speed from our experiment is -25 kms-_ in the
vicinity of the cometopause. Furthermore, the velocity
profile is found to be quite jagged reflecting large-
scale variations in the cometary plasma flow. The
measured ion temperature tends to be slightly higher
(up to a factor of 2) than the theoretical value at
r> 9 × 10a kin. At this distance, the trend reverses
and the experimental values become consistently
smaller than the theoretical values of the ion tempera-
ture.

Finally. Figure 7 shows the flow direction of the
cometary ions projected into the HSE (Ha[ley-centric
Solar Ecliptic) xy plane (positive x toward the sun)
along the Giotto path. We have overlaid the presumed
position of the MPB (dashed line) and the streamlines
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Figure 7

Projection of the cometary ion bulk flow vector into the eclipticplane

centered at comet Halley. The positive x axis points toward the suE.

The position of the magnetic pile-up boundary taken from Fuseller
et al. (1988) (dashed line) and the streamlines o fa MHD model a_er
Fedder et al, (1986) are also shown. The insertion shows the flow
vectors from the fits omitting the WI channel.

of a MHD model after Fedder et al. (1986). It is seen
that the flow direction of the cometary ions is almost
anti-sunward and close to the MHD streamlines. A

comparison (Fuselier etaL, 1988) of Hi velocities

with He ÷+ velocities, both measured by the HERS
sensor of the IMS, showed that in the vicinity of the
MPB there was a velocity difference between the

H_ ions of cometary origin and the He + ÷ ions of solar

wind origin. Unfortunately, the published He + */I-I_
velocities are based on moment calculations. These

moment calculations have similar biases (allowing

comparison of the Hi with He*+), but are not

accurate enough at low velocities to allow reliable
comparisons with the heavy ion data. Work is in
progress fitting the He + ÷/H_ data with simulations of

the instrument response to Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
butions ; these results may be sufficiently accurate to
allow such comparisons (B. Goidstein, to be pub-
lished, 1989).

5. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We have performed a three-dimensional analysis of
the Giotto IMS-HIS data to determine the moments

of the cometary ion distributions. After crossing the
cometopause region, the ions become gradually'col-
der. Further, we found a clear decrease of the flow

speed between _ 1.15 x I0 _ and 8.6 x 10_ km from
comet Halley. While for the first 5 rain inside the
MPB our values of the flow speed agree very well with
those previously reported by Formisano et al. (1988),
the subsequent clear decrease appears to be conflicting

with their results indicating the water group ion
velocity to be constant at - 23 km s- L inside the MPB

down to 4 x 10a km. The reason for this discrepancy is
still unclear and might be subject to speculations.
However. we feel that the shape of the angle analyzer
spectra (Fig. 3) showing the peak moving to lower

energies as welt as the high energy resolution of the
HIS in the critical range support our resutrs. Fuselier
etal. (t988) have found some differences between

H_ ions of cometary origin and He *_ ions of solar
wind origin using the HERS sensor of the IMS;
however, due to systematic biases that similarly affect

the He _ and H_; ions, these velocities cannot
presently be compared with our heavy ion obser-
vations.

It is instructive to trace the temporal development of
the angular distribution of the cometary ions. Figure 8
displays a time series of selected fully resolved AA
data for two representative mass channels. While the
detailed analysis of these data forms the subject of a
work in progress, we would like to point out that
several episodes can be defined. The comparably high
bulk speed and/or temperature shift the peak of the
ion distribution toward higher energies (i.e., higher
mass channels), thus the highest count rates are found
in mass channel 44 at the beginning. Note that the
measured particles are water group ions, not CO_.

The peak of the distribution lies close to the ram
direction only for the last three frames, i.e., after

23 : 52 UT. Before this time, at least a large fraction
of the ion distribution is clearly located outside the
AA field of view. It seems that around 23 : 30 LIT, the
AA detects two ion populations with distinct velocities
and temperatures. Another possibility is that the
distribution is shell-like rather than a Maxwellian.
Detailed results from shell fits to the HERS water

group data will be published in a forthcoming paper.

They indicate that the plasma velocities obtained from
the shell fits are basically consistent with our HIS
analysis which leads to slightly smaller values
(B. Goldstein, to be published, 1989).

Briefly before the first sudden drop of the ram
velocity, around 23 : 38 UT, a second rather cold ion
population appears close to the ram direction. The
distributions measured between this time and

~ 23 : 48 UT apparently consist of two distinct popu-
lations, the cold one around the ram direction, and
the rather hot one close to the bounds of the field of

view. At this time, as the second discontinuity occurs.
the hot distribution seems to move closer to the ram

direction. Somewhere around 23 : 53 UT, the hot
fraction vanishes leaving behind the rather cold ions
observed close to the ram direction.

As outlined in the Introduction, charge exchange
effects can lead to replace the hot cometary ions
picked up farther upstream by cold ions. Using a
MHD model by Fedder etal. (1986), model calcu-

lations of Ip (1989) showed that the density profile
measured by the IMS can qualitatively be explained
by charge exchange loss of the hot cometary ions and
solar wind protons. By this process, a hot ion and _
cold cometary neutral react to produce a fast neutral
and a cold ion. Comparing our results x_ith previousl)

published density profiles of the hot and cold
O- ions (Balsiger. 1989 : Shelley et al.. 1t)87). it turns
out that the ,, Discontinuity X,, at 23:41 L'T

1
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Figure 8
Time series of selected angle analyzer distributionsfor mass channels 18 (top row) and 44 (bottom). The colour coding i
runs from O" to 360", elevation from - 1"(0) to 22"(5).

(r _- 9 × 104 km) coincides with the maximum density
of hot O* as measured by the IMS-HERS. Starting at
about this distance, an exponential decrease of the hot
O* is measured while an exponential increase of the
cold O ÷ begins once the cometopause region is
crossed. Note that according to Figure 6 the increase
of the water group ion fluxes is stronger at this time

than it is on the average. The second discontinuity at
23 : 49 UT (r =, 5.5 × 104 km) is observed at the same
time as the cold O* density again rises sharply after a
brief period where almost no density changes have
been observed. These local increases of the ion

number density can be understood as being caused by

the deceleration of the plasma flow. As a consequence
of the continuity equation this would lead to an
accumulation of ions picked up farther upstream (lp.

1989).

In conclusion, the observed velocity and temperature

profiles turn out to be explainable on the basis of
charge exchange processes although some features
remain unclear, e.g., what particular effects cause the
flow to be decelerated abruptly at certain distances.

However. the plasma moments derived in this work
must be treated as an average over distributions which

are a composite of two or even more distinct popu-

r

. -#.

lations of quite different characteristics. Since tbere • :%
evidence for drifts among the cometary ion

the velocity discontinuities might be some
artifact arising at those radial distances
particular component starts to dominate,
to get further insight in the p_
necessary to find an algorithm being able
the various ion populations.
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ABSTRACT. The ion composition measurements in the ionosphere of comet Halley by the ion mass
spectrometer (IMS) experiment on the'Giotto spacecraft are used to estimate the relative abundance of HCN.
From a comparison of the normalized number density of ions with mass-to-charge (M/q) ratio of 28 AMU/e with
steady-state photochemical models, it can be determined that the production rate of HCN directly from the
central nucleus is Q(HCN) s 2 x 10--aQ(H:O) at the time of Giotto encounter. The related photo chemical
model calculations also indicate that Q(NH3)/Q(H,O) _,, 5 x 10-3 in agreement with recent determination from
ground-based observations. The estimated value of Q(HCN) is lower than the relative abundance of
Q(HCN)/Q(H,O)-, 10-_ as derived from radio observations of the 88.6 GHz emission of the J = 1-0
transition of HCN. The difference may be the result of time-variations of the coma composition and dynamics as
well as other model-dependent effects.

A,ma[es Geophysicae, t990, 8, (5), 319-326.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the brightest emissions in the optical comae of
comets belongs to the CN radicals even though the

CN production rate has been found to be quite small
in comparison with the water production rate (i.e.,
Q(CN) _ 10-3 Q(H:O) ; see A'Hearn, 1982). The

parent molecules of CN have been suggested to be
HCN, CH3CN, C,N, and more complicated mol-
ecules such as the cyanopolyynes, HC2 _ + IN. The first

two molecules have been detected in interstellar space
while the cyanopolyynes were predicted to be the
products of ion-molecule reactions in interstellar
molecular clouds (Mitchell et al., 1979 ; Kroto et hi.,
1987). Besides these many possible parent molecules,
the CN radicals could be released in several different

ways in cometary comae. First, parent molecules like
HCN could be emitted directly fiom the nucleus, The

subsequent process of photodissociation would then
icad to the injection of the CN radicals as daughters
into the expanding :ltmosphcrc. (The f_hotodis,,ocia-
tion time scale af I ICN at a heliocentric distance ol

1 AU is 8 × 10as ; Huebner and Carpenter, 1979).
Second, the parent molecules themselves could be
first created from a grandparent or released front
small dust grains. The latter process might have

indeed been indicated by the formation of narrow jets
in CN emission in comet Halley's coma (A'Hearn

et al., 1986 ; Cosmovici et al., 1988). A suggestion by
A'Hearn et al. is that the CN radicals (together with
C,. Ca and other molecules) in the jets could be
emitted from sub-micron grains of organic compo-

sition. Up to now, there is yet no accurate determi-
nation on the proportion of CN emitted in the
distributed source region relative to the total CN
productioll 1"¢1[,,2.

G round-based radio observations have been successfui

in monitoring the HCN emission at 88.6 GHz from a
number of comets including comet l lallev. Among
them arc comets 1,7,ohoutck 1973 Nil (Hucbner et ,d,
t_)74). Bradficld 1978VII (Schlocrb _'ta/.. L979).

Biadticld 1_)79 X (Ekelund ct al., I9S1). IR.-\S-.-\raki-
,-\lcock 19,";3d (13ockeleeiSlorvan ct.l, 19X4) and

I lal[c_ (l)c',p_fis ctal.. It)S6 : Schloczb c/,1., l_JSr).

.Anaalc_ Gcoph?_icac. O_a12-tt_StY, ul)i'pS, 31') 7 S 2.7n C I. GS-Gauthh:r-kiil,:r_
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The result of comet IRAS-Araki-Alcock 1983d is of

particular interest as the upper limit of the HCN
• 9 _5 - l

production rate (< 1.,, x 10- mol.s ) was shown to
be significantly below that of the CN radicals
(Q(CN) _ 5 x ]0 _ tool.s-l). This is the first indi-
cation that HCN might not be the main supplier of the
CN radicals in some comets (Bocke[ee-Morvan et al.,

1984; Bockelee-Morvan and Crovisier, 1985).

The observations of comet Halley by Despois et al.
(1986) in 1985 suggested that Q(HCN)_8x
10-" Q (OH). In comparison, the corresponding value
of Q(CN) was estimated to be on the order of
10- 3 Q (HzO) by Wyckoff et al. (1988). Schloerb et al.

(1986) thus proposed that HCN could still be the main
parent molecule of CN, at least, in the case of comet
Halley. The variation in the ratio of
Q(HCN)/Q(CN) in different comets (i.e., comet
IRAS-Araki-Alcock vs. comet Halley) may in fact
reflect the variations in their chemical compositions,
origins and/or thermal evolutionary histories. A clari-
fication of this point will be an important task of
future ground-based observations with a view to
establish a data base for as many comets as possible.

Since the production rate of HCN obtained from
radio observations depends sensitively on theoretical
models of the excitation mechanism (see Bockelee-
Morvan et al., 1984), it is important to check this
value using an independent method. The Giotto
encounter with comet Halley in 1986 provided a

unique opportunity in this respect. Several instru-
ments onboard the spacecraft were capable of detect-
ing cometary ions in situ by means of mass spec-
trometer techniques. In the following, we shall discuss
how the measurements by the ion mass spectrometer
(IMS) experiment can be used to derive the pro-
duction rate of HCN. In Section 2 the instrumental

characteristics and observational procedures will be
outlined. This is to be followed by a discussion on the
numerical method in getting the value of Q(HCN)

from the ion composition measurements. The final
section is dedicated to a summary of the main results

and its possible implication in cometary physics.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The measurements were carried out by the IMS

experiment onboard the Giotto spacecraft during its
flyby observations of comet Halley on March 13, 1986
(Balsiger etal., 1986). The experiment consisted of
two sensors: (a) the high energy range sensor
(HERS) which was optimized for measuring hot
cometary ions with energy E/q = 10-4500 eWe, and

(b) the high intensity sensor (HIS) which was designed
specifically to enable measurements of cold cometary
ions in the inner coma where the count rates were

expected to be very high. Both HERS and HIS are

mass spectrometers using variable electric fields and
static magnetic fields tor simultaneous determination
of mass per charge (M/q) and velocity distributions
within respective energy ranges. The optical principles
of the IMS and its flight configuration can be found in

Balsiger et al. (1987).

The data taking scheme of the HIS part were divided

into two modes, i.e.. the N-mode and H-mod_ The

sharing of the data transmission rate was such that. for
cometocentric distance (r)> 8 x 10_ km. the time
resolution for each mode was 16 s (i.e.. four spacecraft

spin periods) and the corresponding spatial resolution
was 1100 kin. When r < 8 x 10_ kin, both time and

spatial resolutions would be improved by a factor of 2.

The closest approach to the nucleus of comet Halley :_
was at a distance of 610 km : but the IMS instrument

failed to function normally due to dust hnpact once
reaching a cometocentric distance of about 1300 km
inbound. In any event, the most interesting region of
cometary ionospheric dynamics, namely, the bound-
ary of the magnetic field-free cavity separating the
ionospheric plasma of pure cometary origin and the
external cometary plasma flow mixed with solar wind _-
was traversed by the spacecraft at r = 4600 km.
Reports on the Giotto observations in this region can
be found in Balsiger et al. (1986), Krankowsky et al.
(1986), Neubauer etal. (1986), and Schwenn etaL

(1987).

In the present discussion, we shall concentrate on the
H-mode data taken by the HIS sensor inside the
contact discontinuity where the magnetic field

strength is essentially zero. Inside this boundary, the
expanding ionospheric flow may be approximated by
a spherically symmetric model thus rendering a much
simpler way of data analysis. It should be mentioned
here that the contact discontinuity represents not just

a boundary of plasma dynamics but also two plasma
flow regions of different chemical compositions. Cer-
tain signatures of compositional variations across this
surface can be identified. For example, the number
density of the H30- ions with M/q = 19 AMU/e
displays a jump at this location. These features reflect

the important influence of flow dynamics on the
cometary ionospheric chemistry. A study of the ion

compositional changes across the contact surface will
be reported in a later work.

The number densities given in Figure 1 were obtained
by scaling the total count rate from the M/q =
19 AMU/e channel at the contact discontinuity to a
number density of n i (H30-) = 103 cm- 3. Photochem-

ical models of comet Halley's ionosphere at a !
heliocentric distance of 0.9 AU generally predict a
total ion number density on the order of 163 cm -3 (Ip,

1986). Only by increasing the solar UV ionizing
photon flux by a factor of 10 larger than the nominal
value would the ionospheric content be increased by a
factor of about 2 (Marconi and Mendis. 1988). But

this may be a somewhat extreme example.

With the same scaling factor for the H_O- ions we
could obtain the normalized number densities of other

ion channels. Shown in Figure 1 are the corresponding
values for the M/q = 28 AMU/e and 29 A.MU_e ions.
respectively, inside the contact surface. Due to the

possible presence of complex instrumental effects
permitting cross-talk bet_een these t_vo channeb, the
H,CN- ion_ unight in fact be counted mo,tlv in the
mass channel with .II,/q = 29 AMU e. Thb, trend b,

_upported by preliminar_ calibration data. Before the
final calibration procedure pertinent to the,;e ion

masses is completed. _te would refer to tne,e _alues as
representing the lmver and upper limits.
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Figure 1
A display of the count ratesof the mass channels MI9, M28 and M29
from the ion mass spectrometer (IMS) onboard Giotto. Each mass
channel nominally corresponds to ions with mass-to-charge ratio
(M /q ) as indicated, i.e.. M /q = 19AMU/e for the mass channel
M19. Because of instrumental effects, ions with certain M/q values
might be measured in the mass channel above or below. For
example, preliminary calibrations suggest that M/q = 28 AMU/e
ions could be measured in the M29 channel Before the final
determination, the count rates from mass channels M28 and M29 will
be adopted as the lower and upper limits corresponding to
M/q = 28 AMU/e ions. In the present figure the MI9 (e.g..
H30* ions) count rate is normalized to a value o[n = 103cm -3 at
the contact discontinuity near r = 4600 kin.

3. THEORETICAL MODELLING

The channel with M/q = 28/e is interesting because
of the fact that the HCN molecules could collisionally

interact with the H,O" and H30" ions to form the
H_,CN" ions, i.e.,

HCN + HjO" ---, H,CN + + H20,

k I =3.5x 10-gcm3s -l (1)

HCN ÷ H_,O- --. H_,CN" + OH ,

k,= 1.0x 10-'_cm3s -I (2)

On the other hand. the H:CN ions only react very

weakly with water molecules (rate constant k
8.8 x [0- t._cm 3 s i ; see Anicich and Huntress. 1986)
such that electron dissociative recombination :

H,CN- -.- e -..-.products.

a,=2.3x 10 cm _s-_ (3)

GIOTTO hAS '_!EASUREME'qTS OF HCN ":=-:-NDANCE

would be its most important loss process in the inner
coma. In this manner, H.,CN _ could become one of
the dominant ions within the first 1000 km radius of

the inner coma (lp. 1986). Consequently. in spite of
the fact that HCN is a minor species, the chemical
enhancement of the H,CN- ions in the inner coma

could facilitate its indirect detection.

The M/q = 28/e channel can be contaminated by the
CO- ions. This possibility must be examined carefully
in view of the fact that the CO molecules have been

found to be the second most abundant species in
comet Halley with Q(CO) _ (0.10- 0.15) x
Q(H:O) ; see Eberhardt et al. (1987) and Krankowsky
and Eberhardt (1989). Interestingly enough, the gen-
eral trend of ion chemistry in the cometary ionosphere
is to deplete the CO + ions such that within certain
cometocentric distance (r _ 4000 kin, say), the
H_CN + ions could still dominate the M/q = 28/e

channel with relatively small contamination from the
CO + ions. This point can be clarified as follows. First,
the CO" ions from photoionization would react
rapidly with the H20 molecules via ion-molecule
reaction :

CO" + HaO ---, products,

k 4 = 2.5 x 10- 9 cm a s- l (4)

such that CO + itself would be preferentially depleted.

At quasi-photochemical equilibrium, the photoioni-

zation source term is balanced by the ion-molecule
reaction loss :

n(CO)/h _- k, n(CO + ). n(H:O). (5)

In other words, we have

n(CO ÷ ) _= [n(CO)/n(HzO)]/(k_ t, ), (6)

According to Eberhardt et al. (1987), about half of the
CO molecules were released directly from the nucleus

and the rest in a distributed source region with a
dimension of about 2 x 10_ km, we can then assume

n(CO)/n(H20) ==Q(CO)/Q(H,_O) _ 0.05. With a

photoionization time scale (t,-) of 3 x 106 s (Huebner

and Carpenter, 1979) and an ion-molecule reaction

rate (k:) of 2.5 x 10-gcm3s -I (Anicich and Hun-
tress, 1986), we find n (CO-) _ 7 cm- -_. By the same

token, the number density of N_ can be determined
to be n(N_: ) _ 2 cm- 3 if Q(N_,)/Q(H:O) _ 1%. tak-

ing into account the following ion-molecule reactions
(Anicich and Huntress. 1986):

N, --;-H20 ----.H20- -,- N,,

kT= 1.6x 10-"cm's ) (7)

and

N- *-H,O_N,H" -OH.

/,'_=5.0x I0 "'cm-,; _ (S)

Since the number density of CO- in Eq. (0) depend,

on the ratio of n(CO) to n(H.O ). it is nearl,, corn, rant

throughout the inner coma up to the contact disconti-
nuity. The N. ion would follow the same pattern..-k,

for the H:CN ions. the density profile follmvs
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essentially a r- : law (see discussion below and Fig. l ).
These different patterns hence provide a means to
separate the H,.CN _ from the N,+ and CO _ ions,
provided there are no other ion species contributing
to the M/q = 28 AMU/e channel.

In order to investigate this point further, we have
carried out a simple model calculation for the iono-
spheric composition of comet Halley during the time
period of Giotto flyby. The expansion of the neutral
gas and cometary plasma is assumed to be spherically
symmetric. The H20 production rate is taken to be
Q(H20) = 7 × 10 29 tool s-l and the radial expansion
velocity is assumed to be a constant value of
V, = 1 km s- t (Krankowsky et al., 1986).

The network of photochemical calculations includes
the photolytic reactions of H20, HCN and NH3, the
electron dissociative recombination reactions of the

major ions involved, and ion-molecule reactions of
the daughter ions with the parent neutrals. For
completeness, the reactions considered are listed in
Tables 1-3. NHs is considered here because, as a
result of protonation, the NH_ ion could become one
of the major ions in the inner coma (Aikin, 1974 ;
Allen et al., 1987). This interesting property of comet-
ary ion chemistry has been used to infer the relative
abundance of NH 3 in the coma of comet Halley (Allen
etal., 1987; Marconi and Mendis, 1988). Further-
more, as will be discussed later, the NH_ ion also

Table 1

Photolytic reactions.

Reaction Rate constant Reference

Table 3

lon-rnolecule reactions.

Reaction Rate :O:'3ta_: Reference

201. NH- _H:O _H30--N 1._ , " "" AH

202. NH- + HzO _ HzO- - NH 1.: • 2 -" _H

203. NH" -- H:O _ NH: - OH $._ < ]ir:' AH

204. NH" _- H,O _ NH_ - O I._ • l.?" AH

205. NH; -_ H_,O _ H,O" - NH 2.5 • I ?r' AH

206. NH_" _- HzO --., NH_ + O 1.5 x i,rX AH

207 NH._- H.,O _ NH--OH 1.: ¢ 1'-:' AH

208. NH_ + NH3 _ NH_ - NH: 2." _ _'_-_ AH

209. O" + H,.O --* H:O- .- O 3.2 * i 7--_ AH

210. H- _- H.,O _ H_,O- - H S." ,_ _'-' AH

211. OH" * H:O --, H_,O- _- OH 1.5 x !'?-" AH

212. OH" + HzO --, H30- ",- O 1 ._ × l,]r' AH

213. CN" + H,O --* H:O" -,-CN 3." "< 1('-:" AH

214. CN" + H,.O ---, HCN- ÷ OH 1.6 × 1( _-" AH

215. CN" + H,O --, H_,CN" -,- O 4.8 x l(e :'_ .M-I

216. CN- + NH3 _ NH;" -,- HCN 1.0 × 19 -:° AH

217. CN" + NH3 -, NH_ -, CN 1.2 x 10-" AH

218. CN" + NH_ _ HCN- + NH: 4.0 × let -:'_ AH

219. CN" + NHj -, HzCN" + Nil 3.0 × 10 -:'_ AH

220. CN* + HC'N --* HCN + + CN 2.5 x 1_ + All

221. HCN + + NH_ --* NH_" + HCN 1.7 x lO-" AH

222. HCN + + NH_ ..4 H_ - NH: 8.4 × I0 -:'_ All

223. HCN* + NHj --, NH_" + CN 1.4 × 10 <* AH

224. HC"N" + H:O --* H30" + CN 1.8 x 1.ff-_ AH

225. HCN" + H,O --* H.,O" + HCN 1.8 × 1,ff-'_ AH

226. HCN" + HCN - H_,CN- -,- CN 1.6 x If '-_ AH

227. H,.CN" + NH3 -NH? _- HCN 2.4 x 1;_-_ AH

228. HzO" + NHa --, NH_" -,- OH 1.0 x l.ff -'_ AH

229. Had" + NH) ---,NH_ + H:O 2.0 × I_" AH

230. H,O" + HzO --, H30 + + HzO 2.1 x lq -'_ All

231. H,.O* + HCN --, H.,CN + + OH 1,0 × let -_ AH

232. H20" + HCN --, H30- + CN 1,0 × 1_ _ AH

233. H30" + NH_ --, NH7 + H,O 2.2 x 10"_ AH

234. H30" + HCN --, H_,CN" + H:O 3.5 x lq -'_ All

AH = Anicich and Huntress (1986),

1. H,O + hv ---,H + OH 1.0 x 10 -_ HC

2. H,O + hz, ---, H_, ÷ OOD) 1.4 x 10 -6 HC

3. H_O + kv --, H,O- + e 3.3 x 10 -7 HC

4. H,,O + hv -, OH* + H + e 5.5 x 10 -a HC

5. H_O + hu --, O ÷ + H, + e ..... 5.8 x 10 -_ HC

6. H,O + hi, --* H* + OH + e 1.3 x 10 ~a HC

7. NH_ ÷ hv --, Nil., + H 1.1 x 10 "a HC

8. NH_ + hv -- NH + H z 6.3 x 10 -s HC

9. NHj + hv _ NHj' + e 6.1 x 10 "7 HC

10. NH_ + hv --, NH_ + H + • 1.9 x 10 "7 HC

11. NH_ + hv -, NH" + H_ + e 6.9 × 10 -9 HC
12. HCN + hv --, H + CN 1.3 x 10 -_ HC

13. HCN + hv -, HCN" ÷e 3.0 x 10 -7 Guesstimate

14. HCN + hv --, CN + + H + e 3.0 x 10 -7 Guesstimate

HC = Huebner and Carpenter (1979).

Table 2

Electron dissociative recombination reactions.

Reaction Rate constant Reference

101. H:O- + e _H+OH 9.1 x 10 "T, '_ ADH

102. H:O- ÷e _O+H: 3.9x 10 "T?": ADH

103. H_O *e ---,H:O+H 3.4x 10 _T_. "" ADH

I{)4. N/I_ -e _NH: _- H 4.1 × l0 "F "" ADH

11/5. NH- _e -NH, +H 4.1 x 10 'T_ "" ADH

1(16. H,CN -e -H - HCN 4.1)× 10"T "' (;uc_,stimate "

107. HCN--,-e _H+CN 4.0x 10"T, ''_ Guesstimate"

ADH = Allen et al. (1987).
*m = 3.7 x 10 -_ T_-"5 according to Schmidt et al. (1988).

tends to modulate the abundance of H-CN- ion in the
inner coma.

A more comprehensive photochetniczd mode[ calcu-
lation lip, 1986) including H,O. NH:. HCN, CO,
CO,., CH4, and several hydrocarbons _.as shown that
ions such as OH-, CO-. HCO-. and COt all have
number densities < 10 cm -3 (e.g.. < " -_ of total ion
number density). Their omission in z2e present com-
putation therefore should not cause __.'5ous problems
in our investigation specific to the abundance of
HCN. Note that a highl.v simplified photochemical
network has the merit of fast-comv'_:a_ion thus per-
mitting a more complete study of t_e :e_e_ant parame-
ters. On the other hand. a chemica_ ..-.odel including
as many species and reactions as _-x_.-s!ble(cf. Ip.
1986) is extremel.v time-consumi,,:__ :Se resultant
computer program would also lack :_.e flexibility as
required here. Our present avpr,.':c-.-, is hence a
reasonable compromise.

The radial variations of the ion ._u.-..."e.-den_-ities and
ion composition depend on the elec:re.-, temperature
( T. ) profile adopted. Thi_ is beca',.:se e_ec:ror: dissocia-
tive recombination. _vith the rate ;,,e.-.!::ent: :ollo_ing
a temperature dependence u,_.di. " :re 'orn: of
7",.''_ is the main loss mechani_,..-. ::r-e:-. T):e effects
of several different temperature ?r'.':.Se, _.._e been
examined..-ks shtm,n in Figure ". :._,: ..._u_.,:rat:_cly
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Figure "

Different possible electron temperature profiles in the inner coma of

comet Halley. Curves (a) and (b) represent electron temperature

variations with different magnitudes of radial gradients• The very

abrupt increase of electron temperature inside the contact surface as
illustrated in case (b) is not supported by the Giotto IMS measure-

ments. Curves and (c) produce similar results in ion compositions
for r between I_ t and 4.5 x 103 kin. In the present work, the curve

(c) with a constant value of Te(= 300 K) has been adopted.

approximates the situation where T, increases
smoothly from a value of about 10 K at r _ 100 km to
300 K at r _ 5000 kin. This behaviour has been pre-
dicted by thermal model calculations (Mendis et al.,

1985). The other case (b) is to investigate the situation
in which a very steep electron temperature gradient
may exist in the inner coma (K6r6smezry et al., 1986).
Our photochemical calculations show that the sharp
increase in T, as given by case (b) would lead to a
rapid increase of the H30 "_ion number density which
reaches a value of about 2000 cm-S near the contact

discontinuity. As such upturn of the count rate of ions
with M1/q = 19 AMU/e was not observed by the IMS

experiment, this may be taken as an indication that
the electron temperature should have a relatively
smooth profile as exemplified by case (a). The actual
electron temperature profile could be, of course,
somewhat different. One extreme limit would be to

have a fiat temperature profile with T, _ 300 K (i.e.

case (c)] as adopted in the model calculations by
,Allen et al• (1987), The main effect would be to have
slightly larger ion number densities at r < 3000 km
because of the reduced effect of electron dissociative

recombination. The general behaviour in the radial
dependence of the ion number density is maintained.
however.

The dependence of the H,CN- content on the relative

abundance of HCN can be evaluated by using different
values of Q(HCN) in the photochemical calculations.

Figure 3 shows the cases with Q(HCN)/Q(HzO)=

2x 10 -_, 5 x t0 -z and 10-3 , respectively. At the
same time, five different values of Q (NH 3)/Q (HzO)
are considered. The effect of increasing the NH3
abundance is to reduce both the H2CN _ density and
the corresponding radial gradient• In other words, the

HCN and NH 3 abundances are coupled.

From an examination of the theoretical HzCN- ion
density profiles as a function of the relative abund-
ances of both HCN and NH3, we could obtain a curve

relating the Q(HCN) and Q(NH3) combinations
which provide acceptable fits to the measurements. In
Figure 4, we see that such a curve, if incorporating the
two determinations of the NH 3 abundance by Allen
et al. (1987) and by Tegler and Wyckoff (1989). would
imply a value between 2-3 x 10 -_ for the relative
abundance of HCN. A value as high as 10 -3 for the

relative abundance of HCN would require
Q(NH3)/Q(H20) _ 5 % which is ruled out by both

in situ measurements and ground-based optical obser-
vations. In fact, if the slope of the density variation as
depicted by the IMS observations is taken into
consideration, the smaller value appears to be a better
fit and in turn points to a relative abundance of NHs
of about 0.5 _ 0.2 as proposed by Tegler and Wyckoff

(1989).

4. DISCUSSION

As mentioned before, the radio observations by
Despois etal. (1986) and Schloerb etaL (1986) re-
ported a HCN production rate on the order of
Q(HCN)--- 10 -3 Q(H20). The Giotto IMS measure-

ments in the ionosphere of comet Halley. on the other
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A graphical curve relating the relative abundances of HCN and NH_

as constrained by the [MS measurements of the HzCN+ demity

profile. The range o[ relative abundance ofNH 3 as given by Tegler
and Wyckoff (1989) is indicated as (a) and that by Allen et al. (1987)

is indicawd as (b).

hand, pointed to a value about a factor of 4 smaller.
Within the context of a steady state photochemical

model, the IMS data set an interesting limit on the
relative abundance of HCN emitted directly from the
central nucleus, i.e., Q(HCN) _ 2 x 10 -_ Q(HzO )

as given by the M/q = 29 AMU/e channel, at the
time of Giotto encounter m in case

Q(NH3)/Q(H20)_. 5 x 10 -3 as determined by

Tegler and Wyckoff (1989). This difference may be
partly due to time-variation in the outgassing process
of the comet. For example, Schloeb etal, (1986)
found significant day-to-day variations in the HCN
production rate whilst formation of expanding CN
shells was observed in the coma of comet Halley
(Schlosser etal., 1986). The infrared fluorescence

equilibrium model used to compute the excitation rate
of the 88.6 GHz emission of the J = 1 - 0 transition

of HCN might also contribute to some uncertainties.

The possibility thus exists that HCN is only a minor
contributor to the CN radicals at different episodes
leaving CH3CN, CzN 2 and other more complicated
molecules as the main suppliers.

Even though CN is only a very minor species in
cometary atmosphere, its very strong optical emission
can be used as an important tracer for the chemical
composition and hydrodynamics of the gaseous coma.
This is particularly interesting in view of the obser-
vations of CN-jets and expanding CN halos in the
coma of comet Halley. The formation of the CN-jets
in fact points to a possible dichotomy of the sources of
the CN radicals. First. organic solid particles such as
the so-called CHON dust grains (KisseJ et al.. 1986)
may be a significant source of the CN-radicals in jet-
like structures (A'Hearn et al.. 1986). Second. the
volatile ice on the surface of the central nucleus must

also be a supplier of HCN and other parent molecules
of CN. A precise knowledge of the relative import-
ances of these different sources could provide import-

ant clues to the condensation history of cometary,
nuclei in the solar nebula. While further ground-based
observations, both in optical, infrared and radio

wavelengths would be needed to follow up this i_sue,
in situ mass spectrometer measurements to be per-
formed by the CRAF mission at comet Kopff would
be equally indispensible in this respect.

Finally, we should point out that we have restricted
our consideration to a steady-state photochemical

model. Observations of the gas emission and activity
of comet Halley have produced ample evidence that
its outgassing process could be highly anisotropic and
sporadic at times (A'Hearn et al., 1986 ; Larson et al.,
1986 ; Feldman et al., 1987). In addition, photoioni-
zation might not be the only ionization mechanism.
The validity of present calculations is therefore subject
to correction once the ionospheric environment of

comet Halley during the Giotto encounter is more
clarified.
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On its flight by P/Halley, the Giotto spacecraft carried a High Energy Range

Spectrometer (HERS) for measuring the properties of cometary ions picked up by the solar

wind in the nearly collisionless regions of the coma. Preliminary estimates of the ion

densities observed by HERS have now been reevaluated and extended; density profiles

along the Giotto trajectory are presented for 13 values of ion mass/charge. Comparison

with the physical-chemical model of the interaction of sunlight and the solar wind with the

comet by Schmidt et al. (1988) reveal that, with the exception of protons and H2 +, all ion

densities were at least an order of magnitude higher than predicted. The high ion densities

cannot be explained on the basis of compression of the plasma, but require additional or

stronger ionization mechanisms. Ratios of the densities of different ion species reveal an

overabundance of carbonaceous material and an underabundance of H2 + compared to the

predictions of the Schmidt et al. model. While the densities of solar wind ions (H + and

He ++) changed sharply across a magnetic discontinuity located 1.35x105 km from the

comet, this feature, which has been called both the "cometopause" and the "magnetic pileup

boundary" was barely distinguishable in the density prof'des of hot cometary ions. This

result is consistent with the interpretation that the magnetic pileup boundary detected by

Giotto was caused by a discontinuity in the solar wind _"a'_d is not an intrinsic feature

of the interaction of the solar wind with an active comet.

f-
_f

f

Subject headings: comets -- plasmas -- abundances
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most cometary plasma falls into one of two categories: (1) Hot plasma consisting of

material ionized in the upstream solar wind or in the slower, mass-loaded solar wind in the

outer coma. These pickup ions spiral around the magnetic field carried by the solar wind

and have a "thermal" speed nearly equal to the speed of the wind at their point of pickup.

(2) Cold plasma in the inner coma in collisional equilibrium with the neutral gas flowing

out from the nucleus with speed < -1 km/s and a temperature of-300 K (LLrnmerzahl et

al., 1987).

The ion mass spectrometer (IMS) flown through the coma of P/Halley by the Giotto

spacecraft in March, 1986, used separate sensors to study hot and cold ions. Preliminary

estimates of the densities of different ion species observed by the IMS along the spacecraft

track were reported by Balsiger et al. (1986, 1987a), Schwenn et al. (1987), and Balsiger

(1990). The significance of those ion measurements has been interpreted by Balsiger et al.

(1986), Allen et al. (1987), Geiss (1987), and lp (1989a), among others. The intervening

four years have allowed detailed reexamination of the IMS data together with more realistic

analysis and modeling of the instrument's performance. It is the purpose of this paper to

present the results of the re,computation of the densities of the hot component of the ion

population observed by the IMS. The recomputed densities are generally greater than those

presented before. The analysis has also been extended to include more ion species and

finer temporal or spatial resolution. Comparison of the hot ion densities and abundances

with _ie predictions of a numerical physical-chemical model by Schmidt et al. (1988)

allows some conclusions to be drawn about the dynamics and chemistry of the coma as

well as the composition of the volatile material in the nucleus. The comparison shows that

some modifications of the model are clearly required.



Revisedanalysesof thehot-iondynamics(i.e.,distributionfunctions,velocities,

andtemperatures)andof thecold-iondensitiesandabundanceswill bepresentedin future

papers.

II. INSTRUMENTDESCRIPTION

TheIMS hadtwo sensors,namedthehigh-intensityspectrometer(HIS) andthe

high-energy-rangespectrometer(HERS).HIS wasoptimizedfor measuringthecold, slow

ion flow in theinnercoma,whereasHERSwasoptimizedfor measuringthehotplasmain

theoutercomaandin thesolarwind. Detailsof thesesensorshavebeendescribed

previously(Balsigeretal., 1987b);only thosecharacteristicspertinentto thediscussionsof

datawhichfollow arerepeatedhere.HIS andHERSbothusedcombinationsof electric

andmagneticanalyzersto mapout thethree-dimensionalvelocitydistributionsasafunction

of themass/chargeratioof theions. Functionally,theydifferedin thattheHIS field of

view pointedalongthespacecraftspinaxis,whichwasalignedwith thevelocityvectorof

thespacecraftrelativeto thecomet,while theHERSfield of viewextendedfrom -15° to

-75 ° from thespinaxis. ThusHIS analyzedthedense,slow-movingplasmascoopedup

by thespacecraftmotion,whileHERSwassensitiveto thehotpickupionsgyratingaround

themagneticfield. Thepresentpaperconcentratesonthehot iondataacquiredby HERS.

_J

HERS measured ion mass/charge and velocity distributions in a 3° x 60 ° fan-

shaped field of view which swept out a 360 ° by 60 ° annulus as the spacecraft spun with a

period of 4 seconds. The energy/charge range of the sensor extended from 10 eV/e to a

mass-dependent upper limit of - 4 keV/e. The sensor mass/charge range changed once per

spin period, cycling through four measurement modes: the light mode with m/q = 2 - 4

amu/e, the medium mode with rrdq = 12 - 26 amu/e, the heavy mode with m/q = 15 - 35

ainu/e, and the proton mode. The time to repeat observations in a given look direction for a
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givenmass/chargewasthus16s,whichcorrespondsto aspatialresolutionalongthe

spacecrafttrajectoryof 1100km. In theinnercoma,lessthan62,000krnfrom the

nucleus,priority wasgivento HISmeasurementswith theconsequencethattwo spinsof

HERSdataweresummedfor eachmass/chargerange,therebychangingthetimeresolution

to 32s(22130km spatialresolution).Exceptfor theprotonmode,HERSregisteredionson

amicrochannelplate0VICP) detector, measuring the energy/charge (64 quasilogarithmic

bins), azimuth angle (64 bins denoting the phase of the spin motion), elevation angle

relative to the spin axis (8 bins, each 7.5 ° wide), and mass/charge (denoted by which of 40

mass anodes of the MCP recorded the ion). The output data thus formed a time series of 4-

dimensional arrays (counts versus energy/charge, azimuth, elevation, and mass/charge).

Proton data were acquired slightly differently; their mass/charge was uniquely determined,

there were only four elevation bins (each 15° wide), and they were detected'by channel

electron multipliers rather than the MCP.

IIl. METHOD OF CALCULATING DENSITIES

5

The orientation of the spacecraft spin axis and velocity vector allowed the HERS to

observe the solar wind for several days before the encounter with the comet. Beginning

-12x 106 km from the comet, HERS detected picked-up cometary protons; the cometary

proton density upstream of the bow shock (1.14x106 km from the nucleus) has been

reported by Neugebauer et al. (1989). Once inside the bow shock, the distributions of

picked-up cometary protons and the heated solar wind ions overlapped in velocity space, so

only the total (cometary plus solar) proton density could be calculated. The light-mode

HERS data provided information on helium and other minor ion species in the solar wind,

both upstream and downstream of the Halley bow shock.
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The4-kV upperlimit of energy/charge and the background counting rates of its

microchannelplate (MCP) sensor prevented HERS from detecting the pickup of heavier

cometary ions until the spacecraft was ~250,000 km from the nucleus. A measurable flux

of hot, cometary ions was then observed along the inbound Giotto trajectory until the

spacecraft reached a distance of 40,000 km. The plasma seen in the ram direction by HIS

started to increase slowly at 150,000 kin; by 50,000 km most of the plasma flux was

limited to the HIS field of view. Near closest approach to the nucleus, the HERS ceased

operation following a severe electrical disturbance on-board the spacecraft, probably caused

by a dust impact near closest approach to the nucleus; thus no HERS data were obtained on

the outbound leg of the Giotto trajectory.

The calculation of cometary ion densities from the HERS data proceeded as

follows:

1. The data were summed over a sufficient number of spacecraft spins to obtain -1000

counts of water-group ions (m/q = 16 to 18 ainu/e, using both medium- and heavy-mode

data). The lengths of these summation intervals ranged from 128 to 512 seconds, which

corresponds to summing over 8 to 32 consecutive spectra for each instrument mode. r

2. The count-rate matrices were corrected for detector background counts. The

background count-rate corrections, which depended on both elevation angle and mass

anode, were determined by averaging several hours of data obtained earlier on the day of

the comet encounter when the spacecraft was millions of km from the nucleus and HERS

could detect only solar wind ions and picked-up cometary protons. Figure 1 shows the

distribution of counts versus mass anode number summed over the two elevation-angle

bins closest to the ram direction (i.e., elevation angles of 15 to 30") for the entire interval

220,000 to 40,000 km. The spectra for the medium- and heavy'mode data are displayed
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separately,in bothlinearandlogarithmicformatsto bringoutdifferentfeaturesof thedata.

Fortheelevationbin closestto theramdirection,theMCPhada "hotspot"attheposition

of anode29,whichresultedin averyhighandveryirregularbackgroundcountingratefor

thatanode.Dueto thetimevaryingnatureof thehotspot,thebackgroundratefor that

anodewasoverestimatedfor theintervaldisplayedin Figure1. Datafrom anode29were

notusedin theanalysispresentedbelow. Thenumbersprintedoverthecount-ratepeaksin

Figure1indicatethecorrespondingvaluesof m/q. Thecount-rateversusmassanode

spectracannotbeconverteddirectlyintodensityor flux withoutdetailedmodellingof the

instrumentalresponse;themostimportantfactoris thatthegeometricfactorof the

instrumentvariedapproximatelyas(m/q)-4.

_pJ

3. For each of the time intervals selected in Step 1, the vector velocity of the ions with

m/q = 16-18 amu/e was obtained by finding the least-squares fit of the observed

distribution to a spherically symmetric distribution in velocity space. This process

corrected for those parts of the ion distributions outside the HERS field of view. For the

part of the distribution that was within the HERS field of view, the data show that isotropy

is indeed a good first approximation.

4. The distribution of counts versus mass anode was then modeled using generalized

Gaussians to determine the position and width of each mass peak. Examination of the

flight data showed that the locations of the mass peaks had shifted by a fraction of a mass

anode in the year between laboratory calibration of the instrument and the comet encounter.

The cause of this shift is not understood. Thus the calibration data were used as a guide to

the approximate locations and widths of the mass peaks and least-squares fits of the flight

data were performed to determine the best values to use for the data analysis. It was

assumed that neither the locations nor the widths of the mass peaks changed during the

hour before closest approach to the comet. The positions and shapes of each of the mass
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peaks were determined for the data set as a whole, while the contributions of different ion

species to the counts measured by each anode were separately determined for each time

interval by performing a least-squares analysis to determine the height of each peak.

Although it was originally intended to use both the medium- and heavy-mode data for

calculating the densities of water-group ions, the least-squares fits to the medium-mode

data were significantly superior to the heavy-mode data fits (the variances between the data

and the fits were smaller and the peak widths determined by the fits were closer to the pre-

launch calibration values), so only the medium-mode data were used to calculate the

densities for m/q = 16 - 18 amu/e. Figure 2 illustrates the type of fit that could be obtained;

it shows the measured water-group counts in anodes 18-27 for medium-mode

measurements. In this example, the measured counts are indicated by circles with error

bars representing the uncertainty arising from counting statistics; the upper curve shows the

least-squares fit; while the dotted curves show the individual contributions of ions with m/q

= 16, 17, and 18 amu/e.

5. For each interval, it was then assumed that each ion species had an isotropic

distribution and the same bulk velocity vector vo as the water-group ions (as determined in

Step 3). Then, for each value of m/q, the 3-D distribution in elevation-azimuth-

energy/charge was transformed into a one-dimensional distribution of phase space density

versus lay [, where Av = v - vo. Integration over this 1-D distribution then gave the ion

density.

The method used for computing proton densities was similar except that:

1. The proton counting rate was high enough that the proton density could be calculated

on a spin by spin basis to yield 1100 km resolution. The computed proton densities have

been averaged over 6 minutes (25,000 kin) for the purposes of this paper, but the full

-_,,.,-
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resolutiondatahavebeensubmittedto theInternationalHalleyWatch(IHW) andtheUS

NationalSpaceScienceDataCenter(NSSDC)archives.

2. A momentstechnique,ratherthanaleast-squaresfit wasusedto calculatetheproton

bulk velocityindependentof theheavy-ionvelocitycalculatedin Step2above.

3. TheHERSinstrumentwasableto identify protonsunambiguously,withnomass

overlap,soStep4 abovewasnotnecessary.

Thefluxesof ionswithm/q= 2amu/eweregreatenoughto allow64sec(4400

kin) resolution.As for theprotons,&minute (25,000 kin) averages are presented in this

paper, with the full resolution data available from the authors or through the IHW or

NSSDC.

IV. RESULTS

The density values computed as described above are listed in Tables 1-13 -- one

table for each value of mass/charge. Each table includes a quality index, which ranges

from 1 to 5. These indices should be interpreted as follows:

Quality = 1: high count rate and negligible statistical uncertainty. Also no significant

overlap with any other mass peak. The only important uncertainty in the density is the

absolute calibration of the instrument, which is estimated to be - +_30%. Only protons and

ions with m/q - 2 and 12 amu/e were assigned Quality = 1.

Quality = 2: high count rate and negligible statistical uncertainty, but -10% additional

uncertainty due to overlapping mass peaks, leading to a total uncertainty of (.302 +. 102) 1_

= 32%. Water-group ions (m/q -- 16 - 18 amu/e) fall in this category.
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Quality= 3: low countratewith anadditionaluncertaintyof-10% duetocounting

statistics(32%totaluncertainty),butnosignificantproblemdueto mass-peakoverlaps.

Ionswith mass/charge14and32fall in thiscategorydespitetheuseof longeraveraging

intervalsfor thoseion species.

Quality= 4: moderate count rates and severe problems of overlap with a neighboring

mass peak. The additional uncertainty is -25% (39% total uncertainty). Ions with

mass/charge -- 28 amu/e have Quality -- 4.

Quality = 5: severe problems with low count rates and/or a large neighboring mass

peak. The additional uncertainty may be 35%, to yield a total uncertainty of 46%. Ions

with Quality -- 5 are at 4, 13, 15, and 29 amu/e.

M.../

The count-rate spectra in Figure 1 show some evidence for minor ion species for

which we have not presented densities. There was clearly some small number of ions with

rn/q = 19 amu/e present. For the more reliable medium-mode data, the mass/charge peak

for m/q = 19 amu/e swaddled the hot spot on anode 29, and it showed up as only a small

shoulder on the heavy-mode m/q = 18 amu/e peak. The HIS data showed that although

ions with m/q = 19 amu/e (presumably mostly H3 O+) were the dominant species at

cometocentric distances <2000 km, they provided less than 10% of the cold ion density

outside 35,000 km and less than 1% outside 80,000 km. We conclude that H3 O+ is an

important species only in the collision dominated inner coma.

Figure 1 also shows several small peaks between m/q = 19 and 28 amu/e. None of

these peaks was more than 2 standard deviations above background. Further work on

limiting the region of phase space examined may allow calculation of a density for the m/q
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= 24 amu/e peak which had counts in two adjacent anodes in both the medium and heavy

modes.

It must be emphasized that inside 80,000 km the densities given in Tables 1-13 are

lower limits to the total ion densities in that they refer only to the hot ions whose velocity

distributions overlapped the field of view of the HERS sensor. They are the ions picked up

by the mass-loaded solar wind which, at cometocentric distances >40,000 kin, still had a

flow speed exceeding 10 km/s relative to the comet nucleus. As the spacecraft approached

the comet, the density of the hot ions reached a maximum of-150 cm -3 near 75,000 kin,

and then declined as the hot ions were replaced by cold ions due to collisions with the

cometary neutral gas. The hot-ion population was too small to be detected by the IMS by

the time the spacecraft reached 40,000 km. This is consistent with the f'mdings of other

instruments on Giotto; Krankowsky et al. (1986), for example, reported that evidence for

energetic ions persisted in to -40,000 km from the nucleus, and Korth et al. (1987)

reported high temperatures and broad ion distributions outside 43,000 km. Density or flux

profiles of the cold ions in the inner coma have been published by Balsiger et al. (1986,

1987a), Balsiger (1990), Schwerm et al. (1987), Kettmann et al. (1990), Korth et al.

(1987), and Krankowsky et al. (1986).

The circles and diamonds in Figure 3 show the 6-minute average densities of

protons and ions with m/q - 2 ainu/e, respectively, from Tables I and 2 plotted versus

distance from the comet. Although inside 200,000 km H2 + contributed to the density of

ions with m/q ~ 2 amu/e (Fuselier et al., 1988), at greater distances the m/q = 2 amu/e

population consisted almost entirely of He ++ ions from the solar wind. The measured

number-density ratio n2/nl ranged from 0.02 to 0.04, which is quite typical for the low-

speed solar wind near interplanetary sector boundaries, such as that observed at the Giotto

encounter with P/Halley. Fuselier et al. (1990) consider the ion abundances in the solar
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windandthecharge-exchangereactionsof solarwind ionswith thecomagasin much

greaterdetail. Thecontinuouscurveshownin thisfigureis disussedin thefollowing

section.Thejump in protonandHe++densitiesattheHalleybow shockis indicatedbythe

verticalline at 1.14x106km.

Thedashedverticalline in Figure3 at 1.35x105km marksthecrossingof a

discontinuitythathasbeencalledboththe"cometopause"andthe"magneticpileup

boundary".Whateveritspropername,itsmoststrikingfeaturewasasuddenjump in the

strengthof themagneticfield from ~10to -30 nT (Neubauer et al., 1986). It is clear that

on the scale of Figure 3 (one point per 25,000 kin), the magnetic pileup boundary marked a

sharp decrease in the density of solar-wind ions.

In Figure 4, the circular symbols repeat portions of the proton and m/q = 2 amu/e

data from Figure 3 and also show the densities of the other ion species listed in Tables 4-

13. The principal difference between the formats of Figures 3 and 4 is that in Figure 4 the

distance scale is logarithmic and corresponds to a smaller range -- from 25,000 to 250,000

km (log distances - 4.4 - 5.4, respectively). The dashed vertical line again locates the

magnetic pileup boundary; the bow-shock would be located off-scale to the right. Again,

discussion of the continuous curves is postponed to the following section.

The distance profiles of the cometary ions (m/q = 12 - 32 amu/e) were markedly

different from those of the solar wind ions. The density of each species of hot cometary

ion reached a maximum between 60,000 and 100,000 km (log distance = 4.8 - 5.0), and

each of their distance profiles had roughly the same shape. Inside the maxima, the hot ions

were removed by collisions. Outside the maxima, the densities of the hot cometary ions

continued to decrease with increasing distance, barely reacting to the magnetic pileup

boundary at all.
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Figure5displaysseveralratiosof iondensitiesasafunctionof distancefromthe

cometin thesameformatasFigure4. Again,pleaseignorethecontinuouscurvesuntil the

nextsection.Theincreasesin theratiosnl6/nlS,n17/n18,andn12/(n28+ n29)with distance

andthedecreasein n13/n12areconsistentwith expectationsof thebreakupof molecules

into smallermoleculesandatoms.Theprincipalreasonfor thesteeprisein n2/n18with

distanceis theincreasingamountof solarwindHe++.

Thehorizontalline in thepaneldisplayingtheration13/n12indicatesthevalueof the

ratio thatwouldbeobservedif all them/q= 13amu/eionswere 13C+ and if the ratio of

12C/13C = 63, as reported by Wyckoff and Lindholm (1989) from ground-based

observations of 13C14N in comet Halley. The observed ratio is above that line, which

indicates the presence of CH + ions.

V. COMPARISON TO TI-IE THEORETICAL MODEL OF SCHMIDT ET AL.

V

The most ambitious model of the physics and chemistry of cometary ions is that of

Schmidt et al. (1988); we shall hereafter use the acronym SWHB to refer to that paper and

model. SWHB produced hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic simulations of the gas

and plasma flow around Halley's comet with a detailed photo and chemical reaction

network (19 different processes) of 59 neutral and 76 ionized chemical species. Their

model assumed that all cometary gas was released directly from the nucleus and did not

include dust which is known to be a distributed source of gas (e.g., Eberhardt et al.,

1987). The model assumes a composition of 80.0% HeO, 8.0% CO, 3.0% CO2, 2.0%

CH4, 2.0% NH 3, 2.0% FI2CO, 1.0% CS2, 0.68% N2, 0.67% C2H2, 0.05% H2C3H2,

0.30% H2CO2, 0.16% CFI3CN, 0.08% NH2CFI3, and 0.06% HCN. SWHB calculated

the densities of different ion species expected along the Giotto trajectory, using gas
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productionratesandsolarwindparametersappropriateto thetimeof the Giotto encounter

with P/Halley. Their densities and density ratios are indicated by the continuous curves in

Figures 3 through 5.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that outside the magnetic pileup boundary the

observed proton density profile is in fairly good agreement with the SWHB model. The

disagreement inside the magnetic pileup boundary can be qualitatively accounted for by the

fact that the SWHB curve represents the total (both hot and cold) proton density. Although

the SWt-IB model shows substantial cooling of the ions inside 105 km, it has no

discontinuous jump in temperature anywhere between the contact surface (also called the

ionopause or the diamagnetic cavity boundary) observed at 4700 km (Neubauer et al.,

1986) and the bow shock. The calculated position of the bow shock (slightly beyond the

end of the curve plotted in Figure 3) is slightly farther from the comet than was the

observed shock.

The center panel in the top row of Figure 4 compares the model to the observed

densities of ions with m/q = 2 amu/e. SWHB did not include solar-wind helium ions in

their model; this explains why the model profile drops while the observed density rises

with increasing distance. In SWI-IB, ions with m/q = 2 amu/e are entirely 1-12+, while the

observations show a mixture of I-/2÷ and He ++ with an increasing proportion of H2 ÷ closer

to the comet (Fuselier et al., 1988). What is interesting is that inside the magnetic pileup

boundary, the sum of the observed H2 + and He ++ is less than the SWHB density for H2 +

alone.

The remaining panels in Figure 4 show that all other ion species had significantly

higher densities than predicted by the simulation, The differences often exceed an order of

magnitude. The observational profiles are generally much more concave downward than
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aretheSWI--IBprofiles. At smalldistances,thedifferenceiscausedby coUisionalcooling

of thehot ionswhichremovesthemfromtheHERSfield of view. Formanyspecies(i.e.,

m/q= 16,17,I8, 28,and29amu/e)theobservedslopeatlargedistanceis steeperthanthe

slopepredictedby SWHB;nosimplereasonfor thisdiscrepancyis apparent.Outsidethe

magneticpileupboundary,eachof thesespeciesdroppedoff morerapidly thanr-2.

Figure5showsexcellentagreementbetweenthedataandtheSWHBmodelfor the

ratiosnl6/nl8andn17/n18,indicatingthatthesimulationdoesagoodjob of modelingthe

dissociationandionizationof watermoleculesandtheirproducts.Theratioof nl2]nl6

indicatesthatthemodelunderestimatestherelativeamountof carbonaceousmaterial.The

factthattheobservedvalueof theration12/(n28+ n29)is greaterthanthemodelvalueof

thisratioprobablyindicatesthatthemissingcarbonaceousmaterialisnotentirelyadditional

CO. TheSWHB modeldoesnot includeany13C,whichcanaccountfor someof, butnot

all themismatchbetweentheobserved and calculated values of n13/n12. Because the

photodissociation lifetime of CH molecules is only 100 s, the source of the CH + is not

obvious.

The ratio nl4/nl6 is also higher than that given by SWHB, by about the same factor

as the n12/n16 ratio. The ion peak at m/q = 14 amu/e, however, has contributions from

both N + and CH2 +, so it is not safe to conclude that the comet must have more nitrogen-

bearing material than was included in the SWI--IB model.

VI. DISCUSSION

HERS did detect most of the ions expected to be found in the coma of comet

Halley. The HERS mass/charge spectra had peaks corresponding to each of the ions

detected spectroscopically from Earth (C +, CH +, NH +, OH +, H2 O+, CN +, CO +, N2 +,
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Ca+,andCO2÷)exceptfor thoseheavierthanthe35amu/erangeof theinstrument.It was

nosurprizethatwater-groupionswerefoundto bethemostabundant.It is, perhaps,

surprizingthatthedensitiesof bothNa+ andC2+ werebelowthedetectionthreshold,

especiallyin light of theobservationof amajorpeakatm/q= 23-24amu/ein theion

spectraobtainedby theICE spacecraftatP/Giacobini-Zinner(Ogilvieetal., 1986). Ip

(1989b)hasarguedthattheexpecteddensityofNa÷ (m/q-- 23ainu/e)is > 10-3timesthe

densityof water-groupions,which iscloseto thedetectionlimit of HERS. Detectionof

ionswith rn/q- 23and24amu/ein theinnercoma(i.e.,in thecold-ionregion)of P/Halley

hasbeenreportedby Krankowskyetal. (1986)andEviataretal. (1989).

Oneof theprincipalconclusionsof thepresentstudyis thatthedensityof cometary

ionsin thedistancerange40,000to250,000km is at leastanorderof magnitudehigher

thanthepredicteddensity.ThisdiscrepancyhadpreviouslybeennotedbyIp (1989a)on

thebasisof preliminaryvaluesof ion density.Furthermore,theproblemis notuniqueto

theSWHBmodel. For example,thecalculationby Ip (1989b)showsasimilardisparity

Thedensityof protonsis, however,in goodagreementwith themodels.Thus,wecan

rule outcompressionof theplasmaasthecauseof thehighdensityof cometaryions,

becausethesolar-windprotonswouldhavebeencompressedtoo. Anotherargument

againstsignificantcompressionis thatthestrengthof themagneticfield wassignificantly

lessthanpredictedby themodeloutsidethemagneticpileupboundaryandroughlythe

sameasthemodelfield insideit (Huebneret al., 1989).

Ip (1989b)andMarconiandMendis(1988)havesuggestedthatthesolarEUV flux

atthetimeof theGiottoencountermayhavebeensignificantlygreaterthanthetypical

solar-minimumvaluesassumedin themodels.But Ip (1989b)hasarguedthatevenan

order-of-magnitudeincreasein solarEUVwouldnot leadto anorder-of-magnitude

increasein theionizationratebecauseof theimportanceof othermechanismsfor creating
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cometaryions,suchaschargeexchangewith thesolarwind. Furthermore,thereis not

necessarilyadirectrelationbetweeniondensityandionizationrate.

Perhapsthemodelsunderestimatetherateof ionizationassociatedwith charge-

exchangereactions.Theresultsof thestudybyShelleyet al. (1987)wereconsistentwith

ananomalouslyhighcharge-exchangerateof He++. Thereareseveraleffectsassociated

withchargeexchangethathavenotbeenincludedin themodels.(1) Thevelocity

dependenceof thecharge-exchangecrosssectionswasneglected,but it is knownthatthe

crosssectionsincreasewithdecreasingvelocity. (2) TheSWHBmodeldoesnot include

ionizationby orothereffectsof thefastneutralproductsof charge-exchangeinteractions.

Ip (1990)hasshown,however,thatenergeticneutralatomscanplayanimportantrolein

thephysicsof thecoma. (3) In themodels,thetermaccountingfor thesourceof cometary

ionsdueto chargeexchangeis appropriatefor anunmagnetizedplasma.It doesnot include

thegreaterpathlengthtraversedby ahot ionwhichgyratesaroundthemagneticfield. (4)

Theflow field andtherelativevelocitybetweenthesolarwind andcometeryneutralsmay

differ from thatin themodels.A comparisionof theobservedvelocitieswith those

predictedbyvariousmodelsis thetopicof afuturestudy.

Theremayhavebeenothersourcesof "anomalousionization",whichwasatopic

of greatinterestmanyyearsago. Forexample,tail currentsclosingthroughtheinnercoma

couldbeanimportantsourceof ionization;Ip (1979)hasdrawnananalogywith energy

depositionduringterrestrialsubstorms.Along thisline, Neubauer(1988)suggestedthata

possiblecauseof aweakshockobservedby theGiottomagnetometerto bepropagating

radiallyoutwardatadistanceof-5000 km mighthavebeencausedby a transientinjection

of hot ionsandelectronsfollowing magneticmergingin thetail. Therearealsoother

spacecraftobservationsthathavebeeninterpretedasevidencefor field-linereconnectionon

thedaysideof Halley'scoma(Veriginetal., 1987;Kirsch et al., 1989). It is questionable
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whether such processes could contribute to the level of ionization on the large scale

observed.

Another type of anomalous ionization that has been suggested in connection with

comets is the critical ionization velocity (CIV) effect (Formisano et al., 1982; Galeev et al.,

1986). In this effect, first postulated by Alfvtn (1954), the kinetic energy of the relative

flow of a neutral gas across magnetic field lines is coUisionlessly transferred to the plasma

electrons which then collide with and ionize the gas. The difficulty with invoking CW to

explain the anomalous iortiza.tion observed by HERS is the absence of a simultaneous large

flux of energetic electrons. The RPA instrument on Giotto had a 10-eV threshold for

detecting electrons; it did detect anomalously high fluxes of keY electrons in the so-called

"mystery region" at distances from the nucleus between 550,000 and 850,000 km (Reme et

al., 1987), but the HERS energy range and sensitivity threshold prevented observations of

cometary ions at those distances. The RPA investigators have estimated that even in the

sharpest spikes of energetic electron fluxes observed in the mystery region, the rate of

ionization due to electron impact was less than twice the photoionization rate (R. P. Lin,

personal communication). Such relatively weak and localized sources of ionization

probably cannot account for the higher than expected ion densities.

It also cannot be ruled out that temporal variation or anisotropic emission of gas

from the comet might have contributed to the excess ionization. Approximately 1 day is

required for the neutral gas to travel each 105 km from the nucleus. Thus the gas and ions

observed at 2x105 lan left the nucleus approximately a day earlier than the gas and ions

detected at lx105 km. IUE observations by Feldman et al. (1987) showed a 25% decrease

in brighmess during the day prior to the Giotto closest approach to P/Halley. The ground-

based observations by Millis and Schleicher (1986), on the other hand, showed very little

change in the comet's gas production rate over this same interval.
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Theratiosof thedensitiesof differention speciesput importantconstraintson

cometarychemistry.Comparisonof thedensityratiosn16/n18andn17/n18to ratios

computedfrom theSWHBmodelmightsuggestthatthemajorchainof dissociationand

ionizationof wateriswell understood.Onemajordiscrepancybetweenobservationsand

themodelis theoverabundanceof C+ andthehigherthanpredictedratiosof n13/n12,

nl4/nl6,andn12/(n28+ n29).Onesuspectsthattheextracarbonaceousmaterialprobably

originatedin theCHON grains(Kisselet al., 1986)whichwereadistributedsourceof gas

in thecoma(Eberhardtet al., 1987),whereasSWHBdid not includeanysourceotherthan

thecomet'ssurface.Theunderabundanceof H2÷ comparedto themodelis amuchmore

difficult problemwhichrequiresdetailedchemicalmodelingto understand.

M...J

Comparisonof theSWHB model and the HERS data shows that the model requires

iteration before the molecular composition of the volatiles in the nucleus can be deduced.

The discrepancy seems to be both of a physical and chemical nature because neither the

total nor the relative ion abundances predicted by the model fit the data.

x,.._ _

Finally, we wishto comment on the implications of the HERS density data for the

nature of the magnetic pileup boundary. That feature was marked by sudden changes in the

density of solar wind protons and alphas, in the strength of the magnetic field, and in the

density of electrons with energy >10 eV (Reme et al., 1987). Its magnetic structure was

consistent with that of a tangential discontinuity (Neubauer, 1987). As pointed out

previously (Balsiger et al., 1987a; Balsiger, 1990; d'Uston et al., 1987), it was not

accompanied by a discontinuous change in either the density or the chemical composition of

hot cometary ions. Thus it was not a "chemical boundary" as proposed by Gringauz et al.

(1986) on the basis of observations of a discontinuity in a similar region of the coma by the

Vega spacecraft. The HERS data support the conclusion of Raeder et al. (1989) that the
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magneticpileupboundaryobservedbyGiottowasnotanintrisicfeatureof theinteraction

of anactivecometwith thesolarwind,butratheraresponsetothepassageof an

interplanetarydiscontinuityof atypecommonlyobservednearmagneticsectorboundaries

in thesolarwind.
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TABLE l. m/q = I. (Quality
Decimal Hrs Distance' (kin)

18.550

18.650

18.750
18.900

19.050

I9.I50

19.250

19.350

19.450
19.550

19.650

19.750

19.850
19.950

20.050

20.150

20.250

20.350

20.450
20.550

20.650

20.750

20.850
20.950

21.050

21.150

21.250

21.350
21.450

21.550

21.650

21.750

21.850

21.950

22.050

22.150

22.250

22.350

22.450

22.550

22.650

22.750

22.850

22.950

23.050

23.150

23.250

23.350

23.450

23_50

23.650

23.750

23.850

23.950

24.000

'0.135E+0'7

0.133E+07
0.130E+07

0.127E+07

0.123E+07

0.I21E+07

0.118E÷07

0.116E+07

0.113E+07

0.111E+07
0.108E+07

0.106E+07

0.103E+07
0.101E÷07

0.985E+06

0.960E+06
0.935E+06

0,911E+06

0.886E+06

0.86IE+06
0.837E+06

0.812E+06

0.788E+06

0.763E+06
0.738E+06

0.714E+06

0.689E+06

0,665E+06

0.640E+06

0.615E+06

0.591E+06
0.566E+06

0.542E+06

0.517E+06

0.492E+06

0.468E+06

0.443E+06

0.418E+06

0.394E+06

0.369E+06

0.345E+06

0.320E+06
0.295E+06

0.271E+06

0.246E+06

0.222E+06

0.197E+06

0.172E+06

0.148E+06
0.123E+06
0.985E+05

0.738E+05

0,492E+05

0.246E+05
0.123E+05

,1)
Density

(era "3)

6.90
7.14

7.75

7.83
8.13

8.30

7.20

6.59

9.18

10.07

10,36
12.09

11.48

11.80

12.43
10.64

10.08
9.64

13.34

16.21

15.94
19,27

I6.73

16.93

16,44

17.52
18.15

16.43

13.59

14.42

14.47

13.52

13.04

12.67
13.02

13.75

13.63

13.45

13.07

11.99

11.14

9.23

9.32

10.12
10.63

9.93

8.85

7.94

6.57

2.84

3.52

2.62

0.86

0.40

0.20

TABLE 2. m/q = 2.(QuaJi,y= !)

Decimal Hrs Distance (kin) Density

18.550

18.650

18.750
18.900

19.050

19.150
19.250

19.350

19.450

19.550
19.650

19.750

19.850

19.950
20.050

20.150

20,250

20.350

20.450
20.550

20.650

20.750

20.850

20.950

21.050

21.150

21,250

21.350
21.450

21.550

21.650

21.750

21.850

21.950

22.050

22.150
22,250

22.350

22.450

22.550

22.650
22.750

22.850

22.950

23.050

23.150

23.250

23.350

23.450

23.550
23.650

23.750

23.850

23.900

0.135E+07

0.133E+07

0.130E+07
0.127E+07

0.123E+07

0.121E+07

0.118E+07
0.116E+07

0.113E+07

0.111E+07

0.108E+07
0.I06E+07

0.103E+07

0.101E+07

0.985E+06
0.960E+06

0.935E+06

0,911E+06

0.886E+06
0.861E+06

0.837E+06

0.812E+06

0.788E+06

0.763E+06
0.738E+06

0.714E+06

0.689E+06

0.665E+06
0.640E+06

0,615E+06

0.591E+06

0.566E+06

0,542E+06

0.517E+06

0.492E+06

0.468E+06

0.443E+06
0.418E+06

0.394E+06

0.369E+06

0,345E+06

0.320E+06

0.295E+06

0.271E+06
0.246E+06

0.222E+06

0.197E+06

0.172E+06

0.148E+06

0,123E+06

0.985E+05

0.738E+05
0,492E+05

0.369E+05

(.era-3)
0.18

0.20
0.19

0.20

0,20

0.18
0.15

0,14

0.29
0.29

0.30

0.26
0,36

0.37

0.35

0.30
0.32

0.28

0.41

0.46

0.61

0.76
0,62

0.58

0.56

0.57
0.60

0.69

0.60

0.60

0.63

0.58

0.45
0.37

0,35

0.40

0.45

0.41

0.41

0.38

0.37
0.32

0.35

0.35

0.41

0.39

0.37

0.28

0.25

0.12
0.12

0.07

0.04

0,05

21
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k_..' Decimal
TABLE 3. m/q = 4 (Quality = 5)

Hrs Distance (kin) Total

Time (s)

22.116

22.616

22.949

23.116
23.283

23.449

23.616
23.783

0.476E+06

0.353E+06

0.271E+06
0.230E+06

0.189E+06

0.148E+06

0.107E+06
0.657E+05

3150

1800

1200
600

600

600

600
600

Density

(cm "3)

0.014

0.016

0.015

0.020

0.015

0.014

0.024
0.016

Decimal

TABLE 4. m/q = 12 (quality = 1)

Hrs Distance (km) Total

Time (s)

23.087

23.227

23.372

23.463
23.498

23.534

23.569

23.605
23.640

23.676

23.711

23.747
23.782

23.823

23.867

0.237E+06

0.203E+06

0.167E+06

0.144E+06
0.136E+06

0.127E+06

0.I 18E+06

0.110E+06

0.101E+06
0.921E+05

0.834E+05

0.746E+05

0.660E+05
0.559E+05

0.450E+05

496

512

512

128
128

128

128

128

128
128

128

128

128

160

!60

Density

(cm -3)

1.0

1.1

2.4

3.6

4.4

5.0

5.4

5.1

8.3

9.3

11.0

10.4

11.3

6.6

11.8

TABLE 5. m/q= 13(Q

Decimal Hrs Distance (kin)

23.534
23.710

23.867

0.127E+06
0.837E+05

0.450E+05

_ity = 5)

Total

Time (s)

640

640
480

Density

(cm "3)
0.1

0.4
0.2

TABLE 6. m/q = 14 (Quality = 3) ....
Decimal Hrs Distance (km) " "I'otal Density

Ti.meL.(S)_ (cm "3)

23.300 0.185E+06 1056 0.3

23.534 0.127E+06 640 0.4

23.710 0.837E+05 640 0.7

23.867 0.450E+05 480 0.2

TABLE 7,. m/q = 15 (qt

Decimal Hrs Distance (km)

23.534

23.710

23.867

O. 127E+06

0.837E+05

0.450E+05

ality = 5)

Total

Time (s)

640

640
480

Density

(.cm "3)

0.4
1.1

0.8
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Decimal

23.087
23.227
23.372
23.463
23.499

23.534

23.570

23.605

23.641
23.676

23.712
23.747
23.782

23.824

23.868

TABLE 8. m/q = 16(Q

Hrs Distance (kin)

0.237E+06

0.203E+06
0.167E+06

0.144E+06

0.136E+06

0.127E+06

0.118E+06
0.110E+06

0.101E+06

0.921E+05
0.832E+05

0.746E+05

0.660E+05
0.556E+05

0.448E+05

Lalit), = 2)
Total

Time (s)

512

512

512
128

128

128

128

128
128

128

128

128
128

160

160

Decimal

TABLE 9 m/q = 17 (Quality = 2)
Hrs Distance (kmi "Total

Time (s)

23.087

23.227
23.372

23.463

23.499

23.534

23.570
23.605

23.641

23.676

23.712

23.747

23.782

23.824

23.868

0.237E+06

0.203E+06

0.167E+06

0.144E+06

0.136E+06
0.127E+06

0.118E+06

0.110E+06

0.I01E+06

0.921E+05

0.832E+05

0.746E+05
0.660E+05

0.556E+05

0.448E+05

512

512

512

128
128

128

128
128

128

128

128

128

128

160

160

Density

(cm "3)

3.8

6.3

13.0

16.7

20.4

21.2

17.7
17.4

23.5

31.8

28.4
29.8

23.8

8.7

93

Density

(cm-3)

2.2

3.9
8.7

15.2

14.0

17.4
21.2

18.7

27.6

27.5

31.8

29.9

26.8

12.6

13.7
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TABLE I0. m/q = 18 (q

Decimal Hrs Distance (kin)

23.087

23.227

23.372

23.463

23.499

23.534

23.570

23.605

23.641

23.676

23.712

23.747

23.782

23.824

23.868

0.237E+06

0.203E+06

0.167E+06

0.144E+06

0.136E+06

0.127E+06

0.I18E+06

0.110E+06

0.I01E+06

0.921E+05

0.832E+05
0.746E+05

0.660E+05

0.556E+05

0.4_8E+05

_ualit_, = 2)
Total

Time (s)

512

512

512

128

128
128

128

128

128
128

128

128
128

160

160

Density

(cm "3)

0.6

1.6

5.7

12.7

11.8

13.8

15.1
20.2

28.6

27.6

33.9

38.3
43.9

17.2

32.1

TABLE I1. m/q =28.(_

Decimal Hrs Distance (kin)

23.302

23.499

23.677
23.810

0.184E+06

0.136E+06

0.918E+05

0.591E+05

)ualitv = 4)
• Total

Time (s)

1016

380

380

396

Density

(cm -3)

2.6

7.4

20.5

12.1

TABLE 12. m/q = 29

Decimal Firs Distance (kin)

23.302

23.499

23.677
23.810

0.184E+06

0.136E+06

0.918E+05

0.591E+05

luality= 5)

Total

Time (s)

1016

380

380

396

Density

(cm -3)

0.8

3.7

5.9

2.7

TABLE 13. m/q -- 32 (
Decimal Hrs Distance (kin)

23.302

23.499

23.677

23.810

0.184E+06

0.136E+06

0.918E+05
0.591E+05

luality = 3)

Total Density

Time (s) (cm-3)

1016 2.0

380 4.7

380 8.8

396 6.7

x._j
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FIGURECAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Total counts, after correction for background, versus mass-anode number for the

time (distance) interval 2301 - 2353 UT (254,000 - 39,600 krn). Only those counts in the

two elevation-angle bins closest to the spacecraft ram direction are included. The heavy

and medium mode data are plotted separately. The numbers over the count-rate spectra

indicate the mass/charge values of each of the peaks. The background correction averaged

about 30 counts/anode.

Fig. 2. rllustmtion of a least-squares fit of the countrate vs mass-anode spectrum for rrgq =

16, 17, and 18 amu/e. The observed counts are indicated by circles; the solid curve is the

least-squares fit; and the dotted curves indicate the contributions of the individual m/q peaks

to the fit. The fitting procedure solved for 3 parameters (the heights of the peaks with m/q

-- 16, 17, and 18 ainu/e, respectively) which gave the best fit to the 10 measured points.

The time (distance) interval for the data displayed here was 23.372 UT (167,000 km).

Fig 3. Observed densities of protons (circles) and ions with mass/charge = 2 amu/e

(triangles) versus distance. The continuous curve indicates the proton density from the

model of Schmidt et al. (1988). The vertical dashed line marks the location of the magnetic

pileup boundary.

Fig. 4. Density versus log distance profiles for ions with 12 different values of

mass/charge. The circles represent the hot-ion densities observed by HERS. The

continuous curves show the densities from the model of Schrnidt et al. (1988). The vertical

dashed line marks the location of the magnetic pileup boundary.

L
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j
Fig. 5. Ratios of the densities of ions with different values of mass/charge versus log

cometocentric distance. The circles represent the hot-ion densities observed by HERS.

The condinuous curves show the densities from the model of Schrnidt et al. (1988). The

vertical dashed line marks the location of the magnetic pileup boundary.

t-

j
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Giotto Ion Mass Spectrometer/High Energy Range Spectrometer (IMS/HERS)

observations of solar wind ions show charge exchange effects and solar

wind compositional changes in the coma of comet Halley. As the comet was

approached, the He 2+ to proton density ratio increased until about 1 hour

before closest approach after which time it decreased. Abrupt increases in

this ratio were also observed in the beginning and near the end of the so-

called Mystery Region (8.6 to 5.5x105 km fromthe comet along the space-

craft trajectory). These abrupt increases in the density ratio were well

correlated with enhanced fluxes of keV electrons as measured by the Giotto

plasma electron spectrometer. The general increase and then decrease of

the He 2+ to proton density ratio is quantitatively consistent with a com-

bination of the addition of protons of cometary origin to the plasma and

loss of plasma through charge exchange of protons and He 2+. In general

agreement with the solar wind proton and He 2+ observations, solar wind

oxygen and carbon ions were observed to charge exchange from higher to

lower charge states with decreasing distance to the comet. The more abrupt

increases in the He 2+ to proton and the He 2+ to 06+ density ratios in the

mystery region require a change in the solar wind ion composition in this

region while the correlation with energetic electrons indicates processes

associated with the comet.

/

INTRODUCTION

Soon after the spacecraft encounters with comet Halley, it was reported that a consid-

erable amount of solar wind He 2+ was charge exchanged to He + in the comet coma [Balsiger

et al., 1986; Shelley et al., 1986]. Specifically, it was reported that inside the mag-

netic pile-up boundary (1.35 x 105 km from the nucleus along the Giotto trajectory),

over 30% of the solar wind He 2+ distribution was charge exchanged to He + . This result



is illustrated in Figure i, whichshowsthe time profile of the ratio of M/Q=4to He2+

+M/Q=4densities. This time profile is similar to the onereported by Shelley et al.

[1986, Figure 3] except that here, the contribution of cometary H2 + to the M/Q=2 mass

peak has been removed (see Fuselier et al. [1988]). Because of the relatively high con-

centrations, the M/Q=4 mass peak is thought to contain mainly He + charge exchanged from

solar wind He 2+ near the comet (within 106 km from the nucleus), Figure 1 is expected to

reasonably represent the fraction of charge exchanged solar wind He 2+ as a function of

distance from the comet along the Giotto spacecraft trajectory. This figure clearly

shows that the charge exchanged fraction increased rather abruptly from <10% to over

40% after the magnetic pile-up boundary (MPB). (Model results will be discussed in a

later section.)

Solar wind ion charge exchange with cometary neutrals in the comet coma was predicted

prior to the spacecraft encounters with comet Halley [e.g., IpandAxford, 1982]. How-

ever, charge exchange effects were expected to be important at distances less than

about _ 4 km from the nucleus along the comet-sun line for a Halley-type comet lip and

Hsieh, 1982]. The observations of significant charge exchange of solar wind He 2+ at the

magnetic pile-up boundary (Figure i) correspond to a distance that is approximately an

order of magnitude further from the comet nucleus than predicted.

Thus far, direct observations of charge exchange of solar wind ions have been limited

to charge exchange of He 2+ to He + in the comet Halley coma and possibly considerably

tailward of the nucleus [Milhalov et al., 1987]. Although the charge exchange cross

section for He 2+ in H20 is not known, it is probably on the order of 3x10 -16 cm 2 for

typical He 2+ energies near the magnetic pile-up boundary [Fire et al., 1962; Koopman,

1968]. Cross sections for other solar wind minor ions (e.g. 07+ , 06+ , etc.) in H20 are

also poorly known; however, they may be as much as an order of magnitude larger than that

for He 2+ and nearly equal to the cross section for H + in H20 [Koopman, 1968; Spjeldvik,

1979]. Since such a large fraction of He 2+ is charge exchanged in the vicinity of the



magneticpile-up boundary(Figure !), it follows that anevenlarger fraction of other

solar wind ions shouldbechargeexchangedin that region of the cometHalley coma.The

larger cross sections of these other solar wind ions should also result in observable

charge exchange effects further from the comet.

In this paper, we present observations of solar wind electrons and ions in the coma of

comet Halley. These observations have potentially important consequences for charge

exchange near the magnetic pile-up boundary and other locations throughout the comet

Halley coma.

Ion observations in this paper were from the Giotto Ion Mass Spectrometer/High Energy

Range Spectrometer (IMS/HERS) [Balsiger et al., 1987]. This instrument cycled through

four modes during the Halley encounter. The two modes of interest here measured the

three dimensional velocity distributions of protons and solar wind ions with mass per

charge (M/Q)=2 to 4 amu/e. Each individual mode required four seconds (one spacecraft

spin) to complete an energy and angle scan and the modes were repeated sequentially ev-

ery 16 seconds. The field-of-view of this instrument extended from 15 to 75 o relative to

the spacecraft spin axis (which was also approximately the spacecraft velocity vector

relative to the comet) and ion energies from 10 eV/e to _4 keV/e were measured.

For protons and He 2+, the moment calculations have been revised from previous work

to include an estimate of the percentage of ions outside of the HERS field-of-view.

In this procedure, the distribution was assumed to be gyrotropic in the plasma rest

frame and the measured phase space density at each velocity and pitch angle was weighted

by the inverse fraction of phase space sampled at that pitch angle. This procedure

gave reliable estimates of the density as long as the bulk of the distribution was in

the field-of-view. For protons and He 2+, the bulk of the distribution was in the HERS

field-of-view from upstream of the shock (_i06 km) to well inside the magnetic pile-up

boundary (_i04 km) [Goldstein et al., 1991].
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Electron observations in this paper were from the Electron Electrostatic Analyzer

(RPAI-EESA) [R_me et al., 1986]. This instrument measured a full 3-dimensional elec-

tron distribution from I0 eVto 30 keVevery 2 seconds. Here, 4 second averages of these

data were used.

OBSERVATIONS

Figure 2 shows the M/Q_2 to proton density ratio at 64 s resolution from 1830 UT to

near closest approach to the comet. The distance to the comet along the spacecraft

trajectory is shown above the density ratio profile and some of the major regions and

boundaries are shown in the figure. The dashed line in this figure will be discussed in

detail in the model section.

Upstream from the shock (1830_1922 UT), the M/Q=2 mass peak is dominated by solar wind

He 2+ and the M/Q=2 to proton density ratio shows rapid fluctuations ranging from 1.8 to

3.8%. These fluctuations are due in part to M/Q_2 counting statistics and the fact that

the M/Q=2 ions were systematically measured 4 s before the protons. The magnitude of

the fluctuations gives some indication of the uncertainty in the measured density ratio

in this region. Downstream from the shock (1922 - 2400 UT), the average density ratio

increases from about 2.5% to _4% before decreasing near closest approach. More abrupt,

longer lasting deviations are superposed on this trend with the two most notable devia-

tions occurring at the beginning and near the end of the mystery region. After 2310 UT,

both the M/Q12 distribution and the proton distribution are contaminated by a substan-

tial fraction of cometary ions. The M/Q=2 mass peak contains a significant fraction of

cometary H2 + [Fuselier et al., 1988] and the proton peak contains a significant frac-

tion of cometary pick up protons. While it would be extremely difficult to separate the

cometary and solar wind protons, the slight difference in the mass per charge of solar

wind He 2+ and cometary H2 + has been used to separate these two species [Fuselier et al.,

1988]. Using the density estimates for solar wind He 2+ inside 2310 UT fromFuselier et
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al., 5min averagesof the He2+to proton density ratio are shownby the filled circles

connectedby the solid line in Figure 2. Ascanbe seen, the He2+to proton density ratio

actually reachesa peakat about 2310UTanddecreasessignificantly thereafter.

In addition to protons andHe2+, the Giotto IMS/HERSsensormeasuredsolar wind ions

in the massper charge rangefrom 2 to 4. Figure 3 showstwomassspectra from M/Q=2to 4

in the solar wind (upperpanel) andnear the comet(lower panel) . Longaveraging times

wererequired to obtain goodcounting statistics for solar wind ions other than He2+.

Plotted is the countrate multiplied by (M/Q)4 normalized to the peakcountrate as a

function of IMS/HERSmasschannel. Error bars are onesigmabasedon counting statis-

tics only. The Y-axis is roughly proportional to flux relative to the M/Q=2 ion flux

(primarily He 2+ in the solar wind and a mixture of He 2+ and H2 + near the comet) . In the

solar wind spectrum, the 07+ , C 5+, andNe 8+ fluxes are about 0.5% of the solar wind He 2+

flux while the 06+ and C 4+ fluxes are about 1% of He 2+. In addition, there is a rela-

tively small amount of M/Q-4 and slightly larger M/Q ions (probably of solar wind origin

and consisting mainly of Si 7+ with contributions from multiply charge iron ions) .

The spectrum in the lower panel of Figure 3 near the comet shows considerable change

from the solar wind spectrum. Solar wind 07+ , 06+ , and Ne 8+ fluxes are all reduced rela-

tive to the M/Q_2 flux. The most dramatic change occurs in the M/Q=4 flux. It is now well

above background at a few percent of theM/Q-2 flux.

Besides M/Q-2, the relatively good counting statistics for 06+ , the second most abun-

dant solar wind minor ion, andM/Q=4 ions allow us to construct density profiles for

these ion species with the time resolution needed to distinguish some features in the

cometary coma. Figure 4 shows density profiles for these two ion species from the up-

stream solar wind to near closest approach. A variety of averaging intervals were used

based on counting statistics of the individual ion species. For example, one hour av-

erages were used in the solar wind and after 2200 UT and half hour averages were used be-

tween the shock and the end of the mystery region. Because of the 4 keV/e upper energy
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per charge cutoff of the IMS/HERS detector, a fraction of the higher mass per charge

solar wind ion distributions were outside the energy per charge range of the instru-

ment. This energy per charge cutoff had the greatest effect on the M/Q=4 densities in

the solar wind, where the solar wind velocity was relatively high. Because mass load-

ing caused the solar wind velocity to decrease from about 400 km/s far from the comet

to near zero near the comet, the upper energy per charge cutoff of the HERS detector had

less effect onM/Q=4 densities closer to the comet. It is estimated that 47% of the dis-

tribution was above 4 keV/e from 1600-1700 UT, 20% from 1700-1800 UT and about 9% from

1800-1900 UT. After 1930 UT, the solar wind velocity had decreased enough so that a neg-

ligible amount of M/Q=4 solar wind ion distribution was above the 4 keV/e cutoff. For

other solar wind ions, such as C 4+ and 05+ , the upper energy per charge cutoff had much

less effect on the density. It is estimated that less than 5% of the solar wind C 4+ and

05+ distributions were above the 4 keV/e cutoff from 1600-1700 UT. This percentage de-

creased as the comet was approached.

Despite the long averaging times, some general trends can be seen in Figure 4. The 06+

density profile is similar to the proton andM/Q=2 density profiles [see Goldstein et

al., 1987; 1991]. In particular, it shows a factor of two increase in density between

2000 and 2200 UT associated with the mystery region. In contrast, The M/Q=4 density is

at detection threshold (_i0 -3 cm -3) in the solar wind and increases sharply after 2200

UT [see also, Shelleyet al., 1986].

Although the densities of other solar wind ions were extremely low, a general trend

towards lower charge states was seen in the comet coma. Table 1 lists density ratios for

Oxygen and Carbon charge states for the 2 hours prior to the crossing of the cometary bow

shock (_I06 from the comet) and for the 2 hours before closest approach (_few x 105 km

from the comet). Whereas the 07+ to 06+ density ratio decreased with decreasing dis-

tance to the comet, the 05+ to 06+ density ratio increased with decreasing distance.

Also, the C 4+ to C 5+ ratio increased with decreasing distance to the comet. Although
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the uncertainties are quite large, the general trend in Table 1wastoward lower charge

states as the cometwasapproached.

CHARGEEXCHANGE

Theobservations in Figures 1 through 4 andTable 1 are qualitatively consistent with

chargeexchangeof solar wind ions in the comet Halley coma. Figure 1 shows that He 2+

was charge exchanged to He + as the comet was approached. Figure 2 shows a general in-

crease in the He 2+ to proton density ratio as the comet was approached. This density ra-

tio was affected by solar wind composition changes, addition of cometary protons, and

charge exchange losses. The addition of comeatryprotons would cause the He 2+ to pro-

ton density ratio to decrease with decreasing distance to the comet. It is clear from

Figure 2 that the presence of cometary protons does not have an effect before 2310 UT,

when the density ratio began to decrease. The increase in the He 2+ to proton density ra-

tio from 1830 UT to 2310 UT could be due to a slow change in the solar wind composition

(i.e., unrelated to the presence of the comet) . However, the slow change in composition

would not account for the increase in the M/Q _ 4 ion density (interpreted as He + ) as the

comet was approached (Figure 4) . Charge exchange of He 2+ and protons can account for

the increase in the He 2+ to proton density ratio in Figure 2 since, as discussed in the

introduction, the charge exchange cross section for protons is believed to be ten times

higher than that for He 2+. Charge exchange of He 2+ to He + also accounts for the increase

in the M/Q=4 ion density as the comet was approached. Although there are several other

possible sources for the M/Q-4 mass peak (see Figure 3), the total density of the solar

wind ions between M/Q-2 to 4 is only a few percent of the He 2+ density. Therefore, these

ions cannot contribute significantly to the M/Q-4 ion density near the comet and the ma-

jor contribution to the M/Q-4 mass peak appears to be He + charge exchanged from solar

wind He 2+ [see also, Shelleyet al., 1986] . Superposed on the charge exchange loss of
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He 2+ and protons are possible solar wind composition changes (for example from 2120 to

2150 UT in Figure I) which will be discussed in more detail in the next two sections.

Figure 3 and Table 1 are also consistent with charge exchange as the comet was ap-

proached. In Figure 3, there is evidence for a loss of solar wind minor ions such as 07+

and Ne 8+ close to the comet. In Table I, there is a general trend to lower oxygen and

carbon charge states as the comet was approached. Since all charge states of solar wind

oxygen have approximately the same charge exchange cross section [Spjeldvik, 1979],

the general trend to lower charge states indicates that multiply charged ions undergo

charge exchange as the solar wind approaches the comet.

MODEL FOR PROTON AND He 2+ CHARGE EXCHANGE

Unfortunately, the very low densities of the solar wind minor ions between M/Q=2 and

4 allow only a qualitative comparison with predictions from solar wind ion charge ex-

change. However, the proton, M/Q=2, andM/Q=4 densities are large enough to allow some

quantitative comparison with predictions from solar wind ion charge exchange. Compar-

ison between the observations and a simple model for the solar wind interaction have al-

ready been made [Shelleyet al., 1986]. Shelley et al. concluded that the helium obser-

vations in the comet coma were inconsistent with present models of the solar wind inter-

action with the comet. They suggested that model results and observations would be in

better agreement if the He 2+ to He + charge exchange cross section in H20 was substan-

tially larger than the _3x10 -16 cm 2 assumed in their model and/or if the flow field in

the comet coma was substantially different than assumed in their model.

Given a cometary flow model, the ratio of the He 2+ and proton densities can be deter-

mined along the Giotto trajectory. This ratio will depend on the ratio of the charge ex-

change cross sections of He 2+ and protons and on the production rate of cometary H + from

H20. Since the proton charge exchange cross section in H20 at the energies of interest

here is reasonably well known and the production of H + can be modeled, the profile of the
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He 2+ to proton density ratio is a function of the He 2+ charge exchange cross section. In

this section, we use a cometary flow model to predict the He 2+ to proton density ratio

and compare this prediction to the observations. Through this comparison, we estimate

the charge exchange cross section for He 2+ in H20.

The model charge exchange calculations were made using the procedure outlined in Ip

[1989]. The MHD flow dynamics of the comet-solar wind interaction were separated from

the photochemistry and the charge exchange process. In doing this, the continuity equa-

tion

k_J

id

Ads (njvjA) ffiqj - sj (I)

for the jth species can be integrated. Here, vj is the flow velocity along the stream

line, nj is the number density, qj is the production rate, sj is the loss rate, and A is

the cross section of the stream tube. The flow field model determines the values of vj

for each stream line and the cross section of the stream line. Here, we use the Fedder et

al. 2-D flow model [Fedder et al., 1986] .

To compute the net production rate for cometary H + (q/l-s/l in Equation I), we assume a

coma model of water vapor and its photodissociation fragments (OH, O, and H) . The pro-

duction rate for hydrogen ions is then given by,

_(H +) fin(H) (I/Z_+En_7(H) <vj >) (2)

J

Here the ionization time (ti), which includes photoionization and charge exchange with

solar wind protons, is assumed to be 106 seconds. The cross section _ (H) in the second

term refers to the interaction between H + and the neutral gas and <v2> is the root-mean-

square of the plasma flow speedvp and the thermal speed (_vj) of the jth species.
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The loss term in (i) is dominated by the charge exchange process. Although charge ex-

change cross sections for different reactions should vary with the flow speed, in the

present approximation we assume the the charge exchange rate for protons is constant

with energy.

The dashed line in Figure 2 shows the results from the model. In the model, the ini-

tial density ratio was 2.5%, the He 2+ charge exchange cross section was _ = 3x10 -16 cm 2,

and the H + charge exchange cross section was 5x10 -15 cm 2. The general trend of the ob-

served density ratio is reproduced, indicating that the charge exchange cross section

for He 2+ is about a factor of 10 lower than that for H +. Increasing the He 2+ charge ex-

change cross section by a factor of I0 would result in a He 2+ to proton density ratio

that neither has an initial increase with decreasing distance nor has a decrease in the

last hour before closest approach.

Since the densities are computed individually in the model, the He + to total Helium

ion density ratio can be directly compared with the observations in Figure i. The per-

cent charge exchanged He 2+ predicted from the model (solid line connected byx's in

Figure i) is clearly in good agreement with the observations up to the magnetic pile-

up boundary. This is again consistent with a He 2+ charge exchange cross section of

_3x10 -16 cm 2 for this region. After the magnetic pile-up boundary, the predicted per-

centage is about a factor of 4 below the observed percentage.

Thus, while the general trend in Figures 1 and 2 are reproduced with the expected cross

sections, the model underestimates the density ratio in the mystery region and near the

magnetic pile-up boundary, and it also underestimates the percent charge exchanged

He 2+ near the magnetic pile-up boundary. In the next section, we address the discrep-

ancy between observations and predictions in the mystery region by considering why the

density ratio changes rather abruptly. The deviation between observations and predic-

tions is left for the final discussion secion.

k_J ii
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MYSTERY REGION

The mystery region is a region of increased density, increased flow speed, decreased

ion temperature, and increased electron temperature relative to the rest of the re-

gion downstream from the Giotto bowshock crossing [Goldstein et al., 1986; R_me et al.,

1986; R_me, 1990]. Figure 2 also shows that the M/Q=2 to proton density ratio deviates

from its relatively smooth, increasing trend in this region. In this section, we will

discuss the possible origins of these deviations and other properties of the mystery

region.

Figure 5 shows the density profiles for electrons from I0 eV to 3.5 keV, protons, M/Q=2

ions (primarily solar wind He2+), solar wind 06+ , and electrons from 0.8 to 3.5 keV. The

proton and electron density profiles in the top two panels show both qualitative and

quantitative agreement throughout this time interval. The mystery region extends from

the sharp density increase at 2022 UT to the sharp decrease in the M/Qs2 ion density and

the 0.8 to 3.5 keV electron density at 2152 UT.

The horizontal bars in Figure 5 show the time intervals when the M/Q-2 to proton den-

sity ratio in Figure 2 deviated from its smooth trend. Of particular interest is the in-

terval from 2115 to 2150 UT. As can be seen in Figure 5 at 2120 UT, the increase in the

M/Qs2 to proton density ratio in Figure 2 is associated with a drop in both the elec-

tron and proton number densities. The M/Qs2 number density did not decrease from 2115

to 2125 UT, in fact, it increased somewhat. The net result was an abrupt increase in the

M/Q=2 to proton density ratio. It is also interesting to note that the changes in the

M/Q=2 to proton density ratio in the period from 2115 to 2150 UT are associated with a

decrease in the solar wind 06+ density and an increase in the electron density above 800

eV (see the bottom two panels in Figure 5). The half hour averages of the 06+ density do

not allow us to determine if a similar decrease in that density is associated with the

first interval of increasedM/Q_2 to proton density ratio from 2013 to 2021 UT. However,

12
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it is clear that the increase in the M/Q=2 to proton density ratio is associated with in-

creased electron density above 800 eV from 2037 to 2105 UT. The energetic electron den-

sity increases in the mystery region are unique. From the bow shock to the mystery re-

gion and after the mystery region to closest approach, the energetic electron density

was _3-4×I0 -4 cm -3 (see Figure 5 from 2000 to 2040 UT and R_me et al. [1986]).

DISCUSSION

In most regions of the comet Halley coma, we have attempted to interpret the IMS/HERS

observations in terms of charge exchange with cometary neutrals. The increase in the

He + density with decreasing distance to the comet in Figure I, the general increasing

M/Q=2 to H + density ratio in Figure 2, and the trend to lower charge states for multiply

charged Oxygen and Carbon in Table 1 are all considered as evidence for this charge ex-

change process.

While we can find substantial qualitative evidence for charge exchange in the comet

Halley coma, quantitative comparisons oetween the observations and predictions from

cometary models is clearly lacking in the mystery region and the region near and inside

the magnetic pile-up boundary.

To the properties of the mystery region that have been known previously [e.g., Gold-

stein et al., 1986; R_me et al., 1990], we add that there are solar wind composition

changes in parts of this region. The He 2+ to proton density ratio shows two deviations

in its increasing trend in this region (see Figure 2). The second of these deviations

occurs within the last 30minutes of the mystery region and is associated with a de-

crease in the proton density and a possible slight increase in the M/Q=2 density (see

Figure 5). Also, it is associated with a decrease in the 06+ density and the largest

fluxes of energetic electrons observed during the encounter.

The general increase in all solar wind ion densities and the change in the He 2÷ to pro-

ton density ratio are strong indicators that the mystery region is dominated by solar

13
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wind plasma with different characteristics from the plasma in other parts of the coma.

While it is tempting to interpret this region as simply a separate solar wind plasma

that has convected into the Halley coma, the observation of keV electrons in this re-

gion indicates that there is also an additional interaction related to the presence of

the comet. It is also interesting to note that the second increase in the He 2+ to proton

density ratio (from 2115 to 2150 UT in Figure 5) results primarily from the decrease in

the proton density and there is a simultaneous decrease in the 06+ density. As pointed

out in the introduction, H + and 06+ both have charge exchange cross sections that are an

order of magnitude larger than that for He 2+. This observation suggests that enhanced

charge exchange may be occurring in the parts of the mystery region where the He 2+ to

H + density ratio is elevated andkeVelectrons are present. The possible causes of this

enhanced charge exchange and the relation, if any, with the keV electrons are not known

at this time. Also, it has been noted that the transition from the mystery region back

into lower density plasma (at 2150 UT in Figure 5) may have been seen by other spacecraft

that encountered comet Halley and by the Iternational Cometary Explorer (ICE) space-

craft at comet Giacobini-Zinner [R_me et al., 1986; R_me, 1990].

Thus, while the observations in Figures 2 and 5 indicate that the mystery region is

likely a separate solar wind plasma that has convected into comet coma, some of the fea-

tures in this region and possibly its boundaries indicate that additional and different

interactions between this plasma and the comet coma are taking place.

Another important region where the cometary models fail to predict the amount of

charge exchange is the region from 2310 UT to closest approach, or the region near and

inside the magnetic pile-up boundary. Figure 1 shows that the amount of charge ex-

changed He 2+ to He + increases dramatically across the magnetic pile-up boundary. This

amount is much larger than that predicted by previous models [Shelley et al., 1986] and

by the model used in this paper. In addition, the predicted He 2+ to H + density ratio is

clearly too low (Figure 2).

k_/
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Thedifference betweenthe predicted andobserveddensity ratios indicates that ei-

ther there is too little He2+or too muchH+ present in the vicinity of the magnetic

pile-up boundary. As pointed out by Shelley et al. [1986] the sharp increase in the per-

cent charge exchanged He 2+ at the Magnetic Pile-up Boundary (Figure I) is not the result

of a rapid increase in the He + density but a rapid decrease in the He 2+ density. These

results taken together suggest that the charge exchange of He 2+ relative to H + is under-

estimated in the cometary models. An overestimate of the the production of cometary H +

could also help explain the differences between predictions and observations in Figure

2 in the vicinity of the Magnetic Pile-up Boundary but obviously do not affect the re-

sults in Figure I.

A possibility already discussed by Shelley et al. [1986] is that the He 2+ cross sec-

tion could be about a factor of 3 to i0 times larger than the 3x10 -16 cm 2 value used in

the models. This is clearly not the case prior to 2310 UT, where the predicted density

ratio using this cross section agrees well with the observations. One possibility is

that the cross section for He 2+ increases with decreasing energy faster than that for

H + . (The H + cross section has been shown to increase with decreasing energy for ener-

gies below I00 eV [Koopman 1968].) Armed with such a free parameter, the density ra-

tio profile in Figure 2 could be reproduced exactly, but the understanding of the den-

sity ratio decrease after 2310 UT would not be improved. Also, this possibility would

not explain the rather abrupt increase in the percent charge exchanged He 2+ in Figure

1 because the He 2+ flow velocity decreases smoothly across the magnetic pile-up bound-

ary and the thermal speed does not change at all across this boundary [Fuselier et al.,

1987] . One thing that does change rather abruptly in the vicinity of the magnetic pile-

up boundary is the flow direction [Fuselier et al., 1987] .

It is possible that a combination of rapid slowing and deflection of the solar wind

plasma incident along the sun-comet line, followed by a re-acceleration along the flanks

of the comet could explain both the large amount of charge exchange and the relatively
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smooth velocity profile observed by Giotto [Shelley et al., 1986; Wallis, 1990]. How-

ever, the present computer models cannot be used to predict such a possibility. Thus,

we must conclude that present computer models allow us to qualitatively understand the

charge exchange of solar wind ions in the outer reaches of the coma and help to distin-

guish real charge exchange effects from changes in the solar wind composition (for ex-

ample in the mystery region). The quantitative understanding of the observations of

charge exchange in the inner coma (i.e. in the region just before and inside the mag-

netic pile-up boundary in Figures I and 2) remains poor.
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Table I. Solar windOxygenandCarbondensity ratios

Time (UT) 07+/06+ 05+/06+ C4+/C5+

1705-1913 0.35_0.14 0.24±0.20 0.42±0.44

2200-2400 0.17_0.31 0.59_0.81 0.74_0.92
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Fig. i. Observed (+'s) and modeled (x's) M/Q=4 to He 2+ + M/Q-4 density ratio versus dis-

tance from the comet along the Giotto trajectory. The abrupt increase at the magnetic

pile-up boundary (MPB) is interpreted as a large increase in the percent He 2+ charge ex-

change to He + .

Fig. 2. M/Q=2 to H + density ratio versus time or distance from the comet (solid line).

The filled circles connected by the solid line are the ratios after the cometary H2 +

contribution to the M/Q=2 mass peak is removed. The Dashed line show a fit to the ob-

served ratio from the charge exchange model.

Fig. 3. Mass spectra fromM/Q=2 to 4 far from the comet (upper panel) and near the comet

(lower panel). The vertical axis is proportional to the flux normalized by the He 2+

flux. Near the comet, the relative fluxes of all multiply charged solar wind species

are reduced except for M/Q=4 when compared to the mass spectrum further away.

Fig. 4. Densities versus time for M/Q-4 ions (dashed line) and solar wind 0 6+ (solid

line).

Fig. 5. Electron, proton, He 2+, 0 6+ , and electron >l keVdensities for a time period

centered on the mystery region. The bars in the figure identify the intervals when the

He 2+ to H + density ratio in Figure 2 are elevated. These intervals are correlated with

enhanced energetic electron flux. The second interval is also correlated with a de-

crease in the H + and 0 6+ densities.
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ABSTRACT

Observations in the coma of P/Halley by the Giotto Ion Mass Spectrometer (]:MS)
are reported. The High Energy Range Spectrometer (HERS) of the ]:MS obtained

measurements of protons and alpha particles from the far upstream region to the
near ionopause region, and of ions from mass 12 to 32 at distances of about 250,000

km to 40,000 km from the nucleus. Plasma parameters from the High Intensity
Spectrometer (HIS) of the IMS obtained between 150,000 to 5000 km from the

nucleus are also be discussed. The distribution functions of water group ions
(water group will be used to refer to ions of 16 to 18 m/q, where m is in AMU and q
is in unit charges) are observed to be spherically symmetric in velocity space,
indicating strong pitch angle scattering. The discontinuity known as the

magnetic pile-up boundary (MPB) is apparent only in proton, alpha, and
magnetometer data, indicating that it is a tangential discontinuity of solar wind
origin. HERS observations show no significant change in the properties of the
heavy ions across the MPB. A comparison of the observations to an MHD model
(Wegmann et aL, 1987) is made. The plasma flow directions at all distances
greater than 30,000 km from the nucleus are in agreement with MHD
calculations. However, despite the agreement in flow direction, within 200,000
km of the nucleus the magnitude of the velocity is lower than predicted by the
MHD model and the density is much larger (a factor of 4). Within 30,000 km of the
nucleus there are large theoretical differences between the MHD model flow

calculations for the plane containing the magnetic field and for the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The observations agreed much better with
the pattern calculated for the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The data
obtained by the High Energy Range Spectrometer (HERS) of the IMS that are

published herein have also been provided to the International Halley Watch
archive.

INTRODUCTION

The Giotto spacecraft of the European Space Agency approached Halley's comet at

a speed of 68.4 km/sec, with an angle between the spacecraft velocity in the comet

frame and the sun-comet line of 1070 , and with closest approach occurring at
00:03 UT on March 14, 1986. Among the investigations on the spacecraft was the

Ion Mass Spectrometer (]:MS). The major focus of this paper is the presentation of
heavy ion plasma parameters and particle distributions obtained by the HERS.
Also presented are improved estimates of proton and alpha particle parameters
obtained by the HERS. The proton, alpha particle, and heavy ion observations are
also compared to the predictions of an MHD model. Recent compositional results
of data from the High Energy Range Spectrometer (HERS) of the IMS

(Neugebauer et al., 1990) have recently been accepted for publication.

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The HERS measured positive ions for energies up to about 4 keV, depending on
the mass being observed and the view direction. The instrument had a fan-like

field of view that rotated about the spin axis; the inner edge (the edge towards the

comet direction) of the fan was 150 from the spin axis, while the outer edge was

75 ° from the spin axis. The instrument had 4 modes (proton, light, medium, and



heavy); each mode was measured once every 4 spins, so that measurements of
different species were obtained at 16 second intervals. The HERS sensor had

energy windows that were of constant width in momentum per unit charge
(rather than constant width in the logarithm of energy per unit charge as for a
conventional electrostatic analyzer). Further description of the experiment is
provided in Balsiger et al. (1986a); first results are reported in Balsiger et al.
(1986b).

A number of different methods have been used to analyze Giotto HERS data. The
consequence of constant momentum width windows is that, although good energy
resolution is obtained for heavy ions, the energy window for alpha particles is 64
eV full width at half maximum, and for protons is twice as wide. Two problems
result if a straightforward moment analysis is used: 1) the thermal broadening
along the line of sight is overestimated, and 2) for low proton and alpha particle
velocities, the bulk flow speed is overestimated due to the low energy cutoff (10 eV)
of the instrument not being properly taken into account. Additionally, there is a

cone of 150 half-angle centered on the cometary direction in which the HERS
sensor does not obtain measurements. Goldstein et al. (1987, Figs. 1 and 3) used
fits to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution integrated over the instrument response
to estimate proton and alpha velocities, whereas the heavy ion velocities were

calculated from a moment technique. Since that time, we have recalibrated the
proton mode of the flight spare, and obtained an improved understanding of the
instrument response to low energy protons. In the present paper, we obtain
estimates of plasma parameters by assuming that distributions are spherically

symmetric in velocity space. The density in a shell is then computed by averaging
over the observations within the shell. The velocity of the distribution (i.e., center
of the shells) is adjusted using an iterative least squares technique to reduce the
error in a fitting parameter. This fitting parameter is the first moment of the
distribution obtained by integrating over the instrument field of view, and it is
compared to the first moment obtained by integrating the assumed distribution

over the instrument field of view. This procedure corrects for errors if a portion of
a spherical shell is out of the field of view; however, it can not compensate for an
entire shell being out of the field ofview. This happens in the cold, dense region of
the inner coma when the bulk velocity relative to the spacecraft is nearly from the
ram direction. In Figure 1 we have plotted the velocity of water group ions in
instrument coordinates obtained by the HERS sensor as estimated from model fits

to the HERS data. The datum points represent data averaged over time periods
ranging from approximately two minutes when close to the comet to eight
minutes when far from the comet. The measurements obtained by the HERS
sensor should include all velocity shells up until about 23:38 (102,000 km from the
comet), after this time it can not be said with complete assurance that none of the

cold plasma has been missed because the estimated velocities fall very close to the
boundary of the 150 half-angle cone. When the center of the distribution falls well

within the 150 half-angle cone (i.e., the last four points starting at 23:44:51 UT,
within 75,000 km of the nucleus), then the cold core of the distribution is definitely
not seen by the HERS sensor. The estimate of plasma direction may also be
verified by comparison to data from the High Intensity Spectrometer (HIS) of the

IMS (see Fig. 6 below). Improved density and compositional measurements
obtained by the HERS experiment have recently been submitted for publication
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(Neugebauer et al.,1990); similarfieldof view effectsapply to these densitiesand
abundances as well. The data obtained by the High Energy Range Spectrometer
(HERS) ofthe IMS that are published herein have alsobeen provided to the
International Halley Watch archive.

REVISED PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS

The general features of the outer cometosheath have been described by Balsiger et
al. (1986), Neubauer et al. (1986), Johnstone et al. (1986), Goldstein et al. (1987),
Glassmeier et al. (1987), P&me et al. (1987), and others. In particular, Goldstein et
al. (1987) have published earlier HERS alpha particle analyses, and HERS
parameters for all species including protons have been submitted to the National
Space Science Data Center. Our newly reduced proton and alpha particle
measurements using the revised techniques just discussed in this paper have
been submitted to the NSSDC and the International Halley Watch archives. We
publish these revised estimates herein. Due to the upper energy limit of the HERS

sensor, and counting statistics, only H ÷, m/q=2, and m/q=4 observations were
obtained at distances greater than 250,000 km. The m/q=2 particles are ei_mr.._-_
He ++ or H2 +, and the rrdq=4 particles are He +. Shelley et al. (1987_-have discussed

the conversion of He +÷ to He ÷. Fuselier et al. (1988, 1990).have investigated the

pick-up of H_; the m/q=2 species is composed almost entirely of He +÷ until after

23:30 UT (fl__ ,000 km from the nucleus). The plasma parameters are shown in
_igure 2'tor the period 19:00 UT to 24:00 UT. The speed (km/sec) in a comet

centered frame is shown in the upper panel, the next panel shows number

density (cm -3, alpha particle densities are multiplied by 10), the next shows log

temperature (°K), and the lowest panel shows pressure (dynes/cm2). Proton
parameters are shown as solid lines, alpha particles parameters as dashed lines,
and water group parameters as dotted lines. The water group temperature does
not include contributions from particles in velocity shells with radii greater than
100 km/sec. It can be seen that there is excellent agreement between the proton

and He ++ speeds until about 21:45; after this time there is an increasing
divergence of the estimates. As mentioned, the instrument has a rather broad
energy acceptance for protons, and we interpret this difference as most likely to be
due to poor velocity resolution for protons. The alpha velocity should be better

determined than the proton velocity in this region.

HEAVY ION DISTRIBUTIONS

The general characteristics of heavy ion distributions should depend upon the
injection of pick-up ions, their scattering in pitch angle and energy, adiabatic
(de)compression as the plasma is compressed(expands) and loss by recombination
or charge exchange. At distances for which HERS could obtain measurements,
recombination is unimportant (Ip,1989), but the data provide support for the
importance of scattering in pitch angle and loss by charge exchange. To
demonstrate the importance of pitch angle scattering, we show in Figure 3
contours of common logarithm of phase space density of water group ions for a 5

minute averaging period centered at 23:27:39 UT. For this period the average

location for a picked-up ring-beam distribution was at a pitch angle of 71.70 from
the magnetic field direction with a velocity amplitude of 29.6 km/sec. The
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expected location for the pick-up beam is indicated by the cross. It can be seen
that the pick-up location is within the region (dark grey) of maximum phase
space density. There is also evidence for considerable scattering in pitch angle; a
shell (light grey region) has been formed that includes the pick-up location.
Although pitch angle scattering is clearly very important, it is not sufficiently
rapid to obliterate the peak in the vicinity of the pick-up location. It can be seen
that diffusion not only in pitch angle, but also in velocity, has occurred with the
particles being scattered to lower velocities than the pick up velocity. Yoon (1990)
and Yoon and Ziebbell (1990) have discussed mechanisms that cause diffusion in

energy.

To investigate the evolution of the distribution as the comet is approached, we
show the water group ion densities in two different formats. In Fig.4 are shown
the phase space densities averaged over spherical velocity shells with the bottom
line being the earliest data and the top line being the latest. The lef_most value
plotted (smallest value of shell radius) varies from case to case because of poor
counting statistics when the phase space volume of the shell is small.
Comparison with the water group speed in the comet frame (vertical arrows
marked on plots) shows that the peak of the distribution appears at (or just below)
the local pick-up velocity. There are no observations at the last time shown (23:52
UT) for the lowest velocity shells because the cold distribution has moved into the
unobserved cone in the ram direction (see Fig. 1).

At 254,000 km (23:00:30) there are higher densities in the region 50 to 60 km/sec
radii than in the lower velocity shells (the apparently larger value in the 10-20

krrdsec radii may be counting statistics as the volume of this portion of phase
space is relatively small). The enhancement in the 50 to 60 km/sec radii region is

reasonably good agreement with a pick-up velocity of 63 km/sec (plasma velocity in
the comet frame) at this time; the center of the distribution (shell radii of 50

km/sec or less) has not been filled in by energy diffusion. As the comet is
approached, the pick-up velocity decreases and the number of neutrals being
ionized increases; for these reasons one would expect that the density in
intermediate shells should increase, and then the density in the lowest velocity
shells should increase later to even larger values. As expected, the peak of the
distribution moves to lower velocities at later times. These changes are shown

more quantitatively in Figure 5. At the highest energy shells shown (radii of 50-60
krn/sec) the phase space density decreases from 23:05 to 23:14, whereas in the next
highest velocity shells (radii of 40-50 kn_]s-ec)the phase space density is
simultaneously increasing. The phase space densities in these shells_ughly
constant from 23:10 to 23:40 (220,000 to 95,000 km), and then decreases _apidly due

to charge exchange in the near vicinity of the comet (after about 23:45 UT, within
95,000 km). The other, lower velocity, shells, (with the exception of 0 to 10 km/sec)
all show a pattern of increasing flux as the comet is approached, followed by a

decrease during later times. The shells from 30-40 km/sec show a possible modest
decrease from 23:25 to 23:40, before the precipitous decrease after 23:40 caused by
charge exchange. It could be argued that a similar decrease occurs in the 40-50
km/sec shells from about 23:20 to 23:40, although the data are somewhat scattered
and could equally well be argued to show no change during this period. The
cause of the drop in the 30-40 km/sec shell radius region from 23:25 to 23:40 is
unclear. Charge exchange might be occurring, although the neutral densities in
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these regions are low. Adiabatic compression due to flow deceleration would
affect the distribution function, by increasing the local spatial density, but moving
particles to shells with larger velocity radii. However, as the phase space density
in the 20-30 km/sec region was equal to or greater than the value in the 30-40
km/sec region, the net effect of adiabatic compression would be to increase the
phase space densities in the 30-40 km/sec shell region during the period 23:20 to
23:40. Diffusion in energy space would also tend to decrease phase space densities
in peak regions (radii of 30 km/sec or less during this period), and increase it at
greater distances. Thus, the flat behavior of the 50-60 km/sec region from 23:20 to
23:40, the decrease in the 30-40 km/sec region, and the debatable behavior in the
40-50 km/sec region may result from a balance of several processes. Detailed
comparisons with theoretical models will be required to further understand these
behaviors.

MAGNETIC PILE-UP BOUNDARY (MPB, OR "COMETOPAUSE")

At 135,000 km from the nucleus (23:30:00 UT), the spacecraft passed through a
discontinuity designated as the magnetic pile-up boundary (Neubauer, 1987). A
somewhat similar boundary observed by the plasma experiment on the VEGA
spacecraft (Gringauz et al., 1986) was referred to as a "cometopause" and was

• interpreted as a region in which a rapid build-up of cometary ions occurs.
Neubauer (1987) concluded that the MPB had to be either a tangential
discontinuity, or a slowly propagating rotational discontinuity with strongly
differing plasma properties on either side. The plasma distribution from just
before the MPB shown in Fig. 3 has no strong anisotropy; nor is there a strong
anisotropy in the distribution (not shown) just after the MPB. The MPB has been

of some interest because of interpretations that it might be due to a rapid charge
exchange of plasma ions with neutrals with a run-away rapid growth due to
deceleration of the flow by the pick-up process. Our data, however, do not show

any remarkable changes in the properties of the heavy ion distributions across the
pile-up boundary (Figs. 4,5), but do show a discontinuity in the properties of the
protons and alpha particles (Fig.2, see also Fig. 2 of Goldstein et al. (1987) and Fig.
4 of Neugebauer et al. (1990)).

If the MPB is a tangential discontinuity, there should be no flow across it. The
normal to the discontinuity is (.097, .993, -.059) in HSE coordinates (Neubauer,

1987); i.e., the normal is almost exactly in the y-direction. We compute (Table 1)
the HSE velocity difference in km/sec, AV = Voutsid e - Vinside, across the interface

using HERS proton, alpha particle, and water group data, and HIS water group
data. Also shown in Table 1 is the angle, {), between the velocity difference and the
normal to the discontinuity. If the MPB is a tangential discontinuity, then for an

ideal MHD fluid AVy should be zero and e should be 90 o. Because of time
variations in the data, we have taken both 2.5 and 5 minute averages on either
side. Because the HERS water group parameters were not available at 2.5 minute
intervals upstream of the MPB the 5 minute value upstream was used for both the

2.5 and 5 minute cases. Upstream 2.5 minute averages were not available for
HERS water group data because it was necessary to have longer integration
periods further from the comet, and the MPB happened to be a location where the
integration period was changed in the analysis. It can be seen that the alpha
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particle and proton velocity differences are at a substantial angle to the normal to
the discontinuity, about 650 to 70 o. The fact that this angle is not 900 (as would be
expected for a tangential discontinuity) might be attributable both to error in
determination of the normal to the discontinuity (k2/k3 was 12.5, Neubauer, 1987),
and, more likely, to errors in measurement of both proton and alpha particle
velocities. The water group AVz estimates from HIS and HERS disagree by about
4 km/sec; the cause of this is unknown and may reflect measurement error. The

AVy component (i.e., the normal component, which should be zero for a
tangential discontinuity) of the alpha velocity changes in sign according to
whether 2.5 or 5 minute averages are used. Both HIS and HERS find a decrease of
2.5 to 3 km/sec in the y-component of the water group velocity as the spacecraft

crosses the MPB. Since the AVy result does not depend upon averaging period,
and both experiments agree, we believe this result is probably real, but are not
absolutely certain because of the unexplained disagreement in the AVz estimate.

TABLE 1

ANGLES BETWEEN COMETOPAUSE NORMALS AND VELOCITY CHANGES

_Vx avy ave_ 0

protons, 5 minute averages 7.9 3.4 -8.2 67

protons, 2.5 minute averages 9.8 3.7 -5.4 65

alphas, 5 minute averages 8.7 -9.5 -13.5 65

alphas, 2.5 minute averages 7.5 4 -14.5 71

water group, HERS, 5 minute avg. -4.5 -2.5 3.5 60

water group, HERS, 2.5 minute avg. -3.0 -3.0 3.0 48

water group, HIS, 5 minute avg. -2.0 -2.8 -1.1 36

water group, HIS, 2.5 minute avg. -2.9 -3.0 -1.0 42

The 2.5 minute averages of proton and alpha particle densities before the MPB are

5.9 cm "3 and 0.21 cm -3, respectively, whereas after the MPB the corresponding

values are 2.8 cm -3 and 0.13 cm-3. The sharp drop in both alpha and proton
densities at the MPB support Neubauer's suggestion that the MPB is a tangential
discontinuity, and are inconsistent with his alternative suggestion that the MPB

is a slowly propagating rotational discontinuity. The tangential discontinuity
hypothesis, however, appears to be inconsistent with the marginal evidence for
normal flow of water group ions across the boundary. One explanation might be
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the presence of multi-fluid (proton and water group) waves as proposed by Sauer
and Motschmann (1989).

We have attempted to verify the pressure balance across the tangential
discontinuity. However, this requires estimating perpendicular and parallel
temperatures for the water group ions; accurate values are necessary as the
water group dominates the plasma pressure. Unfortunately, the variation (due to
counting statistics and background) between estimates of the pressures made
using different techniques is so large that it precludes an accurate estimate of the

pressure change across the MPB.

COMPARISON TO MHD MODELS

Wegmann et al. (1987) and Schmidt and Wegmann (1990) have undertaken a
numerical MHD model of the dynamical flow and chemical reactions of the
plasma at Comet Halley. The dynamics are treated with a three dimensional
single fluid model, while the compositional variations are computed in a two
dimensional axially symmetric flow field. The Schmidt and Wegmann paper
uses a grid refined by a factor of two over that used by Wegmann et al., and
corrects an error in the calculation of the ion temperature. A comparison

between the large scale flow direction observed by the IMS and the MHD
calculations of Wegmann et al. (1987) is shown in Fig. 6. The data are plotted in
aberrated solar wind coordinates. We have defined these coordinates with the x

axis pointing opposite to the direction of the upstream solar wind flow (taken to be
{-365.,-17,17} km/sec in Halley solar ecliptic coordinates), with the y axis in the
plane containing the spacecraft-comet velocity difference in the approximate
direction of the HSE y coordinate. In these aberrated coordinates the angle
between the upstream direction and the comet-spacecraft velocity difference is

1030 (rather than the 1070 angle between the HSE x-axis and the velocity

difference), and there is a rotation of roughly 110 in the y-z plane from the HSE y-z

components. The units of the axes are megameters. The spacecraft trajectory is
shown as the sloping line. At large distances from the comet the best velocity
measurements obtained by the experiment are given by alpha particle data; these
data are plotted as vectors extending upwards from the trajectory. Closer to the
comet the HERS instrument obtains water group data; these data are shown as
the lines extending downwards from the trajectory. Finally, closest to the comet
the best data are water group data obtained by the HIS sensor and are shown as
lines extending upwards from the trajectory. The HIS velocity vectors shown are
based upon the same data set described by Kettmann et al. (1990), but are rotated
into aberrated coordinates (two different methods of data reduction were used by

them; the data shown in Fig. 7 are that from their method of ignoring the
innermost angular channel during the last ten minutes before encounter). The

alpha particle data may be distinguished from the HIS data due to their
separation by a gap in the upwards pointing lines. Different scales are used for
plotting the alpha particle velocities and the water group velocities. The short
vertical line in the lower center of the figure is the length of a 100 km/sec alpha

particle vector in the plot, and is also the length of a 20 kndsec water group vector
(both HIS and HERS). It can be seen that there is generally good agreement
between the flow directions predicted by the model and the observations. One



exception to this rule is the strong deflection observed just inside the bow shock
that is not predicted by the MHD model (which does not resolve the shock weld

In Fig. 7 is shown a comparable plot of the HIS data for the region within 30,000
km of the nucleus; the units of the axes are 104 km and the vertical line in the

lower center of the figure denotes a vector that is 10 km/sec in magnitude. The
data are compared to the calculation of Wegmann et al. (1987) for the flow in the
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, and it can be seen that overall there is
good agreement (except close to the comet). By contrast, Wegmann et al. (1987)
have also presented the flow in the plane containing the magnetic field. In this
plane the recombining plasma can flow down along field lines towards the comet,
and the flow close to the comet is actually converging towards the comet rather

than diverging from it. (This would be the case if the interplanetary magnetic
field were in the ecliptic plane and if the comet had been approached in a
trajectory lying in the ecliptic.) The Wegmann et al. calculations would also
predict an ionopause elliptical (rather than circular) in cross-section, with the
greater width in the direction not confined by draped magnetic fields. This might
account for a tilt of the ionopause surface reported by Neubauer (1987, see Fig. 4).
The plasma velocity observations do not agree at all (comparison not shown) with
the flow pattern predicted by Wegmann et al. (1987) for the plane containing the
magnetic field.

Which case should apply is problematic. Neubauer (1987) reports that the angle of

the magnetic field out of the ecliptic plane is large and variable close to the comet.
This suggests that the situation should be a compromise between the two cases
reported by Wegmann et al. (1987); however, as mentioned earlier, the flow
pattern observations agree very well with the calculation for the flow in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field.

It may also be noted that the flow directions observed by the HIS angle analyzer
within about 10,000 km of the comet do not agree with reasonable expectations.

This is in part due to observational difficulties; the plasma is flowing past at 68
km/sec in the spacecrai_ frame and we are trying to measure a small deviation
from this value. A further problem is that as the comet is approached the plasma

gets colder, and eventually most of it lies in the field of view of the innermost angle
analyzer. However, as the count rate became higher, some problem with this

angular channel became apparent (Kettmann et al., 1990), so the data that we
present here are derived ignoring this channel. This means that we do not have a
good measurement of the velocity component in the ram direction from HIS angle
analyzer alone during the last several minutes. It is possible that recently
completed reductions and analyses of the HIS mass analyzer calibrations may
allow use of the mass analyzer data to resolve these ambiguities in the future.

In Fig. 8 are shown comparisons to other parameters of the MHD model of
Schmidt and Wegmann (1990). The plasma parameters plotted are proton
density, alpha particle velocity, water group density, velocity, and temperature as
measured by the HERS, and water group velocity and temperature as measured

by HIS. Comparing first the velocity prediction of the Schmidt and Wegmann
paper to the alpha observations, we notice that there is excellent agreement in the
outer portions of the comet (R greater than 250,000 krn).At 250,000 km there is
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good agreement between both the prediction, the alpha particle velocity, and the
water group velocities that the HERS detector observed beginning at that distance.
However, at about 200,000 km a very noticeable difference has developed between
the observation of the water group ions and the predictions of the model (we do not
compare to the alpha velocities, which disagree with the water velocities, because
the water group dominates the mass and the alpha velocity determination
becomes less reliable as the comet is approached). Simultaneously, a large
increase in the ion density above the values predicted by the model is observed.

It is not surprising that the model would simultaneously underestimate the
density and overestimate the velocity. If too much pick-up plasma were added to
the flow, conservation of momentum would require a reduction in the flow

velocity. Alternatively, if for some reason the model gives too low a flow velocity,
there would be greater time for addition of mass to the flow. For example, an
underestimate of the neutral ionization rate might cause these disagreements.
The MHD calculation assumed a single fluid, whereas the cometary plasma is
composed of both solar wind protons and cometary pick-up ions. However,
throughout the region where the disagreement occurs (250,000 to 25,000 km), the
plasma mass density is strongly dominated by the pick-up ions, so it does not
seem likely that relative velocity differences between solar wind and pick-up ions
could explain the discrepancy. Temporal variation in the upstream solar wind
density and velocity might also cause errors in the prediction.

Another noteworthy disagreement between the model and the observations is the
apparent increase in observed HIS ion temperature above predicted values within
10,000 km of the nucleus, and below predicted values for distances between 16,000
to 250,000 km from the comet. The measured temperatures in the region close to
the comet are in agreement with similar temperatures reported by Schwenn et al.
(1987) from IMS-HIS mass analyzer data, and by L_immerzahl et al. (1987) from
neutral mass spectrometer data. A one dimensional MHD model of the inner
coma (Cravens, 1989) does predict a region of increased temperature due to ion-
neutral friction in the collisionally coupled region external to the ionopause. The
region in which the temperatures measured by HERS and HIS are lower than the
model (16,000 km to 250,000 km from the nucleus) can be explained by two
possibilities. First, the two fluid nature of the plasma might result in some of the
internal kinetic energy of the flow being maintained as a relative drift between
solar wind ions and cometary ions. Although we did not regard such a two fluid
effect as a likely explanation of the density/velocity discrepancy, the temperature
of the plasma is much more sensitive to such effects. Second, the HERS
temperatures were calculated using a cut-off for velocity shells with radii greater
than 100 km/sec, and the HIS temperatures were calculated from Maxwell-
Boltzmann fits to the total distribution. It is possible that there might be a hot

unobserved or unmodelled shell at larger energies, and that the measured
temperatures are too low. However, even at distances less than 30,000 km the
disagreement is quite striking, and at such distances the mass and temperature
should be dominated by the cold pick-up plasma. So, we do not believe that
observational errors account for the disagreement.
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FIGURE CAPTION8

Fig. 1 The velocity measured by HERS in instrument coordinates. The direction
from the comet is downwards (along the vertical axis of the plot). The line at an

angle of 15 ° from the comet direction represents the inner edge of the HERS
sensor field of view. The modelling procedure used to estimate the bulk velocities
can not compensate for velocity shells of cold pick-up ions that are entirely within
the unobserved cone. Thus, the estimates do not approach the ram velocity (i.e.,
the vertical axis) as the comet is approached. The observation points are indicated
by + symbols on the curve and are average values centered at the times (UT) given
in the box on the plot. The first datum (23:13:40) is theief_most point in the plot.

Fig. 2. Plasma parameters obtained by the HERS for the period 19:00 UT to 24:00
LIT. The solid lines are proton data, the dashed lines are alpha particle data, and
the dotted lines are water group data. The speed (km/sec) in a comet centered

frame is shown in the upper panel, the next panel shows number density (cm-3,
the scale on the left is for protons and for alpha particles multiplied by 10, the
scale on the right is for the water group ions), the next panel shows log
temperature (K), and the lowest panel shows pressure (dynes/cm2). The ion

temperature does not include contributions from particles in velocity shells with
radii greater than 100 km/sec.

Fig. 3. Contours of common logarithm of phase space density in units of cm-6sec 3
of mass 17 ions for a 5 minute averaging period centered at 23:27:39 UT. The
cross is at the location where new pick-up ions are created.

Fig. 4. Phase space densities (arbitrary units) of spherical velocity shells with the
bottom line being the earliest data and the top line being the latest. The times
shown on the figure are UT. The vertical arrows indicate the average pick up

velocity during the period of measurement.

Fig. 5. Average phase space densities (units of cm-6sec 3) in velocity space of
spherical shells 10 km/sec in thickness. The data are similar to those shown in

Fig. 4 except that the velocity space intervals are 10 km/sec, and the time centers
of the averaging intervals are different. The format allows numerical values to be
ascertained without ambiguity.

Fig. 6. A comparison in aberrated HSE coordinates between the large scale flow
direction observed by the IMS (HERS and HIS) and the MHD calculations of

Wegmann et al. (1987, see their Fig. 3b). The units of the axes are 106 kin. See text
for interpretation of magnitude of vectors.

Fig. 7. A comparison in aberrated HSE coordinates between the large scale flow
direction observed by the HIS and the MHD calculations ofWegmann et al. (1987,

see their Fig. 4b). The units of the axes are 104 km. The vertical line in the lower

center of the figure is the length of a 10 km sec velocity vector.
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Fig. 8. A comparison between flow parameters measured by the IMS and the
MHD calculations of Schmidt and Wegmann (1990). N, v, and Ti, are the number
density, the velocity, and the ion temperature of the calculation (medium
thickness lines), NW, VW, and TW, are the number density, velocity, and

temperature of water group ions as measured by the HERS sensor (heaviest
lines), and (thinnest lines) Np is proton number density, Va is the velocity of the
alpha particles, Vh and Th are the velocity and temperature of the water group
ions as measured by the HIS sensor.
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The IMS-HIS double,focussing mass spectrometer that flew on the

GIOTTO spacecraft covered the mass per charge range from 12 to 56

(AMU/e). By comparing flight data, calibration data and results of

model calculations of the ion population in the inner coma, the

absolute mass scale is established, and ions in the mass range

25 to 35 are identified. Ions resulting from protonation of mole-

cules with high proton affinity are relatively abundant, enabling

us to estimate relative source strengths for H2CO, CH3OH, HCN, and

H2S, providing for the first time a positive in situ measurement of

methanol. Also upper limits for NO and some hydrocarbons are derived.

J

Key words: cometary atmosphere, mass spectrometry, ion spectra,

molecular processes
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1. Introduction

The composition of gases in the coma of comets can be studied by

spectroscopy at various wave lengths of electromagnetic radiation, by

mass spectrometric analysis of the neutral component, and by ion mass

spectrometry. All these methods have their advantages and limitations,

and it is their combination that has led to the advances in cometary

chemistry that we have witnessed since the flight of spacecraft into

the coma of Halley's comet.

In this paper, we use the data obtained by the HIS sensor of the

IMS experiment (Balsiger et al., 1986) on the spacecraft GIOTTO during

its passage through the inner coma of Halley's comet. The HIS is a

double-focussing magnetic mass spectrometer with 9 channel electron

multipliers (CEMs) arranged in a specially designed distributor,

called an "Igel", at its exit (cf. Balsiger et al., 1986). It provides

information on the mass/charge ratio, the velocity and the angles of

incidence of the ions. Among the GIOTTO instruments, the capabilities

of the HIS are unique for investigating the ion composition in the

region between the cometopause (Gringauz et al., 1986) and the iono-

pause (Neubauer et al., 1986; Neubauer, 1987; Balsiger et al., 1986a)

of Halley's coma.

The HIS, of course, also works in the low temperature (200-300 K)

region inside the ionopause, but it is not simple to reduce the four-

dimensional representation of these data (i.e. mass/charge, velocity

and two angles of incidence) to a one-dimensional mass spectrum giving

quantitative ion abundances, because the spectrometer response is not

strictly a separable function of these four parameters. Thus, the
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apparent mass/chargeratio dependssomewhaton the velocity and direc-

tion of incidence. Wehave developeda methodby which quantitative

M/Qspectra are derived, using a schemeof adding CEMcount rates

Combinedwith a fitting routine basedon laboratory calibration data

(Meier, 1988).

In contrast to previous attempts to reproduce the IMSmass

spectra by ion-chemical modelling (e.g. Wegmannet al., 1987; cf.

Schmidtet al., 1988), weuse a modelwhich concentrates on the ion

massrange between25 and 35 AMU/ein order to obtain better esti-

matesof the parent molecule abundanceswhich contribute to this ion

massrange.

2. Experimental Results

The HIS sensor took data in two modes, the H- and the N-mode (Balsiger

et al., 1986; Meier, 1988). Results obtained in the H-mode for the

mass range 12 to 35 at nine distances from the nucleus are shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. Each spectrum represents the data of one spin period,

corresponding to a traversal of 273 km. The distances from the nucleus

givenin the figures are determined at the centers of the respective

spin periods. The HIS instrument scans the voltage of the energy

analyzer in 64 steps, covering the energy range appropriate for rammed

cold ions with mass/charge 12 to 56. In the innermost part of the

coma a countrate vs. measurement step plot represents a mass spectrum,

because all cold ions have the same velocity in the instrument frame

of reference, i.e. the ram velocity (68.4 km/s). The H- and N-mode

are different in so far that in the H-mode all masses with the same
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angle and velocity are measured by the same CEM, whereas in the N-mode

different masses are deflected to different CEMs. Hence the H-mode is

well suited to get full survey mass spectra (by plotting countrates

Vs. measurement step). However, the assignment of mass in the measure-

ment step/CEM-matrix is dependent on ion speed, temperature and angle,

and the detailed response of the matrix bins to each ion beam had to

be carefully calibrated. Thus, for the purposes of this paper, we use

the H-mode to give an overview of the spectra as a function of dis-

tance from thenucleus. The N-mode data are then used to derive rela-

tive ion abundances based on the calibrated response function.

Up to about mass 20, the identification of the ionic masses does

not pose a problem, thus there is no uncertainty in the mass scale

given in Fig. 1. This is supported by the fact that the calibration

data predict the position of H_O+ where the highest ion peak is actual-

ly found. From this part of the spectrum, we can determine velocity

and angle of incidence of the ions. If we then assume that the velo-

cities and the flow directions are the same for all masses, we can

assign an accurate mass scale to the higher masses as well. In Fig.

2, we give the H-mode spectra thus obtained for the ions in the range

M/Q = 25-35.

The data displayed in Figs. I and 2 divide naturally into three

spatial regions as can be recognized in the patterns of the spectra.

I. 1215 km - 3289 km. This region lies well inside the contact

surface (Neubauer et al., 1986; Neubauer, 1987; Balsiger et al.,

1986a). Here the counts are fairly evenly distributed in azimuth

indicating that the flow direction coincides with the spin axis. The
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ion temperature is less than 500 K. TheM/Qpatterns of the five

spectra are fairly similar and indicate a goodtuning of the in-

strument and a goodmassresolution for the regular flow velocity

encounteredhere.

II. 4365 - 6554 km. This region lies mainly outside the contact

surface (at 4660 km, Neubauer, 1987). The counts are unevenly distri-

buted over azimuth in this region, indicating a flow with a velocity

component coming from the solar direction. This is consistent with

expectation since bulk flow of the ions should follow roughly the

contours of the contact surface. The 4365 km spectrum contains data

from inside the contact surface. It was here that the HERS sensor

detected hot cometary ions w_ich may be due to the double charge-

exchange mechanism (Goldstein et al., 1987; Eviatar et al., 1989).

The flow conditions and distribution functions in region II are sig-

nificantly different from those in region I. The poor mass definition

and resolution shown for the region II spectra in Figs. I and 2

results from the fact that they were generated using the flow con-

ditions prevailing in region I.

Ill. 9814 km. This spectrum is typical of the region outside

_7500 km. The azimuthal anisotropy is still observed, compatible with

the expected flow pattern around the contact surface. The spectrum is

similar to those in region I, with the exception of the strong count

rate at M/Q = 32. The latter may result from a change in chemical

composition with distance (i.e. there is a slow build-up of S+; cf.

section 4).
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3. Interpretation of the spectra

This paper is concerned primarily with the ion mass range 25 to 35

AMU/e (Fig. 2) focussing on region I, i.e. the low temperature gas

inside the contact surface. Here, photodissociation, photoionization,

ion-molecule reactions, and dissociative recombination dominate the

chemistry. The dominance of water vapor in the neutral gas together

with its high proton affinity (PA) results in H_O+ being by far the

most abundant ion. Thus, this ion governs the direction that the ion-

molecule reactions take (Aikin, 1974). As a consequence, the PA of

the molecules or radicals in the inner coma (Table i) is the most

important chemical parameter (Huntress, 1977), determining what the

main ionized species are for a particular parent molecule.

Molecules (M) having a higher PA than water (cf. Table I) react

readily with H30+ abstracting a proton:

H30+ + M + H20 + MH+ (kl)

Consequently, the resulting MH+ ions (Table 2, column 3) are very

abundant relative to their parent molecules. For molecules containing

H, C, and O, reactions with H30 + have the effect of transforming a

molecular mass spectrum dominated by even numbers into an ion mass

spectrum dominated by odd numbers.

On the other hand, ions M+ produced by simple photoionization

(emission of an electron) from a molecule having a PA lower than

water fall into two categories. If they react with water (e.g. CO+,

cf. Table I)

M+ + H20 + products (k2)
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they will have a low abundance(Table 2, column5). If they do not

react with water (e.g. NO+;cf, Table i), they will have a rather

long lifetime, governed in most cases by dissociative recombination,

and thus they will accumulatetowards a relatively high abundance

(Table 2, column4).

While these simple systematics are qualitatively valid, ion-

molecule reactions with species other than the most abundantH20and

H30+ must be taken into account for a quantitative analysis. For this

purpose, wehave developeda numerical methodwhich is simple, yet

adequatefor treating the radial evolution of ion abundancesin the

inner coma(Appendix A). The 21 neutral and 40 ion species listed in

Table 3 were included in the calculations for the present paper. The

parent molecules selected fall into three categories: (1) Thosewhich

could reasonably be expected and are essential to obtain an adequate

fit to the data (e.g. H20, CO), (2) those which have beenpreviously

reported but cannot be positively confirmed or excluded by the data

(e.g. N2), and (3) theoretically possible molecules for which the

data provide abundances(H2CO,CH_OH,NCN,H2S)or meaningful upper

limits (e.g. NO,hydrocarbons). Photodissociation and photoionization

of all neutral species, dissociative recombination of the ions, and

about 280 ion-molecule reactions were taken into account. Information

on the rate constants that were used is given in AppendixB. While

the expansion velocity could be introduced into the programas a func-

tion of radial distance, for the purposeof this paper, which deals

with the comainside the contact surface, the expansion velocity was

assumedto be a constant 900 m/s (cf. L_mmerzahlet al., 1987). The

programallows for molecular point sources (near the nucleus) and for

extended sources. Wehave used a point source for H20 with a strength
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corresponding to a H20density of 5xlO7 cm-3 at 1000kmfrom the

nucleus (Krankowskyet al., 1986). Strengths of point sources or ex-

tendedsources for the other neutral species given in Table 3 could

be freely chosen. Manynumerical integrations varying these source

strengths were carried out in order to study the influence of indi-

vidual componentsand combinations of components.

As discussed above, the massscale can be influenced by various

parameters including angle of incidence and ion speed. The results

can be summarizedas follows: With the massscale given in Fig. 2,

we find a reasonable set of molecular abundancesthat can reproduce

the observed ion massspectra in the massper charge range 25 to 35.

Wehave not beenable to find an alternative massassignmentthat

could do this. For instance, a shift of all peaks by one unit to

higher M/Qvalues could not be ruled out absolutely by the calibra-

tion data alone. However,wewould have no explanation for a high

aburdanceat M/Q= 34 along with a low abundanceat M/Q= 35; e.g.

H2Swould produce the opposite effect. Also, a relatively high flux

of M/Q= 29 ions could not be explained: HCO+ has to be lower than

CO+, and C2Hs+ or N2H+ react with H20with high rate constants.

A shift of all peaks by one unit to lower M/Qvalues would be

difficult to reconcile with the calibration data. Moreover, it would

again be difficult to find a chemical interpretation (cf. Table 2).

For instance, it would be hard to explain the high abundanceat

M/Q= 30 that results with this n_assscale.

On the other hand, the massscale given in Fig. 2 results in

relative abundancepeaks inside the contact surface at the four mass
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numberscorresponding to the products of H30+ listed in column3 of

Table 2. In other words, the pattern in the massrange 25 to 35 finds

a natural explanation. A careful comparisonof this massscale with

the calibration data implies that the average arrival direction of

the ions was_0.3 degreesawayfrom the optical axis of the entrance

deflector of the HIS sensor and that the ions had an average radial

speedof 900 m/s. Theseparametersalso fit the lower massions given

in Fig. i, for which the massassignment is r_ot in question.

With the adoptedmassscale, we interpret the spectra obtained

between1215kmand 3289 kmas follows:

I. Becauseof their high proton affinity, H2COand CH30Hdominate

the massrange 25 to 35, being the parent molecules of the two most

abundantions (CH3O+and CH3OH2+).

2. Theminimal ion abundancesat masses27, 29, and 34 are con-

sistent with prediction. All ions listed in Tables 2 and 3 with these

masses(C2H3+, HCN+, C2H5+, N2H+, HCO+, H2s+) , and also H202+, react

with water.

3. The peak height at mass 28 is consistent with the HCN/HzO

abundance ratio of 0.001 derived by Schloerb et al. (1987) from radio

frequency observations. CO+ also contributes to the mass 28 peak but

is not dominant.

4. The hydrocarbons C2H n are difficult to determine from the ion

spectra. At this time, only upper limits can be given. The small peak

at mass 26, if real, would be due to C2H2+, rather than CN+, since

the latter is readily destroyed by water (Tables I and 2).
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For the purpose of deriving.molecular abundances, we have com-

puted ion mass spectra as a function of distance from the nucleus,

varying the proportions of the assumed parent molecules to optimize

the fit. In Fig. 3, we compare such a computed spectrum, based on the

abundances indicated, with the observed spectra at two radial dis-

tances straddling that of the computation. It is evident that the fit

is quite reasonable. The sensitivity of the fit to variations in the

parent molecule source strengths was investigated in order to estab-

lish ranges or limits.

As noted in Fig. 3, contributions from extended sources were

assumed for some molecules. For these we assume an exponential de-

pletion length of 104 km, originating at the nucleus. Such extended

sources are indicated by the comprehensive CN-observations of A'Hearn

et al. (1986) and Hoban et al. (1988), as well as by the mass spectro-

meter results for neutral CO (Eberhardt et al., 1987). While the need

to include both point and extended sources is clearly indicated, both

from the previous work and our data, the distance between the two

experimental spectra given in Fig. 3 is too small for arriving at a

reliable quantitative separation between them. For this, a complete

investigation of the radial evolution of each ion in question would

be required.

We emphasize that the molecular abundances shown in Fig. 3 are

not unique in giving a reasonable agreement between theoretical and

experimental spectra, considering the uncertainties in the experi-

mental data and in the reaction rate constants. Definite abundance

estimates can be obtained, however, for molecules having high PAs,

because the ions resulting from their protonation dominate the mass
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spectra. This is evident from Table 4 where the relative contribu-

tions to some relevant mass numbers are listed.

4. Molecular Abundances

Below, we give abundance estimates derived from a comparison of the

results of the model calculations with the measured spectra in region

I. We do not distinguish between point sources and extended sources

for most molecular species. Some of the abundances might be improved

by applying a more refined fitting programme to the data and by com-

paring experimental and theoretical ion abundances over the whole

length of the trajectory inside the contact surface. However, we are

confident that the resultant improvements would not materially alter

the conclusions, and thus the added complexity of the modeling is not

justified for the purposes of this paper.

Ammonia. NH3 can be estimated from the NHh+/H30 + ratio (Ip,

1986). Allen et al. (1987), using IMS data, applied this method to

derive a NH3/H20 abundance ratio of .01 to .02; however, they neg-

lected reactions of H30+ with molecules heavier than water. Ip et al.

(1990) pointed out that even relatively rare HCN influences the

ammonia abundance thus derived. Now that we find a few to several

percent ofmolecules with higher PA than water, we obtain a reduction

of H30+, which in turn somewhat reduces the estimate on the NH3/H20

ratio. The question of whether or not the ratio thus obtained is com-

patible with the NH3/H20 value of 0.003 derived from the NH2 emission

(Wyckoff et al., 1988) will be discussed in a separate paper.
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Formaldehgde. The mass 31 ion rate falls off less rapidly than

R-I between 1215 km and 9814 km (cf. Fig. 2) in spite of the relatively

short photo lifetime of H2CO (cf. Table 2). From this, we derive a H2CO

source Which is at least partly extended with an integrated strergth

(relative to water) of about one percent at 1500 km, rising to a few

percent at the ionopause. The mass spectra measured in region II sug-

gest that the source extends even farther out. Our results are in

agreement with data obtained by other instruments. H2CO has been found

with the IKS infrared spectrometer on the VEGA I spacecraft (Combes

et al., 1988; Mumma and Reuter, 1989). Polymeric formaldehyde has

been inferred from the spectra obtained by the ion energy spectro-

meter PICCA onboard the GIOTTO spacecraft (Mitchell et al, 1987;

Huebner, 1987) . Krankowsky (1990) found the formaldehyde molecule

with the GIOTTO NMS mass spectrometer. He estimated a H2CO abundance

relative to water of 4.5 percent, including a contribution from an

extended source.

Methanol. The peak at mass 33 could be protonated methanol or

hydrazine. Stief and deCarlo (1965) and Delsemme (1975) have proposed

that the 3360 AngstrOm emission observed in comets is due to a NH

radical, the precursor of which is hydrazine. Under the thermodynamic

conditions in the solar nebula or the proposed sub-nebula (Fegley and

Prinn, 1988), N2H4 would not be produced in significant amounts. Cal-

culations show that the equilibrium ratio N2H4/N2 for these two sites

is only 2xlO "38 and 3×10 -29 at 300 K or 4xlO -2° and 3xi0-11 at 1500 K.

The equilibrium ratio CH3OH/CO is higher, especially in a sub-nebula

environment. Also, there has been no mentioning of hydrazine produc-

tion in interstellar clouds, whereas some ammonia and methanol are

produced according to ion molecule reaction calculations (cf. Prasad
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and Huntress, 1980; Leung et al., 1984). Moreover, if we wanted to

identify the mass 33 peak with N2Hs+, we would have to postulate

_2H_/NH 3 a I which seems implausible. Thus, we propose that the mass

33 peak is essentially due to CH3OH2+ which ]eads to an estimate of

the methanol/ water ratio of .003 to .015. This is the first in situ

measurement of CH30H in a comet. However, methanol has also recently

been found in comet Austin by millimeter observations (Colom et al.,

1990).

Nitrous Oxide. The count rate at mass 30 places an upper limit

of .005 on NO/H20. NO is usually not mentioned among possible cometary

constituents. Since, however, theory indicates that NO is produced in

dense interstellar clouds (Prasad and Huntress, 1980), it may be well

to mention this NO abundance limit for Halley's coma.

_gdzogen Cganide. The peak at mass 28 is probably mainly due to

H2CN+. Although CO is the second most abundant molecule in Halley's

coma (Eberhardt et al., 1987), the contribution of CO+ is minor, be-

cause this ion reacts readily with water (cf. Tables 1, 2, and 4). If

we assume that also C2H4 does not contribute very much, then we have

enough H2CN+ to account for the HCN/H20 _ .001 abundance ratio derived

from radio frequency observations (Schloerb et al., 1987) or from the

CN emission (A'Hearn et al., 1986). Our estimate for the HCN abundance

is higher than the one given by Ip et al. (1990).

_9dzocarbons. Since C2H6, C2H4, and C2H 2 have PAs lower than

water, they do not form ions with prominent abundances. However, the

count rates at masses 25 and 26 indicate that some hydrocarbon ions

are present in the mass range considered. While a careful analysis of
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the abundances - particularly at even mass number - might produce some

definite hydrocarbon estimates, we simply mention that as a result of

cur present modelling effort the sum of the abundances of acetylene

and ethylene are at most one or two percent relative to water,

H2Sand S. The inclusion of S, HzS and related ions was intended

to allow for studying their contribution in the mass range considered.

We defer a more complete discussion of the sulfur containing species

to a later publication and discuss here only the abundance of HzS,

which has just been detected in comet Austin by millimeter observation

(Colom et al., 1990). For comet Halley's coma, Marconi et al. (1990)

derived a lower limit of 0.5 percent for the HzS/HzO ratio. However,

their conclusion is based on a dissociation time for H2S of _300 sec,

which we consider to be erroneous for two reasons: (1) The photolysis

of H2S leads to SH which in turn dissociates in 118 sec (0.9 AU; Kim

and A'Hearn, 1990) to give S. From atomic sulfur, S+ is produced at a

relatively high rate (Table B1). Thus, not only HsS but also S+ carries

significant information on the occurrence of H2S. Our model calcula-

tions clearly show that HzS with a half percent abundance and a life-

time of only _300 sec would lead to a much higher ion abundance at

mass 32 than we actually observe (cf. Fig. 3). (2) Using the cross

section data given by Lee et al. (1987), Kim and A'Hearn (1990) have

derived a photodissociation time for H2S of 3200 sec (0.9 AU), a result

we have confirmed. With this longer dissociation time, we have consis-

tency between the masses 35 and 32 in the ion spectra and obtain a

HzS source strength (point source and/or extended source) of 0.001 to

0.004 relative to H20.
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There is a significant change in the appearance of ion mass

spectra in region II relative to region I (Figs. I and 2). As pointed

out in Section 2, the distribution functions of the ions have changed

significantly from the quiet flow encountered in region I. This makes

it difficult to identify changes in ion abundances with the methods

used in this paper, since these methods are based on the assumption

of quiet flow conditions appropriate to region I.

While the perturbations in the spectra observed in the mass range

16-20 in region II have again disappeared in region Ill (Fig. 1), the

high count rate at M/Q = 32 remains (Fig. 2). A slow build-up of

M/Q = 32 actually begins between 2000 and 3000 km. Thus, this general

increase in M/Q = 32 with increasing distance could be due to the S+

ion. However, quantitative interpretation of the spectra in regions

II and Ill needs further analyses, which we leave to future publica-

tions.

5. Discussion

The ions CH30+ and CH3OH2+ are derived from formaldehyde and methanol,

respectively. Judging from ion-molecule reaction systematics, it seems

improbable that heavier gaseous aldehydes, ketones or alcohols contri-

bute significantly to these ions. Thus, we propose that both H2CO and

CH30H are present in the gas phase with the relative abundances indi-

cated in Section 4. This observation neither precludes nor supports

the possibility that H2CO and/or CH30H are present in some poli-

merized form in the solid (Vanysek and Wikramasinghe, 1975; Huebner,

1987; Mitchell eta]., 1987). The radial decrease of CH30+ is less
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than expected for a point source, indicating that H2COis released

from grains over times of the order of hours.

The analysis offered here underlines that carbon in Halley's

cometexists largely in oxidized form - at least the portion of it

that is released into the gas phasewithin the first one or two hours.

Krankowskyet al. (1986a) have shownthat the dominating peaks

in the 40-50 massregion occur at M/Q= 45 and M/Q= 47, and they

identify themas HCS+ and H3CS+, respectively. Wenote that protonized

acetaldehyde (CH_CHO) and ethglalcohol (C2HsOH) may significantly

contribute to these mass peaks.

k.w
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_pendix A

The chemistry in the ionosphere - the region well inside the contact

surface - of Halley's comet is dominated by photodissociation, photo-

ionization, ion-molecule reactions, and dissociative recombination.

Since these reactions and in particular the ion-molecule reactions

connect a great variety of species in a rather non-systematic way, a

large matrix of non-linear differential equations results.

The ionosphere is characterized by a steady expansion velocity

of _0.9 km/s which is roughly equal for ions and neutrals (Krankowsky

et al., 1986; L_mmerzahl et al., 1987) and by low kinetic temperatures

(200-300 K; Balsiger et al., 1986a). Thus, the rate constants for

ion- molecule reactions measured in the laboratory can be used.

We found reactions between neutrals (molecules or radicals) to

be of minor importance for the species considered here; thus, we have

neglected this type of reaction. In fact, the most important change

in neutral abundances comes from photodissociation (and ionization)

and this has been taken into account.

The ion abundances originally obtained from photoionization are

thoroughly changed by ion-molecule reactions. On the other hand, for

the neutral partners the relative importance of these ractions is

small because of the relatively low abundance of the ions. Thus, we

have neglected the changes in neutral abundances due to ion-molecule

reactions. The types of reactions included in our model are given in

the following equations (reactants or products for which the changes

due to the reaction are taken into account in our calculations are

underlinded):
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A + hv ÷B +C + ..... (i)

B÷_A + hv + + e-- + C + ..... (2)

A +8_+ C +D_+ (3)

B+ + e....._-,- C + D (4)

It is seen that with the simplifications introduced here, the

first three types of equations are lirear.

The set of differential equations corresponding to the reaction

equations (I) to (4) is solved by stepwise integration over r, the

distance from the nucleus. The relation between time t and r is given

by the expansion velocity v(r) which was taken to be constant at

900 m/s. A backward integration scheme was chosen for the destruction

terms, but not for the production terms which were treated accordirg

to the forward method. In this way, the differential equations are

decoupled, and a matrix conversion procedure is avoided.

The reaction rates of equations (i) to (4) form one-, two- or

three-dimensional arrays of real numbers. Since many elements in

these arrays are empty, we have the code first establish arrays with

integers 0 or I depending on whether the corresponding element in the

real number array vanishes or not. These integer number arrays are

interrogated at each integration step. Empty elements of the arrays

are skipped; thus, a large number of useless real number multipli-

cations are avoided. These simplifications led to a program which can

be used ir an interactive mode on a modest PC and the numbers of

species and reactions considered can be easily changed.
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Appendix B

A large number of photodissociation, photoionization, ion-molecule

reaction and recombination rates are used in this investigation. How-

ever, only a part of these rates have a major influence on the relative

abundances of ions and molecules discussed in Section 4. Therefore,

we present in this paper the numerical values only for these important

rate constants. References are given for the others.

Photodissociation and Photoionization

Rates corresponding to quiet solar conditions at 0.9 AU were used.

Photoionization is of major importance for molecules that do not

react with H30+. The rate constants for the ions listed in column 4

of Table 2 are given in Table BI.

Ion-Molcule Reactions

Rate constants were taken from the following compilations: Anicich

and Huntress (1986), Allen et al. (1987), Prasad and Huntress (1980),

Giguere and Huebner (1978), Huebner and Giguere (1980). The most im-

, 0+portant rate constants i.e. those for reactions with H20 and H3 ,

are given in Table 1. Atomic sulphur was introduced as a possible

source of S+ ions (cf. text); however, reactions of ions with S were

not included.

Dissociative Recombination

Dissociative recombination is usually the dominant destruction mechan-

ism for ions that do not react with water. The corresponding rates,

evaluated at 273 K, are given in Table B2. Rates not found in the

literature were estimated.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I. Nine mass spectra in the AMU/e range 12 to 24 obtained in

the H-mode of the HIS sensor. Distances to the nucleus are indicated.

The spectra obtained in the three regions of the inner coma described

in the text are distinguished by solid lines (region I), dashed lines

(region II), and short dashed lines (region III).

Fig. 2. The same spectra as in Fig. 1 for the AMU/e range 25 to 35.

Fig. 3. Relative ion densities derived from the N-mode data at 1485 km

(diamonds and bold dashed line) and 1950 km (triangles and fine dashed

line) from the nucleus. These experimental spectra are compared with

a model ion spectrum (crosses and solid line) which was calculated at

the intermediate distance of 1717 km with the molecular abundances

shown In the insert. Sp indicates a point source and SE indicates an

extended source (R'2e'R/IO000).



Table 1. Proton affinities (PA) and rate constants kl, k2

PA kl PA k 2

(eV) (ev)

NH3 8.9 2.2

C2HsOH

CH3CHO

CH30H

N2H4

HCOOH

H2CO

HCN

H2S

8.16 2.8

8.07 3.6

7.9 2.8

7.9 I]

7.81 2.7

7.5 3.42]

7.43 4.0

7.4 1.9

H20 7.20

C2H43Jl 7.1 < .001

C2H 6 6.9 2.95

C2H 2 6.7 .22

HCO 6.6 3.0

OH 6.18 2.89

CO 6.15 2.6

CH, 5.7 2.5

C02 5.68 2.2

NO 5.5 --

CH3 5.4 _ .01

N2 5.1 2.5

CN _5 3.2

02 4.38 < .001

H2 4.38 7.3

Proton Affinities from Radzig and Smirnow (1980) and
Ausloos (1974)

Rate constants kI and k2, defined in the text, in
10-9 cm3 s"I from Anicich and Huntress (1986)

1]from dissociation constant

2]the reverse reaction has a rate of _.23xi0 -s cm3 s-I

3]kl = .06xi0"9 cm3 s'1



Table 2. Inner coma: Ions in the 25-35 massrange1]

Parent Molecules

Photo _
lifetime LJ

(s)

Ions in Relation to Abundances of Parent Molecules

Major Ions Long-lived 3] lons Minor lons
Produced by Produced by Destroyed by

H30+ Photons H20

J

H2S (34) 3.2xi03

CH30H (32) 3.1xi03

S (32) 9 xlOs

H2CO (30) 2.9xi03

NO (30) 2.4xi0 s

C2H 6 (30) 4.9xi04

C2H4 (28) 1.9x10_

CO (28) 1.3xi06

H3s+ (35) H2S+ (34)

HS+ (33)

CH3OH2+ (33)

S+ (32)

CH30H+ (32)

CH3 O+ (31) H2CO+ (30)

NO+ (30)

C2H6+ (30)

C2H7+ (31)

C2H4+ (28)6] C2Hs+ (29)6]

CO+ (28)

HCO+ (29)

N2 (28) 8.1xlO s N2+ (28)

N2H+ (29)

HCN (27) 7.7x10s H2CN+ (28) HCN+ (27)

CN+ (26)

C2H2 (26) 2.6xi04 C2H+ (25)4] C2H3+ (27)6]

C2H2+ (26)5,6]

1] Mass numbers in parenthesis

2] 0.9 AU; data from Levine (1985); Kim and A'Hearn (1990)

3] Not destroyed by H20

4] Possibly also produced by He+ near and outside the contact surface

5] Slowly reacting with H20 (cf. Table 1)

6] Various hydrocarbons may contribute to this ion



Table 3. Molecules and Ions Included in the Coma

Model Calculations

Molecules

H, H2, O, OH, H20

C, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6

N, NH3, HCN, N2, NO

CO, H2CO, CH3OH, CO2

S, H2S

Ions

H+, H2+, 0+, OH+, H20+, H30+

C+, CH2+, CH_+, CH4+, CHs+

C2H+, C2H2+, C2H3+, C2H4+, C2Hs+, C2H6+, C2H7+

N+, NH+, NH2+, NH3+, NH_+

HCN+, H2CN+, N2+, N2H+, NO+

CO+ , HCO+, H2CO+, H3CO+, CH30H+, CH3OH2+

C02+, HC02+

S+, HS+, H2s+, H3S+

7



kj Table 4. Relative contributions of ions to some important mass numbers.

These percentages refer to the theoretical ion mass spectrum

shown in Fig. 3.

Mass-28 Mass-30 Mass-31 Mass-32 Mass-33

H2CN+ = 69% NO+ = 87% H3CO+ = 100% CH30H+ = 62% CH3OH2+ : 99%

CO+ = 20% H2CO+ = 12% S+ = 38% SH+ : 1%

+ C2H6+C2H4 = 11% = 1%



Table BI. Photoionization rates at 0.9 AU

Molecule Ion Rate
10-7 s-1

H20 H20+ 4.1

CO CO+ 3.8

NO NO+ 16.0

C2H2 C2H2+ 9.6

C2H 2 C2H+ .9

C2H4 C2H4+ 7.2

C2H4 C2H2+ 2.5

S S+ 12.0

Data are for quiet solar condition
(Levine, 1985; Appendix I) at 0.9 AU

,,,_j



J

Table B2. Dissociative recombination rates
with electrons at 273 K

Ion k
(10"7 cm3 s-l)

NH, + 15.9 (a)

H30+ I0 (a,b)

C2H+ 5.7 (a)

C2H2+ 5.7 (a)

C2H4+ I0 (d)

H2CN+ 3.5 (c)

NO+ 4.6 (a)

CH30+ 10 (d)

CH3OH2+ 8.8 (c)

H3S+ 3.7 (c)

(a) McGowan and Mitchell (1984)

(b) Heppner et al. (1976)
(c) Adams and Smith (1988)
(d) estimate
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